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DIRECTOR NOTES H

This month we are including the Call for Papers for our 49th Shock and Vibration
Symposium. As always, we expect this to be an interesting, productive meeting.
We hope that many of our readers plan to attend. I would call your particular
attention to the potential program , which is expected to be formed based upon
our greatest needs coupled with the most significant contributions. I ask each of
you to consider your own work and accomplishments. Can you contribute to the
advancement of our technology? The forms at the back of this issue are for that
purpose. We would be pleased to receive your proposed contribution.

In connection with this publication, we are once again seeking input from our
readers on ways of improviny its usefulness. Over the past ten years we have,
whenever possible, formulated the contents of this DIGEST based upon the needs
of the technical community. Your opinions on how well we have done our job ,
as well as suggestions as to how we can do it better are earnestly solicited . Please
take a few minutes to fill out and mail the form at the back of this issue. I will
be most grateful.

As we go beyond the survey mentioned above and as future issues are delivered.
I ask that you not be hesitant in corresponding with me. As readers, your input
is invaluable. Tell us when we have committed sins of omission. Give us your
opinion on a regular basis on good and bad features. On controversial issues we

4 will be happy to publish discussions and rebuttals. In general. I think a continuing
dialogue between reader and publisher can only serve the common good.

H.C.P.
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE
TECHNICAL PAPERS: QUANTITY OR QUALITY

At a recent major meeting of the ASME , one of the major issues being discussed
involved the right of each member to receive twenty free technical papers. This
issue came to be controversial because, as a budgeting matter , a small handling
charge was assessed for each paper. The Society had to assess this charge or find
other means of deferring the cost of its publication program. This action is a sign
of the t imes. The cost of issuing technica l publications has risen along with the
quantity of them. What it all means is that eventually the prohibitive cost of pub-
lication is going to stop the proliferation of technical material. Whether good or bad
material will suffer from lack of publication remains to be seen. A review of past
efforts on cost cutt ing and selection of material for publication is interesting.

At one time every author thought it was his or her right to publish research results,
good or bad, w ithout cost. They did not expect to get paid for writing the paper;
however , they surely did not expect the publication to cost them anything. This
was the way it was before the advent of the page charge. About ten years ago some
major societies noted that subscriptions to technical journals did not cover the
costs of processing and printing. Rather than ra ise the price of the journals, they
decided to levy a page charge for publication. I suspect it was the first attempt
to induce people to be more selective about what they would submit for publica-
tion. It didn ’t work very well because the page charge was paid by the author ’s
company, if, in fact , it was paid at all, in the end, payment of the page charge was
not mandatory for publication. While it did generate some revenue, it was not
enough to significantly affect publication costs.

The next cost cutting procedure involved the quality of editing, layout , and print-
ing. Some journals reduced editorial staff thus degrading accuracy. Others sought
means of reducing printing costs by using typewriters or cold type rather than hot
type. After all these compromises we are still faced with the basic problem that we
cannot afford to publish trivial or reworked technology.

The cost of good papers to users has never been an issue, If the work is good and
will help to solve a problem, the user w ill pay the real cost of publication. After
all this does not include the cost of research and engineering involved in generating
the technology. The right of the ASME members to receive twenty papers free is
a separate issue; however , it does have a bearing on publication costs. These costs
are small compared to those incurred by indiscriminate paper publication.

To what conclusion does all this discussion lead us? Two facts of life are evident,
First, we can no longer afford to publish trivial , reworked , repeated technology.
Second, we need to stop rewarding people for quantity of publication and find
some reward mechanism for quality. If we don’t get the publication process in or-
der , it is likely that some good work will suffer from lack of publication while the
trivial material continues to be published.

R.L.E .
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COMPUTER PROGRAM S FOR THE DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE OF HIGHW AY VEHICLES

J ,E , Bernar d’

Abstract - This review dsiln..t.s th. state of the art worthy tools. The tradeoffs Inherent in the com~In th. simulation of he direetlonal r~~onae of plexity of vehicle simulations have been discussed
hIp~i isey vW kio& Modeling of tires , br kn, and (8) .
wwans’ons Is str*a d. Two perlp#per.I mattat -
path-following tschnlqu.s and the choke of corn- A very large number of vehicle simulations are In
pufer harth,.i’e -. are also considered, use throughout the world . No attempt Is made to

rank these programs in this review. (Several simula-
A systematic investigation of the problems of vehicle tions in the public domain in the United States have
handling appeared in the literature during the 1930s already been reviewed (91 , and a brief critical review
and 1940s with the pioneering work of Olley (1) .  of several simulations of international stature has

• Subsequent investigators developed linearized equa- been published 1101 .1 The following discussion is
tions whose solution would yield the trajectory of an attempt to delineate the state of the art with
a vehicle subject to steering (2) and the ride motions particular attention to three key areas. tires, bra kes,
of a vehicle subject to rough road input (3) . Further and suspensions. Two short sections are concerned
advances in linear analysis have included transfer with simulation methodology; the first has to do
funct ions for the driver (4) end a detailed con- with path-following and Inverse techniques, the
sideration of the roll degree of freedom [51 - second the choice of computer hardware .

Efforts have also been directed at analyzing various Vehicle ride is not explicitly treated in this review,
nonlinear aspects of vehicle systems. Perhaps the but the models under discussion have sufficient
best overview of this subject is that of Ellis [61 . degrees of freedom to allow consideration of rigid
The equations of vehicle motion can become diffi- body ride motion in depth. However, ride quality
cult in the genecal case; it is not surprising, there- is now understood to depend as much on beaming
fore, that computer simulation has been frequently motion as on rigid body motion. Thus, an additional
used by vehicle dynamicists. body of related literature has appeared, much of

It concerned with analysis in the frequency domain
Perhaps the best known early computer simulation (11 , 121 .
was that of Ellis (7) , who developed In 1961 a
three-degree-of-freedom analog computer model for
studying the lateral motion of an articulated vehicle. THE FORCES ANt) MOMENTS
Since that time , the advent of ever more sophisticated AT TH E TIRE .ROAD INTERFACE
equipment has allowed simulations of increasing
complexity. Many research facilities now use highly Because the trajectory of the vehicle Is almost en-
nonlinear passenger car simulations with at least tirely dependent on forces arid moments applied to
14 degrees of freedom, including six degrees of the vehicle from the road, the representation of the
freedom for the vehicle body, a vertical or wheel tire-road interface is of primary interest In vehicle
hop degree of freedom for each wheel, and a spin simulation. A schematic diagram of a tire showing
degree of f reedom for each wheel. In addition, these forces arid moments at the tire-road inter-
investigators have developed simulations that include face is presented in the Figure.
impacts with curbs, other vehicles, and massive
barriers. The two purposes for modeling these forces end

moments are to aid in understanding tire mechanics
These multi-degree-of-freedom nonlinear simulations and to facilitate the simulation of selected tire-
are reviewed below. However, this is not to suggest vehicle combinations. Although these two purposes
thet less complex models or linear analysis are less are not entirely exclusive , the former is usually
Osperunsnt of Mschanlcal Englnssclng, Mlchêgen Stat .
University, East L..nsing, MIchlg.n
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Kinematics of the Tire-Road Interface

considered to involve a detailed understanding of Shear Forces
the role of various tire properties: toroidal geometry The variety of models that have been proposed for
of the tire , cord , angles, plies, and belt compounding. the shear forces at the tire-road interface are de-

• The second purpose is to relate, as expeditiously noted in this review as semi-empirical, in contrast
as possible, the forces and moments at the tire-road to empirical models, for which all needed data are
interface to tire-road kinematics. This second pur- obtained and directly entered into a vehicle simula-
pose is of concern in this review. tion (101 . Empirical models range from extremely

simple ones, in which lateral forces are computed
Consider first the calculation of the forces at the from a measured slope at zero slip angle and a mea-
tire-road interface. The forces are traditionally sure of the maximum force (71 to relatively corn-
represented by a simple model for the norma l force plex algorithms , in which the input includes data
and a more complex model for the shear force, measured at several load s and slip angles 1101 .

Normal Forces The character of the input tire data needed for
The choice of a simple model for the normal force effective computer simulation varies with the pur-
reflects the fact that the simple model works very pose of the calculations. But some measured data
well for smooth road simulations, which are usually are needed so that the calculations can be corn-
used. (Attempts to model the normal force in the pared favorably with field tests. Further , if maneuvers
presence of more demanding terrain have been that push the tire into its nonlinear range are to
described (13) .) The present discussion is restricted be considered (nominally above 0.3 g on a dry
to situations in which normal forces can be expected surface), it is desirable to use input data from tests
to be a straightforward function of the position of the tire-surface combination of interest.
of the tire. Methods for predicting and computing
shear forces are briefly outlined below. A historical Of course , neither extreme care in modeling the
overview of this subject , as well as the development tire nor large quantities of input data are war ranted
of associated experimental techniques, has been in every instance . In fact , a simple tire model with
published 181 . a correspondingly small empirical burden for input

I
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data may well suff ice for low intensity turning longitudinal atij lateral forces are obtained by in-
maneuvers or for braking maneuvers that tee either tegrating the shear stresses over the contact area
of low enough intensity so as to be well below the
limits of the adhesion, or of such high intensity
as to clearly preclude any rolling of the tire . More This procedure , which was first presented in 1970
care is required for the fo llowing: when the level (16) , has been used In a number of vehicle dynam-
of turning pushes the tire into its nonlinear range , ics studies (171 . A negative feature has been that
when braking near the limits of adhesion occurs , the predictions of free-rolling lateral force were
or when simultaneous braking and turning occur . often not representat ive of real tires because so

many simplifying assumptions had to be made.
In the case of brak ing and turning, which is the most The assum ption that the normal pressure at the
diff icult smooth road simulation, either of two tire-road interface is uniform leads to reasonable
opt ions may be used -- a classical or a modern ap- results for radial tires and inferior results for most

• proach . The classical approach entails a three-step bias and bias belted tires. Improvements to remedy
procedure: this situation have been presented (8) . Thus the

state of the art now includes the capability to ac-
1. calculation of longitudinal force , F~

, on the curate ly model measured braking and/or turning
basis of longitudinal slip and normal load, shear forces using either modern or classica l models.

2. calculation of free-rolling lateral force , F~.
on the basis of lateral slip and normal load .

3. calculation of the lateral force, Fy• on the The advantage of modern techniques is that cal-
basis of F x and F1. culation of the interaction between F~ and Fy 15

based on a carefully conceived model of the tire-
The strength of this approach lies in its conceptual road interface rather than on the modification of
simplicity -- virtually any formulation can be used F~ and Fy based on a preordained rule that might

• to compute F~ in Step I and F~, in Step 2. Step 3 be inadequate. A carefully conceived model is pa”-
can then be a friction ellipse 1)3) , or a tabular ticularly important in maneuvers involving turning
function modifying Fy as a function of longitudinal while braking under action of anti-sk id brake systems.
slip (10. 141 .

• The success of this methodology has derived in large Moments
part from the fidelity of the calculations of Fx The moment about the z axis in the Figure, the
and F~. The 

~~ 
calculations have been based upon so-called aligning torque, is important to vehicle

tabular a-slip curves that can be made as accurate directional response as a result of two separate
as is deemed reasonable, and the calculations effects , namely, the modifica t ion of steer angles
have been based on the Fiala formulation (151 , due to the action of aligning torque on a compliant
which invariably provides a reasonable fit to mea- steering system , and the overall stabilizing effect
sured free-rolling tire data for bias and bias-belted on linear range turning maneuvers. The overturning
tires . An additional positive factor in favor of this moment (about the x axis) and the rolling resistance
approach derives from the tendency of a braked (about the y axis) are of lesser importance and are
wheel to go to full lock in a severe braking maneuver , often neglected in computer simulations of vehicle
In this instance the tire model need only predict directional response.
the lateral and longitudinal forces associated with
a sliding, locked wheel.

Aligning torque has not thus tar been modeled with
Newer and so-called modern approaches to the any success for use in computer simulation. Rather .

• modeling of shear force generation contrast with the procedure has been to directly load in measured
the above-defined classical approach in that the data (101 or to fit the measured data to a curve and
shear stresses in the contact patch are calculated load the curve-fit parameters into the simulation
as a function of longitudinal and lateral slip, nor- (181 . An appiopriate reference for modeling efforts
mal load, and normal pressure distribution. The in this area was published in 1974 (191.

5
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BRAKE SYSTEMS the expanse necessary to measure the parameters
needed as input data rather than the mathematica l

In brakes , as in tires , there are two distinct purposes models themselves. An explanation of a measurement
for mathematical modeling. Brakes are modeled to “ facility designed to procure all the needed parameters
aid in the understanding of brake systems and to has been given 1271 .
facilitate the simulation of selected vehicle-brake
systems. To aid in the understanding of brake sys- It is mainly in commercial vehicle suspensions that
tems, several models have been proposed that allow new approaches have been indicated in recent publi-
the calculation of brake torque using submodels cations. The facets of this area that have received
of such components as linings, drum, and cylinders, special attention are tandem axle dynamics (28,
A few of these eff orts have led to models simple 29) and the handling ot large amounts of coulomb
enough to use in vehicle-brake system simulation friction 1301 .
(201 .

Calculations aimed at vehicle-brake system analysis SOME NOTES ON PATH FOLLOWING
are more often performed using tables of brake
dyrsamometer data as input to a simulation. Either In traditional nonlinear vehicle simulations, the
of two types of a dynamo meter data are commonly input variables include the actions of the driver via
procured - . an inertial dynamometer can be loaded steering motions (steering wheel angle or road wheel
with the desired rotat ional inertia for spin down angle) and braking levels (line pressure). The output
tests , or an instrumented vehicle may be used as is then the vehicle ’s motion, as indicated by the
a dynamometer in carefully controlled braking calculated state var iables. Thus, validation work
tests. (A third method, using constant velocity has involved calculating vehicle motions based on a
tests , has been presented (21). ) given input , applying th is same input to a test vehicle .

and then comparing measurements and calculations.
Whatever the particulars of the test methodology, The advantage of the relatively clean validation
however , variations in brake torque at a constant methodology is offset by the disadvantage that
pressure will be obvious. But even though the varia- time-varying steering and braking must be determined
tions are obvious, the functional dependence of a priori , thus making impossible the use of calcula
variations on computable variables is not accurate . tions to study the demands placed on a vehicle or
Calculation of brake torque for use in simulation driver-vehicle system attempting to follow a given
of vehicle maneuvers thus remains beyond the state path,
of the art . Further information has been published
(22 . 23,24 1 - One uset I modification of traditional techniques

has been wagon-tongue steering 113) , in which steer
It should be emphasized that , despite the fact that angle calculations are based on the error between
accurate calculations are beyond the state of the the vehicle’s path and some desired path. Such
art , useful simulations of braking vehicles are often calculations can be cumbersome, however , because
performed , They range from extremely simple the loop must be very carefully closed to avoid
calculations to aid in siz ing the brakes of particular unwanted oscillations . (The ultimate loop closure ,
vehicles (25) to extremely complex commercial a model of the driver , is briefly discussed below.)
vehicle anti-skid braking simulation (26) -

A more frequently used mechanism for path-follow-
ing is the inverse technique, in which the path re-

SUSPENSION SYSTEMS places steering and braking as an input function
of time, and the steering and braking levels become

Historically, models have ranged from a fixed inclined state variables t~ be computed . Two well-known
roll axis , as suggested by Segel (21 in his pioneering examples of the inverse technique have been pub-
work on linear analysis, to those with extremely lished ( 31 , 32) .
general capabilities (10) - The limits presently rn-

posed on the accuracy of the simulation involve The advantage of the inverse technique is that a

6
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par ticular path of inwiost can be used as input, linear with the number of runs, hybrid costs
Disadvantages include the increased difficult y of drop as setup time is amorti zed over more r uns )

validation and the tact that highly ci~mnplex models However , costs of digital calculations continue
do not lend themselves to the required variable in- to drop due to hardware improvements and
version Further , such timely topics as antilock brake softwa re modifications (33)
analysis are incom patible with inverse techniques.

The obvious extension of this wor k would be to
model the perfornman~o of driver-vehicle as a sy stsn~. REFERENCES
a tas k now beyond the state of the art Howevei ,
promisin g related w o rk in this area has been per- 1 . Olley, M., “Road Manners of the Modern Car ,”
formed using linear m odels (4) - Proc. lnst n. Auto. Engrs., 41 , pp 147-181 (1946).

2. Segel , L., “Theoretical Prediction and Experi-
THE METHODOLOG Y OF THE mental Substantiation of the Response of the

CALCULATIONS .- AN OVE RVIE W Automobile to Steering Control ,” Proc. Auto.
Div ., The lnstn . Mech . Engrs.. No. 7. p 310

It is obvious that mathematica l tools and computer (1956-1957).
hardware are available to perform several tasks of
interest in vehicle simulations. A related question 3. Kohr , R H . , “Analysis and Simulation of Auto-
that merits attention is a mechanistic one should mobile Ride ,” SAE Trans. , 96 , pp 110-119
analog, hybrid , or digital calculations be used ? (1961 )
I he answer to this question has been changing as
computer hardware has evolved , A reasonable posi- 4. MeRuer , D.T. and Klein. R H., “Automobile
tion at the present time includes the following Controllability - DriverNehicle Response for

Steering Control .” Systems Tech . Inc., Final

1. Analog hardware is valuable for its potential Rept. DOt Contract No. OOT-HS-359-3-762 .
for reel tinmi’ use 1-lowever . s ignifican t digital
capability is required to handle the kinematics of 5. Windso r , E.J., “Cornering Compliance Applied
the most complex models and to compute the to Dynamics or Rolling Vehicles ,” SAE Paper
shear forces at the tire-road interface. Purely No. 760711 (Oct 1976):
analog operat ions are thus limited to relatively
simple models 6. Ellis , J., Vehicle Dynamics, Business Books

(1969).
2, Hybrid simulation is clearly appropriate in many

instances , particularly those in which several 7. El l i s . J,, “The Dynamics of Vehicles during
(hundreds, at least) similar calculations are Braking ,” Symp. Cont. of Vehicles , lnst n.
frequently performed in open loop sequence or Mech. Engrs., Proc., pp 20-29 (1963).
in which real time capability is requIred (10,
141 . (Not all hybrid vehicle simulations run 8. Bernard , J.E., Segel, L., and Wild . R E .. “Tire
rea l t ime, as the digital side ‘nay not be able Shear Force Generation during Combined
to keep lip.) Steering and Braking Maneuvers,” SAE Paper No

760349 (Feb 1976),
.3. Digital calculations have two advantages over

nybrid calculations~ the programs can easily be 9. Bernard , J.E - “Highway Vehicle Simulation,”
moditieO , and continuing maintenance is not Shock and Vibration Computer Programs,
necessary. The me~or drawbacks , compared Naval Res. Lab., Washington , D.C.
to hybrid computation, are the inability to
perform real time calculations and the expense 10. Sorgatz . U., “Simulation of Directional Behavior
associated with a large number of runs. (The of Road Vehicles,” Vehicle Syst . Dynam,, 5
expense of digital calculations is approximately (1 /2) , pp 47-66 (Aug 1975).
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Vehicle Shake Analysis ,” SA E Paper No. 720045 VJ-22 51-V-9 (July 1971).
(1972).

23, Proc. Conf . on Braking of Road Vehicles, Lough-
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T5. F ala , E., “Seitenkrafte am Rollenden Luftrei-

ten,” VDI Z.. 96 (29 ) ( Oct 1954). 27. Medley, A L .  and Wilson, W.J,, “A New Labora-
tory Facility for Measuring Parameters Affecting

16. Dugoft . H., Fancher . P., and Segel, L. , “An Understeer and Brake Steer ,” SAE Paper No.
Analysis of Tire Traction Properties and Their 720473 (May 1972).
Influence on Vehicle Dynamic Performance ,”
1970 Intl. Auto. Safety Conf . Compendium , 28. Bernard , J.E., “A Digital Computer Method tot
SAE , NY . the Prediction of Braking Performanct’ of Trucks

and Tractor-Tailers .” SAE Paper No, 730181
17 . Far~cher , P. and Grate , P., “Development of a (Jan 1973).

Hybrid Simulation for Extreme Automobile
Maneuvers,” Proc. 1971 Summer Simulation , 29. Wink ler , C.B.. “Analysis and Computer Sirnula-
Boston (July 1971) . tion of the Four Elliptical Lea t Spring Tandem

Suspension,” SAE Paper No. 470136 (Feb 1974),
18. Roland, R D . , Rice , R.S., and Dell’Amico , F .,

“The Influence of Tire Properties on Passenger 30. Bernard , J.E,, “Articulated Vehicle Sim ulation --

Vehicle Handling.” Final Rept DOT (Juno 1974). A Fresh Approach to Some Recurring Prob-
lems ,” Proc . 1974 Winter Simulation Conf .,

19. Tielking, J.T and Mital , N.J., “A Comparative Vol II (Jan 1974).
Evaluation of Five Tire Traction Models.”
UM-HSRI ReptPF-74-2 (Jan 1974). 31. Eshleman, R. L. and Desa i. S.D.. “Articulated

Vehicle Handling, Summary ,” Final Rapt,, DOT
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Inverse Procedure for Matching Types and a Car
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Brakes ,” SAE Paper No. 750210 (1975).

33. Bernard , J . L ., “Some Time Saving Methods for
22. Piziali . R .A,, “Dynamics of Automobiles during the Digital Simulation of Highway Vehicles .”

Brake Applications -- Validation of a Computt’r Simulation (Dec 1973).
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LITERATURE REVIEW~~~~~ :
The monthly Literature Rev iew, a subiet-tive critique and summary of the litera-
ture . consist s of two to foum review articles each month , 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a “digest” of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor , this section provides the
DIG EST reoicr with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
150 topic areas. Review articles include technical intorn~ation from articles , reports ,
and unpublished proceedings. I ach article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical art’a under di~ ussion, a survey and evaluation ot the new literature , and
recommendations. Review art i~ k~s am wi t t t ’n by t’\pt’rts in the shock and vibration
field.

In this issue ~ the DIGEST ,r series of four articles on seismic waves by Dr. S. De
are initiated An introduction to seismic waves i s provided in this issue.

The last article on parametric vibra t ions in~~lving stochastic problems written by
Ors. H A Ibrahim and J.W . Roberts is included in the literature review.

9
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ON SEiSMIC WAVES
PART I: INTRO DUCTION

S. De

Abstract - This review of Seismic Waves is divided limits being almost four times more rigid than steel,
into fow’ parts: The outer core is not very rigid; indeed, it is said
I. Introduction to be fluid -
1/, Surface Waves and Guided Waves
Ill. Mathematical Methods (1) 

______________________________________IV, Mathematical Methods (2)

The articles review principal developments and ~
recent literature in the area. “(0

Any event that causes sudden motion of a part of — $
the earth -- from a falling boulder to an earthquake --
causes a seismic disturbance , Earthquakes caused
by the release of elastic strain energy are called ; 4
tectonic earthquakes. Small ground movements > 2that last one or two seconds and are due to such

C (000 2000 3000 4 )00 5000 6000
pagation of elastic waves . Depth (km.)

Seismic properties of earth. The earth consists of
three zones -- crust, mantle , and core. The outermost Figure 1. Velocity as a Function of Depth
30 to 40 km (18 to 24 mi), often referred to as the According to H. Jeffreys
crustal layer , is much more heterogeneous than
the region below , at least in continental regions. Incompressibility (resistance to pressure) does not
A study of seismograms during an earthquake in change substantially at the core boundary, The
1910 showed that the velocities of waves known as pressure is about 1,3 x 106 atmospheres at the
primar y (P) and secondary (S) increased abruptly bottom of the mantle and about 4 x 106 atm. at the
below a depth of about 50 km L i , 2] . This abrupt center of the earth . Bullen [31 concluded that the
change, known as the Mohorovi~~ discontinuity inner core is most likely solid.
(Moho) after the man who discovered it, was at-
tributed to a change in the character of the crustal Granite , one of the main constituents of the con-
layers (Figure 1), The Moho marks the bottom of tinental crust , is absent under the deep oceans,
the earth’s crust and separates it from the mantle, where the crust is appreciably thinner than that
There is a world wide discontinuity in the mantle underlying the continents. The upper mantle is
at a depth of about 500 km . thought to consist of ultrabasalt ic rock rich in olivine.

The character of olivine is believed to change in
The density of the mantle increases fro m about regions where velocities of seismic waves increase
3.3 g/cm~ just below the Mohorovi~i~ discontinuity strongly. At one time it was thought that the core
to about 5.7 g/cm3 at the lower boundary of the consisted of iron and nickel , but recent investigations
mantle. It then increases from 9,4 9/cm3 to 11 .5 suggest that the outer core consists of material similar
g/cm3 at the bottom of the outer core. The density to that of the mantle but transformed by the pre-
is much greater in the inner core. Rigidity (resistance veiling high pressure. The inner core is still believed
to shearing stress) increases in the mantle, the lower to consist chiefly of iron and nickel.
“Old Engineering Office, lOis. ) Sant iniketan, Birbhum ,
West Bengal , India
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Li,

Jeffreys - Bullen Seismic Trave l Time

Name Region Range of Depth P Velocity S Velocity
- (miles) (miles/sac) (miles/sac)

crustal A . 
-. 

- 0 - 25 widely widely
layers - (density just below the variable variable
__________ 

crust , p
~ 

3.3 g/c m3 )

B 
- 

25 - 250 5.0 - 5.6 2.7 - 3.1
- 3.3 - 3.6 g/cm3 )

250-600 5.6 - 7.1 3,1 - 4.0
mantle --______ (

~ 3.6 - 4.7 g/cm’)
0’ 600.1700 7.1 -8.5 4.0~ 4.6

______ 
(y, 4.7 - 5.7 g/c m3 )

0” 1700 - 1800 8.5 4.6
(~, — 4 .7 - 5.7 g/cm 3 )

outer core E 1800 - 3100 5.0 - 6.8 assumed zero
_____________ 

(9.4 - 1 1 . 5 g/cm3 )

transition region F 3100 ’ 3200 6.8 -7.0 not observed
inner core G 3200 - 3960 7.0 - 7.1 not observed

A sharp jump in density occurs in the ratio 1 .65 across the boundary between the mantle and the central core.
The density at the center of the earth is between 14,5 and 18.

Waves travel m ore slowly in the crust than in the General features of waves, The waves that constitute
mantle beneath; waves passing through the crust an earthquake are of two types: body waves which
are therefore refracted and bent upward when they travel through the interior of the mass in which they
meet the mantle. Ban refracted and direct waves are generated; and surface waves which travel only
will reach the surface within a certain distance from along the surface . Surface waves contribute mostly
their or igin (Figure 2). The refracted wave will over- to the disturbance in the far-field and consequently
take the direct wave because the former trave ls are responsible for most of an earthquake’s disas-
faster in the lower layer . But , because its path is trous effects. Although surface waves travel near the
longer, more energy is lost and the phase recorded earth’s surface, their energy is distributed to can-
on a seismogram w ill be smaller than that due to the siderable depths, The energy of a long wave thus
direct wave . Therefore a small P phase appears penetrates to a greater depth than that of a short
succeeded by another much larger P phase. wave. Because wave velocity increases with depth

r E due to the character of the earth, the energy of a
wave travels faster than that of a shorter wave and
arrives first at a distant station. The rate of disper-
sion of surf ace waves is used to study changes in
wave velocity with distance from the earth’s sur-
face 14 , 51.

MANTLE The study of body waves provides information about
the nature of the forces acting at the point at which

Figure 2, Direct and Refracted Rays from Focus an earthquake originates and about the character
(F) to Epicenter f E) (see text ) of the earth ’s interior. The earth can be considered

12
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an unbounded isotropic solid. Two types of elastic point of the earth’ s surface directly above the locus -,
wave can be propagated in such a solid: dfletetional can be estimated from the time interval between two
(Irrotational) and distortional tequivoluminat). The responses, one caused by a transverse wave end
earth transmits seismic waves because it contains the other by a longitudinal wave .
deformable material, but the earth is not perfectly
elastic near the surface , The manner of transmission Three wave patterns are recorded on seismographs
of seismic waves through such inelastic substances primary (PJ, secondary (S) . and long (L). S waves
is not wall known, but in general the same types are usually larger in amplitude than P waves , but
of pulses are to be expected. The main effects are P waves move faster. P and S waves travel from the
distort ion of pulse shape, increased energy absorp- focus through the interior of the earth to a re~,rthng
tion, and the spread of the pulse in time (6) , Du e- station.
tational waves travel at a velocity of ((X + 2p)/p )  ~~~.

The velocity of distortional waves is equal to (p/pW~. In general , L waves lack a distinct beginning and
In these expressions X and p are Lame’s constants gradually increase in amplitude. The earliest L waves
and p is the density of the medium, generally have the longest periods. They travel from

the epicenter along the earth’s surface to the record-
The first type of elastic wave that radiates into the in9 station, arriv ing alter P and S waves (Figure 3).
earth during an earthquake is known as a sound wave
or push-pull wave . Such waves can travel through A series of L waves that arrives at a station panic-
any mater ial -- so lid , liquid, or gas. The particle ularly early and has an exceedingly long period is
motions are parallel to the direction of energy trans- generated by a pulse called a G pulse . The largest
mission . L wave is labeled M; the part of the earthquake

following this maximum wave is called the coda (6) .
When an earthquake occurs , the point , or limited
region, from which energy first radiates is called the P pulses produce dilatational waves , and S pulses
focus or hypocenter, No focus has been recorded produce shear waves. In seismology, an S wave so

at a depth greater than 700 km. The distance from polarized that all particles ‘nova horiz~ m m ally during
the focus to the surface is so much larger than the its passage is known as an SH wave. When the par-
dimensions of the focal region that the curvature of tid es move in vertical planes, one of which is the
wave front s can be neglected. The epicenter -- the direction of propagation , the wave is known as a

L WAVES

4 DiRECT ION OF WAVES

Figure 3. Typical Recorded Wave Patte rns, Primary (P) Wave s , Reflec ted P (PP) Waves ,
Secondary (S) Waves, Reflected S (SS) Waves , and Surface (L) Waves
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SV wave . Travel-time tables are used to det er imu ne 40
velocity distributions of P and S waves in the earth.

Not all of the strain energy accumulated in the 35
earth is released during a single earthquake . The total PS
energy of the aftershocks can equal, and even exceed , S
that of tI’e original shock. Sometimes many hundred 30 0
of aftershocks occur over a period of months.

The degree of violence of an earthquake is assessed 25
according to the degree of sha king perceptible to
humans, the degree to which man-made structures W 20
are damaged, and the nature ot visible deformations PKP
of the earth itself , The energy releastxl during an z
earthquake can be estimated by measuring the j  IS ‘

amplitudes of ground mot ions recorded by seismo-
graphs. p(DIffroctsd)

Io~ Q
If the frequency of vibrations caused by an earth- p
quake corresponds to the natural frequency of
oscillation of any body of water - - a bay, pond ,
or lake -- a resonance phenomenon can occur: the
amplitude of water gradually increases until the I. I & I I I_

seismic waves pass , then decreases for a considerable 0 20 40 60 80 00 $20 $40 160 180
time. Such oscillations, called seiches , are often
observed at distances far from where an earthquake ~ egr.es
is felt 16) -

Cimuificetion of sseve~ Waves can be classified by Figure 4. Travel-Times for a Surface Focus
the number of reflections they undergo along their (Jeffreys-Bullen)
path. Reflected waves can be large, but those that
are not ref lected are generally the largest and most
important. They include P, S, PKP (F’), PKS , SKP ,
and SKS, K represents longitudinal waves in the
core (Figure 4).

Waves reflected once can be character lied according E
to the point of reflection . Waves in which reflection
occurs at an obvious point on the earth’s surface
between t he source and th e station are designated
PP . PS, SP , SS and SKSP (Figure 5). Reflections
at the outer surface of the core are PcP, PcS, ScP ,
and ScS. Those at its inner surface are PKKP , PKK S , ~,

SKKP , and SK KS. Reflections can also occur at Pp
points on the surface of the earth at a great distance P
from both the epicenter and the recording station; p
those most often observed are P’P’ and SKPP’ . It
is usually not possible to distinguish SKPP’ from p
PKSP’ , F’ , SKP , or P’PKS. They arrive at the station
about the same time unless the hypocenter is very Figure 6. Rays from Focu, (F) to Epicenter (E)
deep Another group that sometimes occurs almost at a Distance of 1080 

(see text )
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simultaneously is PK , SP KS, PKSSKP , SKPPK S, Problems involving body waves have been solved by
and SKPSKP . Some SKSSKS have beeit observed , suitably representing their sources -- Including arbi-
Reflected waves comparatively near the epicenter trary shear dislocation, jumps in displacement and
are observe-i for the most part during deep-focus stress across the surface passing through a focus ,
earthquakes . The notation used for such waves and arbitrary spherical sources , and finite line sources .
for repeated reflections has been published (71 -

Quantities associated with linear seismic waves in-
Nonhouioganairies in the earth’s sur face cause ref fec - elude wave length and wave number , period or fre-
tion and refraction of the elastic waves caused by an quericy , and velocity -- i.e., phase velocity and group
earthquake. When a dilatationa l wave of velocity velocity with which the energy propagates. Special
C1 is incident on a free surface , two reflected waves techniques are required to define these quantities
are generated . One, a dilatationa l wave , is reflected for nonlinear waves. Because no general methods
at an angle equal to the angle of incidence ~~ , the exist for solving nonlinear partial differential equa-
other , a distort ional wave of velocity C~ , is reflected lions, spec ific methods are used for individual prob-
at a smeller angIe~ , where sin~/sin~ — C1/C 1. Similar- lems. Analytic and approximate methods are used,
ly, if a distortional wave is incident on a free bound- as are computers.

- 
- ary at an angle 0, both a distort ional and a dilata-

t ional wave are generally reflected . The distortional Existence and uniqueness theorems applied to non-
wave is reflec ted at an angle ~ and thy ~,latational linear partial differential equations (and the non-
wave at an angle 

~ linear seismic waves represented by them) are im-
portant; the next step will be the development of

The shadow tone for the P phase extends from about a constructive theory, in which the solution for a
1050 to 1430 epicentral distance . The P phase is given boundary value arid eigenvalue problem can be
usually weak in strong earthquakes. The appearance put to pract ical use.
of P waves in the shadow tone can be due either to
diffraction aroL~ id the boundary of the earth’s core The object of these articles is to review principal
or to a spreading of rays caused by a gradual decrease developments and recent literature in the hope of
in wave velocity lust outside the core . In addition providing research direction. The mathematical
to this weak P phase, later wea k P phase occurs in methods used to study seismic waves are outlined.
the shadow ~OflC. Information about theoretical developments as-

sociated with body waves , surface waves, and free
Study of seismic waves, The theoretical study of wavt oscillations of the earth has been published (81 -
propagation involves solving a partial differential
equation or a system of such equations under certain
initial and boundary conditions and interpreting the REFERENCES
results. The frequency equation for surface waves
in various models of the earth having vertica l and/or 1. Ewing, W.M., Jardetz ky, W.S., and Press , F
lateral nonhomogeneity and/or aniso tropy have Elastic Waves in Layered Media , McGraw-Hill
been derived using the normal m ode theory and the (19 57).
ray theory.

2. Motiorovi~i~, A., “Des Beben vom 8 x 1909,”
The electrica l state ot the earth and the electrical Jahrbuch des meteorologischen Observatoriums in
properties of rocks arid minerals under different Zagreb (Agrarn) f . das Jahr 1909, 9 (4), pp 1 -63
geological environments , are used in seismology . (1910) (original paper establishing discontinuity
Geoelectr ic exploration uses the principles of gao - at the base of the crust ) .
electricity to map concealed structures , to exp lore
fur ores , miminerals , and oil , and to solve hydrogeologi- 3. Bullen, K.E. , An Introduction to the Theory of
c~I and eii~)ineering problems. Both stationary and ~~~~~~~~ 3rd ad., Cambridge Univ Press
variable currents are used ; they are produced either (1963) (see also Seismology , K - E . Bullen . Methuen
artificially or by natural processes (London), John Wiley ( New Yor k) (1954 )
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4. Jetfreys, Sir H., The Earth , 4th ad., Cambridge
Univ. Press (1962).

5. Jeff reys , H., “The Surface Waves of Earthquakes,”
Mon. Not. Roy. Astro. Soc., Geophys. Suppl.,
,~~ , 

pp 253-261 (1935).

6. Howell, B.F., Jr., Introduc t ion to Geophysic s , - 
-

McGraw-Hill (1959). .~ -

7. Richter , C.F ., Elementary Seismology, W .H.
Freeman (1958).

8. Ben-Menahem, A., and Singh, S.J., “Computation
of Models of Elastic Dislocations in the Earth ,”
Methods in Computational Physics, Vol. 12,
Seismology: Body Waves and Sources, Bolt at
al , Eds., pp 299-375, Academic Press (1972).
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PARAMETRIC ViBRATION
PART V: STOCHASTIC PROBLEMS

R.A. Ibr.ltisi and j .W , Robert. ’

Abstract This survey of the theory of parametric surve y of the various modes of stochastic stability
- I vibration and its related current problems consists has been published (1) .

of fiv, review erodes. The titles are:
I. Mechanics of Line.r Problems The present review is concerned principally with
II. Mechanics of Nonlinear Problems work that is directly relevant to actua l problems in
Ill. Current Problems (1) engineering dynamics and structural vibration. The
IV. Current Problems (2) three methods most widely used to analyze random
V. Stochastic Problems vibration problems are: the Fokker-Planck method,

Becaus. it is inconvenient to ref., to all published the averaging method, and the Liapunov direct
materials, th. authors have tried to review the most method . The results obtained with these approaches
,mportant literature end to emphasize recent i’nsults. are reviewed , and addit ional methods that have been
Puts IV and V contain lists of unreferenced liter.- applied to specific problems are considered. Published
fvre. experimental work and analog computer studies are

described.
The preceding articles in this series reviewed the
determinist ic approach to the analysis of parametric
vibration problems. In many problems of engineering THE FOKKER-PLANCK METHOD
interest , however , either the excitation or the time
variation of the system parameters is not periodic. The Fokker-Planck method is valid for a w ide range
That the deterministic approach is an idealization of random excitation problems the system egua~
and simplification of the actual behavior of such tions of which can be written in the form of a so-
systems dur ing parametric vibration is known to the called Langevin stochastic differential equation with
many authors who have investigated such behavior , additive white noise (21 .
In attempting to overcome this problem, they have dx1
modeled complex forms of excitation as random — f 1(x 1,t) + G(x 1,t) W

~
(t) (1)

processes . The analysis of such processes involves dt
probability theory and the theory of stochastic In equation (1), x~ is the n dimensional state vector;
different ial equations. System response and stability f~( ) is a vector function of the state variables, possi-
propert ies are characterized by probabil,ty mea bly nonlinear; G is a matrix; and W,(t) is a vector
sures and problems of statistica l estimation arise of white noise or shot processes. For such systems
when attempts are made to relate the results of such the response is a vector Markov process; that is, the
procedures to experimental observations. In addition , conditional probability density function is indepen-
the level of mathematica l difficulty associated with dent of all but the most recent realization.
such analyses has restricted development of the
theory of random parametric vibration . P(&(

~k ) I .~,,(t 1 I, ~,(t 2 J  ~,
(t k,1 I)

This f inal article of the series is a review of published — p(
~.

(t k ) I ~ (t k.1 ) (2)

work on the stabil ity and response of linear and
nonlinear vibratory systems under random parametric t k > t k,1 > 
excitation. A substantial body of literature exists
on the stability theory of stochastic differential The evolution of the transition probability density —

equations. The theory has been applied to such of the process p(~,(t) ,~(t~,)) is descr ibed by the
fields as optimal control , filter ing, and prediction Fokker-Planck equation (3.71, also known as the
theory, as well as structural dynamics. A useful forward Kolmogorov equation.

$snlor R.,..rch Sp.cta$in, Arab Org.nli.tion for Indu str lalisatio n , Sakr Factory for Developed Industries, P.O. Box 33, Hello-
pou t , Cairo, Egypt

~~Lictur r, Department of Mechanical Engineering, un ivers ity of Edinburgh , May tlel d Road , Edinburgh EH9 3JL , Scotland, UK
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n a density up to some high frequency limit such that
— —

~~~~ 

—
~~~~

—- (a~~,, t)P1 its correlation time is very short compared with any
n n a ~3) characteristic system response time, fri this case

+~~ i
i—i ~— 1 

ax
~
ax1 

[bl1(L, tIp) the sample functions of the process are integrable
with the probability function.

In equation (2) 
~~~~~ and b~1(

~,,,t) are the fir st and
second incremental moments of the Markov process However , for strict application of the Markov vector
,~(t), These are determined from equation (1) as approach, W~

(t) must be regarded as mathematica l

Lim white noise having a constant spectral density up to
— 

6t.~ 
i— E 1x~

(t + 6 t ) —  xi (t) I infinite frequency, in which case it is physically
unrealizable , having an infinite mean square and a

(4) correlation function of Dirac delta form, ft is cus-
b11(L,t) — 

~~~~~~~ 

-
~j-’ 

E 
~ 
k~

(t + bt) — x~(t)) tomary to regard such a process as the formal den -
vot ive of the Brownian or~~ Iiener~Lev~ process

(x1(t+ 6t) — x1(t)1} (B
~(t), t > ta); i.e., W~(t) 

-
~~~

- , where 6
~
(t l is a

E 
~ 

} denotes expectation, zero mean Gaussian process with independent incre-
ment. But such a process presents considerable

It is generally not possible to obtain an analyt ical mathemat ical difficulties, It is known (2, 161 that

solution for equation (3) in terms of the process the Wiener process has sample function continuity
trans,f ion probability function. The ex istence and but is not differential in any sense, the sample func-

uniqueness of the solutions of equation (3) have tions being of unbounded variation. Similarly, the

been discussed (3, 4, 81. Caughey (3, 4] deter- white noise process is not integrable in a mean-
mined a number of conditions for the governing square Riemann sense , and in a strict sense equation
equations of the system by which solutions can be (1) has no mathematical meaning. This is a property

obtained: of the ideal white noise process 12 , 16, 17) -

• no inertial or damping coupling exists between The mathematical difficulty has been resolved by
the generalized coordinates of the system. using an alternative form of equation (1) in terms

• the correlat ion function matrix of the excita- of the increments of the Wiener process.
tion is proportional to the damping matrix
of the system. dx 1(t) f 1 (x1,t) dt + G(x~.t) dB1 (5)

• the system restor ing forces are conservative.
Although equations (1) and (5) might appear identi-

For the majority of dynamical systems, it is unlikely cal , they are essentially different. Equation (5)

that all of these conditions will apply, Fundamental must be interpreted as a relationship between in-
solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation have been tegrafs as fo llows:
derived for only a limited number of special cases
of systems with stochastic coefficients (9-141 . x i(t) — xj (t0)

t

White Noise Controversy = 
~ 

f 1 (x 1, r) di’ (6)
to t

The Fokker-Planck approach has stimulated con-
siderable discussion. In the case of random parametric 

+1 G(x~.r)dB1(r)

excitation controversial results have been obtained The final integral in equation (6) does not exist
for the incremental moment coefficients “a1” of with probability one as a mean-square Riemann
apparently identical systems of the type expressed integral and is a specifically defined Ito stochastic
in equation (1) by Caughey and Dienes 1111 on the integral. The form of equation (5) is referred to as
one hand and by Kozin and Bogdanoff (151 and an Ito stochastic equation 118, 19) . Definitions.
Astrom (9) on the other . The difficulty is the nature propert ies, and the calculus of operations involving
of the white noise processes W ilt). From the engineer, stochastic integrals can be found in books by Doob
ing point of view, white noise has a flat spectral 116) and Kushner (20 ,2 11
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Gray and Caughey (1 71 examined the apparent be stabilized by iandoin variation of its paramettn s
paradox of the different forms of the Fok)çer-Planck Their results supported the argument of Caught’~
equation as expiessed in equation (1) and equation (26) against Samuols (27) and showed that tho
(5) Gray and Caughey co mpared the mathematica l addition of a ,andom parametric variation would
derivation of the Fokker-P lanck equations -. using not stabilize such systems. (see also the work of

the properties of the stochastic integral - -  with Rabotnikov 1281 ) Ltt ibowitz (‘291 obtained sim ilar
the physi cal dem ivation , in which the white noise results to, systems with Gaussian shot noist’ L’t)

parametric excitation is considered a limit of a ettic ients
realizable wideband Gaussian process , such that
integrability of the sample functions is preserved . Gray (30) , Ariaratnamn and Graefe ()4 1, and ~thurs
They showed that the two approaches led to dit- (31, 321 extended the application of the Fokk e~
terent forms for the first incremental moment co- Planck method to the lineam nth order diftnre ntial
etf icients ai. the difteronce arising as a result of the equation
defined properties of the stochastic integral.

d~ 
n t

Similarly, Ariaratnam and Graete 1221 examined the x (t ) + ~ (b~ + W k(t) —-
~~ x( t ) ) WIt ) 

~~
Fokker-Planck equation for a system of n first dt k—O dt
order state equations with a combination of random
forcing and param etric terms. They found that the and obtained expressions for the nmonic nts , i.nmola
form of the first incremental moments depended tion functions, and spectral densities of the system
on whether the random functions were Gaussian responses. Gray 1301 showed that the spectral
white processes or increments of Brownian pro- density of a linear parametric system is identica l to
cesses. Their results confirmed thøse of Gray and that of an equivalent linear system in which Utt ’
Caughey (17) - parametric excitation has been replaced by an equiva

lent nonhomogeneous random forcing term , The
System Moment Equations Fokker-Planck approach has also been used to devol-
Although it is generally not possible to obtain a solu- op necessary and sufficient conditions tot uimean
tion for the transition probability of most systems , square stability 132) - The so-called tto z tm ru system
it is usually possible to der ive from the Fokker- obtained by setting the stoc’astic co,~ttic ut ’rmts to
Planci. equation a sot of differential equations for the zero --  was introduced in this approach , the st~ibil ity
moments of any order of the system response. This criteria are based upon the assumption that the
important development was apparently first used frozen system is asymptotically stable. Nakamnizo
by Caughey and Diaries (11) who indicated that and Sawaraji (33) generalized the results to the
the moments of p(x, t x~ , t0 ) of any order N nth order linear equation of the type shown in

k i k2 kn equation (8).
‘~k 1 , k2,k3 ,.k~~~E~x u ,x3 ,....X n

(7) The stochastic stability of such mea l system s as the
Nt — k 1 + k2 +.. kn) — 1,2 , 3 free surface of a liquid inside a cylindrical tank

subjected to a random vertical acceleration 1-~
4)

can be obtained by multiplying the system Fokken- a pin~ended column 135, 36] . arid elasti c Sf, uclumos
- 

ki ki ku - - (37 1 subjected to random axial leading h,ivt’ beanPlanck equation by (x 3 , x3 ,. . ~~ ) and integrating 
- , -

by parts over the entire state space -
~~~ < x~ < 

investigated for the case of Gaussian whit,. neist’

This approach has been widely used to obtain practi- excItation.

cal results concerning the stability of random para-
metric systems (22-25) - 

These studios indicated that , for systems sa tu st y uti~
equations of motion of the foimn

Ariaratna m and Gratife (23) and Bogdanoff and ‘
~ + 2~’ta0~’ + l~o1

~ ‘- 0(t )) ‘y 0
Kozin (251 obtained general stability criteria for
linear systems and clarified the question of whether where is the natumal Imoquency , ~ the damnp iut~i
or not an inherently unstable linear system could ratio , and alt) a Gaussian whift ’ noise process with

19
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spectral density S~ such that 30
S

E (alt ,) alt3)) — 2 S0 $(t 1 — t~ ) (10) 
•

‘5
The system response y(t) is stable in the mean square /

4 if the excitation spectral density S0 satisfies a simple ~° - 

- “‘i f? /
inequa ity 

~~~~~~~~~a~~mnaT T35P\~~’

So <2~w~, (1 1) uris*o~i.

Non-Whi te Parametric Excitation ,/ 
, 

-

Non-white parametric excitation has considerable ~4 2)

practical significance. The Markov vector approach 
~ I

can be applied if the non-white processes are con~ 
51øb1 \ /

sidered to be derived by linear filtering from white 
________________________________________

noise sources. The state equations of the system are 00 1-0 2-0 30 ~~~~‘.

then augmented by a set of first order filter aqua-
tions. However , the moment equations of any order
derived from the Fokker-Planck equation are coupled
with moments of higher order . The moment equa-
tions of the system form a set of so-called infinite
hierarchy equations (25, 3841] - A similar situation
results if the system equations contain nonlinear Figure 1. Stochastic Stability Boundaries
terms. Such coupling causes serious difficulties in of a Linear System
determinations of system responses or of stability ‘,~ + 2w~~c + w~ (1 — e4~(t)) x — 0,
criteria in terms of mean squares (25] - filter equation ~ + 2w,?4 + ~~~ — WIt )

Bogdanoff and Kozin (25) and Bolotin (42) ob- moments. Wedig used a perturbation technique in
tam ed an infinite set of moment equations for which the elgen-frequency and eigenvector were
second order systems excited paramet r ically by expanded in power series of a small parameter a.
f iltered Gaussian white noise. Bolotin (42] assumed He obtained approximate expressions for the critical
that higher order moments were related to lower variance 

~ 
of the parametric excitation, which defines

order moments by multi.dimensional Gaussian the limit of the instability regions. The boundaries
process relations, with the cumulants of the cor- of these regions, shown in Figure 2. have features
responding order equated to zero . He used a trun- similar to those obtained by Bolotin. Wedig showed
rated linearized form of the moment equations that the destabilizing effect decreased as the band-
and obtained approximate conditions for the second width of the band-bass process was increased. He
moment stab ility. He plotted the stability boundaries extended his method for a two-degree-of-freedom
for various values of the damping parameter on a system excited parametrically by a random narrow-
chart (Figure 1) similar to the Strutt diagram of band process (46] and obtained three regions of
Mathieu’s equation. Figure 1 has two regions of instability in the mean square sense in the neighbor-
instability: one when the center frequency of the hood of 2w ,, 2003, and w , + c~~ (where w, and
excitation is in the neighborhood of twice the sys- w2 are the natural frequencies of the two modes),
tern natural frequency , and another when the center
frequency is close to the system natural frequency . The problem of the infinite hierarchy of moment

equations has been discussed (38-411 - A number of
Wedig [43-45) followed another approach for similar truncation schemes have been examined for elemen-
systems: parametric exc itation was obtained by tary cases with attention to the need to preserve
passing Gaussian white noise either through a low- essential moment properties such as non-negativity
bass filter or a band-bass filter , The resulting moment mean squares and variances. Thus far these schemes
equations were weakly coupled with higher order have no rigorous mathematical basis.
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Figure 2. Stabili ty Boundary of a Parametric Bandpass Process (45)

Systems with Autop .rimetr ic Coupling 
- 

coefficient of the primary system could have a
The Fokker-Plenck approach, has also been applied destabilizing effect (Figure 4). Similar results have
to systems in which nonlinear coupling known as been obtained for some systems excited by random
autoparametric coupling occurs. ltirahim and Roberts parametric excitation (49, 50) - The Gaussian ap-
(47 , 48) considered a two-degree-of-freedom system proximation for high order moments had been used
with autoparametric coupling in which the primary previously by Bolotin (42) and Newland 151)
system was excited by stat ionary white noise It was in a study of energy transfer between modes with
assumed that for small nonlinearity the loint density some nonlinear coupling. A perturbation technique
function of the responses did not depart significantly was used in the latter study to demonstrate the
from Gaussian form; third and higher order moments significance of internal resonance in determining
were expressed in terms of first and second moments. mean square modal response.

Results for the system response moments were Although the Fokker-Planck method has contributed
obtained by numerical integration of a set of 14 to the analysis of systems with random parametric
moment equations. The results indicated that, when exc itation, further work is needed to develop ration-
the system was close to the internal resonance con- al truncation schemes for moment equations and to
dition, large random mot ions of the coupled system extend the treatment of nonlinear coupling in multi-
occurred and gave rise to a suppression effect on degree-of-freedom systems by numerica l integration
the pr imary system . In the vicinity of the internal techniques.
resonance condition the random motions of the
system were quasi-stationery , and steady oscillator y
terms appeared in the response moments ( Figure 3). THE AVERAGING METHOD

The stability of the linear solution was examined The averaging method has been used in deterministic
for the same system (48) - Stability boundaries problems with periodic coefficients. One such class
were expressed in terms of excitation and system of problems involves non-stationary vibrations
parameters, beyond which coupled random motions caused by time variation in the frequency of a para-
would occur . It was demonstrated that the damping metr ic excitation (521 - The transition from purely
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harmonic parametric excitation to strong fluctuation
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scatter has been studied (7) . During the transition
- the spectral density of the oscillations, initially in

the shape of a delta function, becomes progressively
coupl.d_syslem broader.

10 — - 0.50

The effects of high frequency quasi-periodic para~
5 - 

metric excitation on the stabi lity of dynamical
025 systems have been examined (53-61 ) by using the

inverted pendulum as a model and applying the

0 ~_______________________________ 

averaging method (62) . Stability analysis of the

~ o~e 049 o-so osi 052 (c4 /U~) inverted pendulum involves the derivation of equa-
t ions governing the evolution of certain smoothed
coordinates of the system (53-56, 591 - The equations
are averaged over a time interval that is short com-
pared w ith the time scale of variation of the smooth-
ed coordinates, yet large compared with a typical

b. limits of quasi-stationary second moments period of parametric excitation, Thus it is assumed
E(X ,) is the second moment of the sys tem that the smoothed coordinates remain fixed during

without coupling averaging.

Bogdanoff (53] established the validity of this
procedure for stochastic support motions under

Figure 3. An Autoparam.tric System certain conditions. He assumed that the power
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spectrum of the high frequency imposed motions is pendulum motion and the Fourier components of
discrete , and that frequency difference s are large the support motion . The Fourier components have
compared to the iriaginary parts of the characteristic twice the frequency ot the oscillation of the in
roots of the ave r aged equations ~ert ed pendulum.

Bogdanof$ arid Citron (54 . 551 pointed out that Zaslavskii 168) examined the stochastic stabili ty ot
a pendulum stabili:eej in the upward position with a a nonlinear system with rendoml~ varying coefti
di scret e ’ high frequency support oscillation could ce nts , He derived the conditions under which the
be destabilized by adding a continuous spectrum of time dependence of phase can be regarded as an
Gaussian random noise. Hemp and Sethna 158] approximate sequence ot ,j ndoni numbers VôIe’t ’t

~huwed tha t the ettec t of support motion at two 169 1 investigated the stabilit~, of various dvndrni~j l
frequencies close to each other can destabilize the systems with periodic , quasi per iodic , and random
pendulum Sethna 1631 mentioned that it is not coettici ents by tot inali:ir ~ a new dSV t r ip t ot ic r’ t t ’thO J
possible to stabili:e an inverted pendulum unless
the power spectrum of the parametric fluctuations Various forms ot the m ethod ot averaging have been
is zero in the neighborhood of the orig in He ex used by Stratonovich and Romanovski (70) , Weiden
tended the method of averaging and obtained a hammer [66] - and others [14 , 60 , 71-74 ]  - One
criterion for the stabilit’~ of the pendulum sub- form developed by Stratoncm’~ich (7] requires that
jected to arbitrary rapid support motion 1611 . averaging be carried out for terms tree’ ft om the
Mitchell 160 1 added that the pendulum exhibits random excitation . Terms containing the excitati o n
instability when one excitation frequency is about function are replaced by the sum of the mean value
twice the other . He also j t ’monstrated that additional and the fluctuation about the mean.
regions ot instability appear when the difference
between two frequencies of an almost pertoJic Chelpanov (71) examined the statistical properties
support motion is smell . Analog computer simula- of the solution of a second order system and found
tion (601 has indicated that the pendulum can be that the corre lation between the orthogonal corn
stabilized when the damping in the system is sul- ponents of the characteristic solution decr eased
t iciently large arid the suppo m t notion is a stochas- w ith tim e’. The averaging method has also been
tic process with a high.pass ~~ ver spectra l density applied to components of twice the system natural
tun~tion , frequency in the spectrum of the’ parametri c ex c ita

tion function (64~661 .
Howe (591 confirmed the results obtained by Bog’
danoff 153-5 51 and derived another condition in Weid enhamrrrer (66) used a form cit the J~ e’fJi~ifl~
volving the power spectrum cit thc effect ive support method to study the stability of a pararnetr icall ’,
excitat ions at twice’ trw frequency cit the induced excited system in which the random excitat ion

stahili.’ed oscil lations or the pendulum about the’ function was small and had a pat t icular spectral
upward vert ica l This latt er r .~s~ilt has also been density Graefe 165 1 extended ~\e’idenhammer s
derived by others (64 - 66) . Howe s analysis is a corn- analysis for the case of arbitrary random ex citation
bination cit the averaging method and an extension with small intensity Ariaratnam [351 followed the
of the energy dish ibution concept used to study Weide’nh,imme’r ,ipproach to determine the stabil it~,
wave propagation in random media ( 671 . Howe ot a lightl y damped column . The stab i lit ’, cit d~, nami

obtained an intetiro-difterential equation that govern- c-al systems , including gyroscopic forces and non-
ed the development with time of the energy content conservative loads , has been studied by Ariaratnan i
of each frequency component cit the smoothed (75 1 and Nemat Nasser (761 respecti~e’l~ They
variable pendulum motion . The equation indicates showed that such systems are described by the set
that an interchange of energy occurs among the of equations
various freq uency cornpone’nts of the oscillation n 2
arid is caused by interactions (scattering ) with the + C 

~~ ~ij e i + ~~ 
x i + ~ lt) ~ P~1 x 1 

--

support mat ions Another important t,’j ture of the 1 l 1 ii ~
equation is that it accounts for resonant interactions
between the various freqoency com ponents of the i 1. 2. ..
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wh.re a is a sn~ ll param eter ‘~.“-..1 . and ~ a m at r ix . and multi-duyiee-ot-treedon’i linear system s par e
poasibly nonsymr-netric, arising trci m damping and metrically excited by a combined harmonic process
gyroscopic forces P defines the components of and stationary stochastic process .
the applied load When t (t ) is a stationary narrow-
band Gaussian pro¼-’ess with spectral density S(w ). Kcilomrimt’t: [14] combined the standard averaging
having center frequency 

~~ 
and a significant width method and the Fokker-Planck equotions approach

A~~, the following results are obtained (761 to study quasi-linear systems containing a small
randon, parameter . A similar approach was used by

I If (~~ - ‘~~ 
m~~ + 

~~~~ ~ 
4 (13) Dimentb.rg and Gorbinov (79 . 801 to obtain an

analytical solution for a nonlinearly damped oscil’
th, condition under which the system is stable l~tor sub)ected to combined periodic parametric
for and random external exci tation

P11P11 > Q i s
TUE UAP L T N O~ DIRE CT M ETH OD

‘pile3’
• 

~
,, ‘~ S(r~ • r,.~ ) (14) The Liapuriov second, or direct , method attempt s

to derive stabitit~ statements about equilibrium states
~f physical systems by constructing suitable func-

It ‘—~ ~ the sy steir remains stable . tions, known a Liapuriox functions, defined in the
ph~iø space Liapunov functions are essentially
extensions of the energy principle that an equili’

• ~ t~~~. ~
‘
~~

‘ 
~~ 

‘ + ‘—
~~

- i*l fIb) brium state is stable it the energy cit the system is
always decreasing as the equilibrium state is ap~

the condition under which the system is stable proached The sign of the Liapunov fun ction and the
for sign of its time derivative thus determine whether

or not the system is stable. The method of con-
<~~ ~ structing Liapunov functions has been explained

(81 . tt2 l
,piIP)i

• >— SI~~, 
- 
~~) (16) Bertram and Sarach ilt, (831 were apparently the

first to use the Llapunov second method to inves-
tigate the stability of the first order differential

• If “c T ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ 
+ ~ (17) equations with stochastic coeff icients cit the form.

dx
stability is defined by a— X(,x,. F(t), t I (19)

where x is an n-vector, FU) are random functions.

~,i S(2r~1) (1$) and X is a continuous vector function satisfying
2ci i Lipschi*z conditions. Bertram and Sarachik estab-

lished the basic theorems, which are simi lar to their
Equation (18) has been obtained independently counter~arts for deterministic systems . t~r stability
(65 . 66, 701 in the mean. The equilibrium solution of equation

(19) is stable in the mean it a Liapunoy function
Ariaratnam (75) obt ained slight ly different expros~ V(,~. 0 of the system satisfies the following con-
sions for the stability of a rotating shaft and indicated ditions:
that st ability conditions obtained by the Stratonovich
method differ from those obtained by the Liapurtov a V(0. 0 — 0
direct m ethod (201 - Ariaratream and Tarn (77, 78]
•xtendsd the appli cation cit the method cit stochastic a V~x. U rs continuous in both ~ arid t, and i~s
averaging to derive stability conditions for single first part ial der ivatives with respect to x and
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S exist. (21)
f  E~ II x(t , xo, to)II Idt < —

• V (~ , t) > ~ fl x Q for some ~ > 0, where U .~~ Ills to
the norm of the solution x .

d Caughey and Gray (89) extended the Liapunov

• £ I — V(* . t) ~ 0. approach and derived almost sure asymptotic stabil-
dt ity criteria for the linear systems described by equa.

Addit ional conditions by which equation (19) can be tion (20). They also examined certain classes of
asymptotically and globally stable in the mean have nonlinear systems. Kozin subsequently questioned
also been established (83) - Although these theorems their results. Mehr and Wang [901 established addi-
have been developed for a general nonlinear system , tiona l theories relevant to the results of Caughey
Bertram an:1 Sarachik indicated that Liapunov func- and Gray (891 end also compared Kozin s results
tions can be constructed only in special cases. The (87) with those of Caughey and Gray (89) -

technique was independently developed by Kats
and Krasovskii (841 , who considered the stability It had been indicated [89) that the limits required
in the probability mode of the systems with pare- to guarantee almost sure stability on the mean
meters that are finite sets of Markov processes, square can appr oach infinit y as damping goes to

infinity, This result has been discussed further by
Gray (91), Lepore and Sto ltz (92) also indicated

Nevelson (851 showed that , if a deterministic system that for the case of uncorrelated excitation and
is unstable in the Liapunov sense , it remains almost response the excitation variance can increase without
surely unstable upon the addition of sufficiently bound as damping is increased.
smell random terms. Dickerson and Caughey (86)
later obtained similar results and showed that para- Wang (93, 94] generalized the most important
metrically excited systems would be stable if the results of Kozin (871 and Ceughey and Gray (89)
system were stable in the absence of the excitation to particular classes of linear distributed-parameter
and it the average value of the modulus of the excita- and time-lag dynamical systems described by a set
tion were sufficiently small, of linear partial difterential-integral equations with

stochastic parameters.
Kozin (87) used Gronwell-Bellman’s inequality to
derive sufficient conditions for almost sure asymp- Infante (951 obtained sufficient conditions for the
totic stability of linear dynamical systems defined a~, ~st sure stability of equation (20) by using the
by the system of equa tions: prop erties of pencils of quadratic forms. That is,

if 6 and H and n x n real symmetric matrices and

d,~(t) ~ is positive definite , the form x Gx - x ’Hx i~ called

dt 
— [~~+F(t) )  .~.(t) . x (t 0) — ! (20) a regular pencil of quadratic forms. The equation

dat (
~ 

— X 0 is called the characteristic equation
of the pencil , and the X are the eigenvalues of the

A is a constant n x n matrix , and F(t) is an n x r~ pencil. Infante found that the stability conditions
matrix the nonzero elements of which are stochastic of the two systems
processes. Kozin’s results require that equation (20),
with constant coefficients -- i.e., F = 0 — be asymp- ~ + 2~* + [~O~ + f (t )) X 0 (a)
totically stable in the large and that the stochastic (22)
processes F(t ) are as follows : measurable and con- ~ 

+ (2~ + f (t )1 m~ + ~i
3 x 0 (b)

Sinuous with a probability of one; strictly stationary;
and able to satisfy ergodicity. Kozin (881 later are expressed respectively as
established another theory for sufficient conditions
of almost sure asymp totic Liepunov stability in the E[f 3 (t)J <2r3 w 3 (a)
large . The stationary solution of equation (20) (23)

x~ . .x ,., 0 is almost surely asymptotically
stable in the L’iapunov sense it : E(f 3 (t)1 <4~~I(~~ + w3 ) (b)

2$
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ii tethod (11  ,~ I - the spat-b rat ~l’~, m s m t~ nit m m~ m ,im II ( 1 I .31 , sm m i mi lam cii rpm oa,’lm (1 .‘~I 1 301
the perturbat ion lmmO t i imHl 1114 1 - and others II lb
1181 1 base ‘mm , ’ (ho~ts tm as - ,’ beuimi apimI mi st to mcii ml , m one Mm ’, mfol m m ’ m il dimI in it ii)miS i ii s tm mi -hd~t ii stahm lit tci m
systeimis b~ ate not widely used Imil ,andomim m u  a vibmat imi~ s~ st m ’ , m ms i’s st ji - _‘ 1 .fl , Y .’ 1, 3 1 1
mm ret ri i ’ systems K m i ’ i i i  III l,rn,mti,’il the ,m i m m m l m m m mm l l Im m imli ’S mIt  msIn

501 t t m ’ ml m t t  into ( t i m i t ’  g r i r mi m is rtciuumm ’ I~ m m % mlt ’ * ’ l  m l’ lim I’
iWO t mir’ t li m mmt s li,,t,’ boe,m mli’s’,’lmrprmni (1 I .3 I 19 1 ~‘ 1) m m i - m m t u , iI ’ i lm t \ m ’m t m i v ,’ mm l , ’m um ’,’ in the mm n sii m ,tm m ,I ci tm i m , ,st

• t m~ St m it t t i l i m t  i mm m ,i st , i t ,mtmi , i ,  II 55 S(m’m flS that am . ’ tm ,issl su mim ’  co mi\m ’ mm l , ’ mm m n’ Ai ldititmncil m , ’ s m ul t s  , m t ,~I (t iOmm m , ’I m ms

cr1 th.m sprn’lraI ,h’ ius mt’, st i O i m m m,um - t m .0 m n i m m m i 11 5 used in t i p  tIn’ st,iI,,I,t~ m t si , m m hm , ist m m 55 SI,’mm ms t i , i t r ’  l04 ’ mm
m ’oi ill cit theory (I 221 5, mi ’ miSet hod has trot’, m used pm tbl iSii m ’m I ( 1 40 1 ‘I 1)
to determmiirre the r esponse mi t html I cot it o, m otimi Li lamb’s
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proach has recently been used by Iyengar and Dash excitation in the longitudinal direction was con-
‘1 111 6) to derive the autocorrelation of the response ductad by Dalzell 11541 . This study, which included

of equation (26). They also applied two other meth- narrow- and wide-band excitat ions, indicated that
ods- (1) a series technique in which response is large amplitude free surface response to random
expressed as a series in the powers of the random excitation was qualitatively similar to the half-sub-
coefficient KIT), so that the method can be re- harmonic response observed under harmonic ex-
gardrid as a generaIizat~on of the Galerkin method; citation, Estimation of the probability distribution
(2) a numerica l solution on a digital computer of the of the free surface indicated that for excitation levels,
system for various simulations of K(T) and N(t), the response was nearly Gauss ian, When a large

amplitude subharmonic response was excited , how-
ever , the probability structure approached a doubly

EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND ANALOG exponential distribution, No correlations with theore-
SIMULATION RE SULTS tical studies were reported [34,130) ,

Little experimnental work has been done for dynami- Baxter and Evan-lwanowsk i [1551 conducted a series
ccii systems with stochastic excitat ion, particularly of experiments to measure the response amplitude
the paramimetric case . Sonic experimental studies of a column excited by random axial forces. Their
on an 8 LC circuit with randomly varying capac i- observations supported theoret ica l results [64-66)
lance showed tha t art y value of the spectral density that the column vibrates near its natural frequency
of the capacity variation would carry the circuit when the spectral density of the excitation is suf-
into unstable regions it the damping were zero ficiently high within the parametric resonance zone
(1 29] . This mnstability was controlled by the circuib of the column, They also found that the variance
non linearities when the resp onse exceeded a critica l of the response ampl itude decreases with increasing
level. These properties were verified in an analog excitation band-width, Bolotin (42 1 sImulated the
computer siir~ulation (49 , 129) equations of motion of a column excited by a filtered

Gaussian white noise on the analog computer , The
Bogdanoft and Citron (54, 55), and Ness (57) stab ility boundaries obtained confirmed his theoreti-

- 
• conducted a series of experiments to investigate cal results.

the stability of an inverted pendulum subjected to
random support mrmotion , The excitation E(t ) was Frolov 1156) obtained the amplitude-frequency
obtained by sunmming the outputs of several her- response of a system excited simultaneously by
monic oscillators of the form a stat ionary parametric excitatIon and a periodic

forced exc itation in the form
n

~(t) ~ a1 cos(~~t + ~ ) (27) ‘g + 2 r ~
2i + & (1 + ew(t)) x — a.cos ~lt (28)

• i~ 1
where w (t)  is a stationary, zero-mean functi on and

The results supported the theoretical conclusion e Is the mean square value of variation of the natural
(53) that only variation of the base velocity in- frequency of the oscillator. For small a Frolov show-
fluunces the stab ility of the inverted pendulum ad that the maximum amplitude response can be
provided that a~ are small . For six input frequencies reduced by random variation of the parameters,
the results suggested that it might not be possible
to stabilize the pendulum if ~(t) has a continuous Kropac arid Drexler (157-162 ) conducted a series
spectrum , Mitchell [60) simulated the motion of of experimental and analog simulation investigations
the inverted pendulum on an analog computer using for a special class of parametrically excited vibratory
a Gaussian white noise generator w ith a high pass electromechanica l systems in which the damping
filter . The simulation showed that the pendulum term is controlled by a binary random signal that
could be stabilized if damping wine suffic iently large , sw itches the system between damping and exciting

states . These systems are described by equation (29)
An exploratory exper immiemital study oh the behavior 3
of the free surface ol a liquid in a tank during random ~ + 2~i~~~ + C~’(f ,p;t) + KA Ix I I ~ 

+ x 0 (29)

28
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where ~# (f ,p;t) is a sy mmetric pseudo-random binar y areas, Finally, only with experimental work can
signal having a binomial distribut ion of pulse length ; theo reti ca l results be evaluated and justi fied , es

f Is the sampling frequency of the random generator; pec lally results based upon approx imations and
p is the +1 prob bllity of the occurrence of a pulse; derived by methods rigorou s mathematical proof ,
A (x) is the envelope of ti lt ); and K end C are con-
stants. The analog studies indicated that the mean val-
ue for th. envelope process of the response changed RE F ER E NCES

• s ignif icantly as a function of the damping coefficient ,
and the mean square remained approximate ly con- 1, Kozln , F., “A Survey of Stabi lity of Stochastic
ste nt. The nonlinear feed back in the damping term , Systems ,” Automet ica, 5, pp 95-112 (1969).
which is dependent on the instantaneous value of
the envelope , ensured the stability of the motion 2. Jazwinsk i , A ,H., Stoch astic Processes and
In (he prescribed range and very effectively kept Filtering Theory, Academic Press (1970).

• the envelo pe random process qu asi-stationary ~- -Ith
respect t o its first probabilit y density. 3. Caughey, I it,., “Derivation and Application

• of the Fokker-Planck Equation to Discrete
Nonlinear Sy stems Subjected to White Ran

CONCLUSION dom Excitation ,” J. Acoust. Soc. Amer .,
pp 1683~1602 (1963).

The papers and reports referred to in this article
represent a substant ial extension of the theory of 4 . Caughey, 1K , “Nonlinear Thitory cii Randomn
stochastic differential equations and the application Vibration ,” Advances in Applied Mechanics ,
of that to pic to interesting and demanding engineer- 11 , CS.  Vih , Ed. , pp 209-243 (1971).
ing problems in the field of random parametric ex-
citation of dynamical systems , The Fokker -Planc k 5. Fokk er , A ,P., “Die Mitt lere Energ ie Roti er
approach shows promise In the investigation of ender Electricher Dipolo imrm Strahlminqsfold ,”
truncation schemes for th. infinite hierarchy of Ann . Phys , 42 , p 810 (19 14).
moment equations generated by linear and nonlinear
para metrically excited systems , It is hoped that 6, Ko lmn ogorov , A., “ Ubor die ,unalyti schen nmoth
some difficult problems of stability end response eden in Wahrshelnlichlt_ t’mtsrechnung,” Math .
will be resolved by this technique . Contributions Ann., 104 , pp 4 15~458 (1931),
to the develo pment of random parametric vibration
w ith the averaging method and the Llapunov direct 7. Stratonovlch , R I., T~pics in the Theory of
approach are equall y impor tant , and an impressive Random Noise,~ I , II , Gordon and Breech
range of stability criteria for a wide variety of sys- (1963 , 1965).
tem s has been obtained with the m im .

8. Feller , W ., “The Parabo lic Differential [quit
The survey pointed out the lack of suppo rting ex peri- (ions and th e Asso c iated Semi-Groups cit
mental results for much of the theoretical work , Transformm’mation s,” Ann . Math ., 55 , pp 468
Reasons include the genera l d ifficulty of accurately 519 (1952).
imposing the conditions of mathematical models --

such as the spectral density of parametric loading “ 9. Astrom , K.J ,, “ On a I- ir s t ~)mdor Stochastic
and of evaluating stabilit y bo undaries for experi- Differential Equation , ’ Intl. J Control ,
mental random parametric systems. However , a 1 (1 ) , pp 301 326 (1965 )
continuing and extending program of experimental
work Is deiirable for th ree reasons. First , a balanced 10, Atkinso n, J , D. and Caughey , 1K ., “First
judgement of the real value of such research can be Order Piecewise Linear Systemm is with Random
obtained only by constant observ ation of the be- Parametric Ex t ’ uta tion , ” Intl J . Nonlitm,riut
hevior of reel engineering sy stems under parametric Mach ,, 3 ( 4),  pp 399.4 11 ((‘)cit_ ’ 1968).
excitation Second, such observations can be ax
pacted t o generate further invest igations into relevant 11 .  Caughey , 1K.  and Dianims , J K , “The E3ehavit _mm
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BOOK REVIEWS

STRESS WAVE PROPAGATION IN SOLIDS. AN INTRODUCTION

R, J. Was le~
Marcel Dekker , Inc.

New York , 1973

The field of stress wave propagation in solids has both theoretical and experimental work in one of
immense technological application the largest groups at the Lawrence Livermore Lab-

oratory .
• in impacts or explosions used in fabrication,

e , in e’plosive hiyh.e.iergy rate forming, The book is divided into two parts. In the first and
hardening, weld ng. cutting, and piercing largest part , on dynamic elasticity, the author states

that linear elasticity provides a good foundation for
• in explosive or percussive rock breakage , understand -ig dynamic nonelastic phenomena . Part

F mining , drilling and earth removal 2 attempts such an extension in two special cases,
uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain .

• in such accident analysis and mitigation in~
volving impact or explosion as automobiles, Part 1 is a conventional elementary exposition of
aircraft , and nuclear reactors dynamic elasticity in the style of and at a leve l

compatible with an introductory course. Remarks
• in the analysis of ballistic impact and perietra- on elementary tensor notation are given . Concepts

tion , for inczance , turbine blade breakage , of stress and strain and Hooke ’s law , topics of har-
tornado-blown debris damage , and ordnance monic waves in extended media , reflection and
design refraction of waves at plane boundaries, and some

aspects of the Pochhammer-Chree solution in rods
Practitioners in the field of stress wave propagation are developed in an easy style . The author connects
fall into two groups those interested in elastic these concepts to some problems but does not
waves and those concerned with nonlinear phe- develop them,
nomena. The latter group is small , its members as
often as not employed by, or alumni of , defense- Part 2 focuses on two topics : the split Hopkinson
related research laboratories in which the field was pressure bar apparatus , which has been exten sively
first developed. With a number of notable exceptions, used to study dynamic plasticity under conditions
the academic community has been relat ively un- approximating uniaxial stress ; and th~ plane wave
informed about the major advances in nonlinear experiment involving high explosive or gun-driven
stress wa~c’s in the last two decades, and the transfer flat plate impacts . in which uniaxial strain con-
of technology to industry as a whole has been slow. ditions are approached , These two techniques are

the principal ways of investigating nonelastic stress
Perhaps because of the general lack of interest on the wave Propagation in the laboratory.
part of the academic community and the lack of
necessity to publish textbooks in defense-related The second part of the book is more qualitati ve than
laboratories , few good texts have appeared. It is the first ; it contains few equations, relying instead
therefore of interest to encounter a book on stress on experimental observations to introduce a tew
wave propagation in solids , particularly since the rudimentary concepts of dynamic plasticity and the
author has for many years been acti vely engaged in high pressure thermodynamic equation of state.
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The subtitle of the book is appropriate; It does mechinics , const ltutivv theory, singular surfa o
indeed provid e a good introduct ion to the s ub (oct , analysis , and mlcromechanlcal theories of dolor ma
The hook should hir useful to graduate engineers and (Ion Nor Is the iirnploynr.rnt of the pr tic pIn s of
those with little or no prior exposure to dynarnit ’ stress wave propagation in the many technologica l
stress wave propagation . The book will also be useful applications given niore than cursory orentiun

- I to (ifl ivnn Si ty students r riquU log an introduction to These top ics t r i l l  rai ii buried i ri t hi’ r nisnirir cli Ii ter~ tur a
stress wave effects . Specialists In dynainir ’ elasticity with only a tow review •i ticli ’s in symposia pro
or practitioners iii noiilinuui stress wave propagation i.-rrod ing or anthologies to serve as guides.
research will find little that Is not Part of standard
elastic ity texts and older research literature .

No hint is given of the exciting devolopirionts (hat l)r . W. Hai r :irann
have taken place over (he lest it) years or so as a Sandi a (.abo rator les
result of th e app l icati on ul modern t~)ntinuuin Albuquerque , NM 87 1 15

E LASTOKINET I CS

H. Heisniann and P.S . Pawlik
West Publishing Company, St. Paul, Minnesota

This book caters to stUdents and practicing engineers Wave propagation Is discussed . I~ xemples of a me
In the fields of civil , mechanical, and elucti ica l engi chririica l filt er and transient wove m otion serve as
nearing. it explains various facets of dynam ics amid en Introduction to the more advanced aspects given
vibration and Is divided into two pill ts dlscrm ’trr arid Is Part II -

cont inuous systems.
Part I I on continuous syst ems Is the heart of the

Chapters 1 and 2 of Part I consider the linear oscilla book. Chapter 8 descrIbes the convenience of using
tot , as well as responses and her ironic functions da cartesian tensor s to n’xprass the deformation and
rived by Laplace tr ansfor m s. Hamilton ’s Principle is stresses in continua . Chapter 9 deals with thu rnech .n-
also explained turd examples given. Lagrange Lqun ics of contInua ~ mploylng car ttislami tensor s, more
tions are also presented . In-depth exp lanations of Hamilton ’s Principle , as well

u s the expression of results In Lagrange and I uler
In chapters ;t , 4 , arid 5 smutil l oscill ations are explained coordinates of the elastic body, are presented .
In norm al coordina tes and applied to f m~rr vibr ations ,
Rayleigh’s principle , and a unique Mohr c ircl e con Chapter 10 descrIbes the dynamics of elastic bodies
structlori for dynwriic systerris. The continuous sys using cartaslon tensor’ s. Neumann’s uniqueness
tern is Introduced end ar1vanm~rd applications to theor mini concernIng boundary conditions end veloc
torsional vibrat ions and constralmi ts in a system are ity fie lds is also given. The free vibration of bounded
described , The revi ewer would have liked to have seen elastic bodies Is considered , as is forced motion. A
Hamilton’s p’ inciplo eritorided to Euler - t a m  amigo specific exaniple Is the spherical shell,
equations of motion,

Chapter 11 considers the more advanced aspects of
Chapters 6 and 1 consider dam ping and the relation wave notions iii elastic ned ini it rotational plane
ship of damping to a damped structure iii ~ liii cnn waves, diltit ittionuil waves, Hityleigh surface waves ,
system . A short explanation of Hayleigh type dtir ilp’ irif lectud waves , and progress ive waves In elastic
Ing Is given, but hyst eret in’ damping is n u t  consider ad plates and cylinders 1 hum chapter t ’oncl odes wIth a
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discussion of longitudinal , torsional, and f lexural have been Incorporated Into thu chapter .
waves.

The book Is a good one but th. reviewer believes
Chapter 12 describes longitudinal waves in rods and that it should have contained sections on Galerkin ’s
torsional motion of rods of finite end unbounded Method and Rayleigh-Ritz method, an introduc-
lengths, Detailed explanations of the letter are not (Ion to random vibration, end a chapter on finite
included in most texts, elements -- which are assuming an ever greeter role

In design and analysis. A chapter on shells would
Chapter 13 introduces dynamics of elastic beams and also have been worthwhIle because many struc-
contains descriptions of the equations of motion tures are now designed using shell theory .
involved and explanations of shear deformation
and sheer coeff icients. Differences between the In summary, the book fulfills the purpose of the

:1 Euler-Bernoulli beam and the Timoshenko beam authors to provide useful linear models and to show
are emphasized. Examples include forced motion, their relationships to nonlinear models. Several
wave motion , arid impulsive loads on beams, important methods are also presented. The reviewer

recommends that students and interested readers
Chapter 14 is concerned with the dynamics of elastic st udy the book before undertaking the more ad-
plates. The equations of mot ion are derived In car- vanced aspects of dynami cs .
tesian tensors. Detailed explanations of the equations
of forced motion are given and applied to circular
plates , simply supported plates, and wave motion in Herb Saunders
plates, The Timoshenko equations are applied to General Electric Company
plates , a number of Reism ann ’s papers on pl ates Schenectady, New York 12345
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news on current

NEWS BR IEFS Vibration activities and events

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE A balanced program of topics representing a wide
ON MINING MACHINERY - 1979 spectrum of fields of engineering is planned. Ab-

stracts submitted should relate to the topics listed
An international conference on mining machinery is below. Among the topics to be emphasized are :
being organized by The Institution of Engineers, AcOustIcs
Australia and the Australasian Institute of Mining and Atmospheric fluid mechanics
Metallurgy. Emphasis of the technical program will be Blomechenics and biometerlals
on the design and maintenance of heavy machinery Composite materials and methodology
used in the mining industry. Papers are invited on Computational methods
current technology review; future developments and Earthquake related problems

Elasticity
requirements; equipment selection; design of mechan- Energy generation and storage
ical, electr ical, or hydraulics systems; construction, EngIneering approach to societal problems
maintenance and repair techniques; instrumentation, Engineering cybernetics
automatic control and data logging; and case histories EnvIronmental effects

Experiementaf stress analysisof specific operational problems and their solutions. Fracture mechanics
The conference will be held at the University of Gas dynamics
Queensland, Brisbane, Australia on 2 - 6 July 1979. Geotechnicai engineering

Heat transfer
For further information contact: The Conference High pressure and temperature technology

Kinetic theory of gasesManager, International Conference on Mining Ma- Machine and structure design
chinery 1979. The Institution of Engineers, Austra- Materials evaluation and testing
ha , 17 National Circuit, Barton, A.C.T. 2600, Tele. Mechanics of fracture
(062) 733633/Telegrams: ENJOAUST , Canberra. Micromechanics of imperfections in solids

Modeling, control and structural analysis of transportation
systems

Molecular dynamics
10th SYMPOSIUM ON EXPLOSIVES AND Non-destructure testing
PYROTECHNICS * CALL FOR PAPERS Nuclear component design and analysis

Numerical methods

You are invited to submit papers for present ation Optimization and contro l
Particle transport theory

at the 10th Symposium. AU papers must be uriclas- Pia~ma physics
sif ied. Please send titles and abstracts to Mr. R. H. Plasticity
Thompson. Franklin Institute Research Labora- Plates and shells
tories, Philadelphia, PA 19103 by the deadline: Reliability, engineering statistics, & manufacturing
July 14, 1978. Solar and wind energy

Space dynamics
Statistical mechanics
Viacoe lasticity

CALL FOR PAPERS
15th ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY Papers to be presented at the conference will be selec-

OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE ted on the basis of a formal review procedure from
submitted extended abstracts. For further informa-

This meeting will be highlighted by five special tion regarding abstract format contact : Professor
lectures. One will be given by the Eringen Medalist R. L. Sierakowski , Div. of Continuing Education,
for 1978, and four other lectures will be presented by Univ. of Florida, 2012 W. University Ave., Gaines-
internationally known researchers in polymers, ap- yu le, FL 32603.
plied mathematics, hydrodynamics of coastal waters
and geotechnic al engineering.
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CALL FOR PAPERS

49th SHOCK AND VIBRATION SVMPOSIUM*

The 48th Shock and Vibrat ion Symposium will be held at presentation and 5 minutes for discussion. Only unclusi-
the International Inn, Washington, D.C. on 17, 18. end 19 f led-unlimited distribution discussions will be programm.d
October 1978. Th. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center , for this session. Those interested only need to su bmit a short
Gr.snbelt, Maryland is the host for this meeting. summary on the enclosed form du. at SVIC on 11 September

1978.

SUBMISSION OF PAPERS
SUGGESTED TOPIC AREAS

Those wishing to offer formal full-length papers for the sym•
posium should cer.fully follow the ins t ructions on the re- Papers from all areas of shoc k and vibration technology will
van, side of the SUMMARY COVER SHEET. Papers may be be consid ered , The following era possible topics for discus-
offered either for presentation it the Symposium , or publica- sion based upon sugge stions fro m the shock end vibration
tion in ti~ Bulletin , or both . Summar Ies of papers accepted communit y.
for pr.sentetlon wi ll be publIshed and distributed prior to
the Symposium. Six copi.s of the two page (approximately Ground Motion
600 words ) summery should be submitted. No figures should Ship Shock and Vibration Problems
be included in the summery . Prosp ective authors era en- Reliability Testing end Field Failures
cour.ged to subm it supplemental figures end additional in- Dynamic Testing and Environments
formatIon WhiCh the program committee can use to evaluate Software /Pocket Calcu letor Analysis
die paper , but this miterial should not be referenced in the lmpedence Methods
summery which will be published if accepted. Authors are Response of ‘ peclal Materials
required to furnish such a summary even If the complete Transportat ion & Packaging
paper Is submitted, In gsnersl , unclessi fied -unllmited distri. Instrumentation & Data Analysis
butlon summaries of classified papers are requested. If this Biomechan ics
ii impossible, a classified summary may be submitted, but Structural Analysis
this will not be publIshed. Deadline fo r receipt of summaries Rotor DynamIcs & Balancing
is 19 June 1978. Mechanical Signatu re Analy s is

CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE
CLASSIFIED SESSIONS

Papers will be evaluated on technical merit. They should
The Shock and Vibration Sympos ium provIdes a special piat - descrIbe wor k that advances the technology and which has
form and publIcation medIum for authors of classified papers not been published previousl y . Papers with s commercial
up to SECRET. To simplify problems of paper release , f ievo r will not be accepted , however technical submissions
SVIC policy for the 49th Sumpo ilum I, that attendance at from vendor ’ employe es will be j udged w ithout bias and on
classif led sessions will be limIted to U.S. cItizens & others the same basis as those of other prospective authors.
having the required clearance and need-to -know. Limited
distribution papers which are accepted wIll likely be pro-
gramm ed in the classified sess ions. PUBLICATIONS

For your scheduling, If your paper is offered for publ icat ion ,
SHORT DISCUSSION TOPICS thre, review copies of th i complete paper, neatly typed In

your own format , must be In this of fic s by 11 September
B.cause of contInued interes t , a session will once again be 1978. If the paper is accepted for publIcation, an author
programmed cov ering progress reports on current rese.rch kit will be provided for tIns I copy pruparition. Acceptance
efforts and unique ideas, hints and kinks on instrumentation, for publication In the 49th Bulletin depends upon fevorsble
fIxtures, testIng, analytical short cuts end so forth . It Is in’ refer,, review.
tended to provide a means for up-to-the-minute coverage of
r~eearch programs and a forum for the discussIon of useful
ideas and techniques considered too short for a full-blown PROGRAM
piper. These discussi ons will not be published. Presentation
of a short discu ssion at th is meeting wsll not prevent later The advance program for the Symposium will be distributed
publIcation of the fin al resul ts In SV1C publications or in September, together with hotel , securIty clearance, and
other lourna ls, Accepted speakers will have 5 minutes for regist rst lo n Information.

‘Form , enclosed in this issue of the DIGFS1
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SHORT COURSES

MAY Contact: Schaeffer Analysis, Kendall Hill Road,
Mont Vernon, NH 03057 - (603) 673-3070.

ANTIC IPATING FAILURES OF ROTATING
MACHINERY WITH VIBRATION ANALYSIS
Rochester May 2 - 4 , 1978 JUNE
Schenectady May 9 -  11, 1978
Cleveland May 23- 25 , 1978
Chicago May 30 - June 1 , 1978 EXPLOSION HAZARDS EVALUATION
Houston June 13.15, 1978 Dates: June 12- 16, 1978
Objective: This seminar is a basic course in the anal- Place: San Antonio, Texas
ysis of rotating machinery vibration. Emphasis will Objective : This course covers the full spectrum of
be on why certain machine abnormalities produce problems encountered in assessing the hazards of
specific vibration signatures. Topics to be covered accidental explosions invoMng handling or storage
in the seminar are : the distinctions between different of particularly hazardous chemicals. Design for
types of transducers and vibration monitoring equip- proper containment and development of techniques
ment, causes of common machine vibratory phen- to reduce incidence of accidents during normal plant
mena , diagnosing machine failure modes by signature and transport operations will be covered. Specifically
analysis, and suggestions for possible corrective the following topics will be covered: fundamentals
action. of combustion and transition to explosion; f ree-

field explosions and their characteristics; loading
Contact: John Sramelc , Nicolet Scientific Corp., from blast waves; structural response to blast and
245 Livingston St., Northvale , NJ 07647 - (201) non-penetrating impact; fragmentation and missile
767-7100, ext . 505. effects; thermal effects; damage criteria; and design

for blast and impact resistance.

Contact: Wilfred E, Baker , Southwest Research
institute , P.O. Box 28510, San Antonio, TX 78284

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD AND (512k 684-5111, ext. 2303.
NASTRAN USAGE
Dates: May 8-June l5 , 1978
Place: Troy, Michigan ANALYSIS AND PREV ENTION
Object ive : A sequence of four professional develop- OF MECHANICAL FAILURES
mont courses will be presented to provide an under- Dates: June 15- 16, 1978
standing of the technological content in general pur- Place: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
pose f inite element programs; and to provide training Objective: To present methods for analyzing, pre-
in the use of NASTRAN. The courses and dates are: venting, and correcting failures of mechanical corn-
• Matrix Structural Analysis and Finite ponents and assemblies. Failures treated may arise

Elements - May 8 - 12, 1978 from a faulty design, material, fabrication or assem-

• Stat ic and Normal Modes Analysis using bly, or from operator ’s abuse. Interpretation of
NASTRAN - May15- 18, 1978 failure data will be included.

• DMAP and Substructural Analysis using
NASTRAN - June 6 - 9, 1978 Contact: Engineering Summer Conferences, 200

• Dynamic and Nonlinear Analysis using Chrysler Ctr., North Campus, The University of
NASTRAN - June 12- 15, 1978 Michigan , Ann Arbor , MI 48109.
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VIBRATION SURV IVAB J UTY techniques that can be used coinciding with the
Dates: June 5 -9 , 1978 instrumentation to resolve a particular problem will
Place: Santa Barbara, CA be included. Major topics will include: transducer
Objective: Testing an equipment’s ability to survive design, applications and limitations , engineering the
in the dynamic environments of vibration and shock test probram, recording techniques, data reduction
and a basic education in resonance end fragility phe- and interpretation , and case histories. These will  be
nomena, in environmental vibration and shock applied to both static and dynamic measurement.
measurement and analysis, also in vibration and shock
environmental testing to prove survivability are the Contact: Graduate Studies & Continuing Educe-
objects of this course. tion, Un ion College, Wells House - 1 Union Avenue,

Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) 370-6288
Contact: Wayne Tustin, Tustin Institute of Tech-
nology, 22 East Los Olivos St., Santa Barbara, CA
93105 - (805) 963-1124. COMPU TER WORKSHOP IN FINITE ELEMENT

ME THODS OF ANALYSIS FOR STRESS AND
OTHER FIELD PROBLEMS
Dates: July 24- 28, 1978

JULY Place: Union College, Schenectady, NY
Objective: To develop the basic formulations of the
finite element structural analysis, to examine practi-

9TH ANNUAL INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT NOISE cal applications and to present Fortran IV computer
CONTR OL INSTITUTE programs for both 2D and 3D problems. The pro-
Dates- July 10- 14, 1978 grams will be applied to tutorial and student gener-
Place : Union College, Schenectady, NY ated problems.
Objective: For engineers, designers, environmental
health specialists and managers concerned with Contact: Graduate Studies and Continuing Educa-
noise and vibration control. This course will provide tion, Union College, Wells House - I Un ion Avenue ,
information on the theory measurement and econo- Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) 370-6288.
mica of noise reduction. The course will cover the
latest information on the nature of sound and noise
control, including noise criteria, airborne sound distri- COMPUTER WORKSHOP RN EARTHQUAKE AND
bution, vibration control, and noise signature anal- STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
ysis. Other topics include how noise is produced by Dates: July 24 - 28, 1978
different types of engineering equipment such as Place: Union College, Schenectady, NY

compressors, electric motors, fans, valves, and trans- Objective: To develop the basic formulations of
formers. structural dynamic analysis for linear and nonlinear

systems, to examine practical applications to earth-

Contact Graduate Studies & Continuing Educa- quake and structural dynamics and to present Fortran
tion, Union College, Wells House - 1 Union Avenue, computer programs for multi-degree-of-freedom sys-
Schenectady, NY 12308 . (518) 370-6288. tems. The programs will be applied to tutorial and

student generated problems,

INSTRUMENTATION, MEASUREMENTS Contact: Graduate Studies and Continuing Educe-
ENGINEERING AND APPLICATION t ion , Un ion College , Wells House - 1 Union Avenue,

Dates: July 17- 21, 1978 Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) 370.6288,

Place : Union College, Schenectady, NY
Objective : This course is designed for technicians
and engineers Involved in the field of instrumen- NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING
tation and measurements who wish to be informed on Dates. July 31 - August 4 , 1978

the latest “State-of-the-Art ”. The data reduction Place: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
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Objective. This course provides engineers and mana- latest theories and techniques, initially deals with
gers with comprehensive knowledge of noise-control fundamentals and common ground and then offers
eng neering and criteria for application to practical a choice of specialist topics. The course comprises
problems, over thirty lectures including the basic subjects of

acoust ics, random processes, vibration theory, subjec-
Contact : Engineering Summer Conferences, 200 tive response and aerodynamic noise which form the
Chrysler Ctr ., North Campus, The University of central core of the course. In addition, several special-
Michigan, Ann Arbor , Ml 48109. 1st applied topics are offered, including aircraft noise,

road traffic noise, industrial machinery noise, diesel
engine noise, process plant noise and environmental
noise and planning.

AUGUST
Contact : Dr. J. G. Walker or Mrs. 0. G, Hyde,
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, The Uni-

PYROTECHNICS AND EXPLOSIVES versity, Southampton, S09 5NH. England.
Dates: August 14-18 , 1978

• Place: Philadelphia, PA
Objective: This seminar combines the subjects of MACHINERY VIBRATION
pyrotechnics and solid state chemist ry along with Dates : September 20 - 22, 1978
explosives and explosive devices, It will be practical Place: Cherry Hill, New Jersey
so as to serve the men working in the field. Presenta- Objective: Lectures and demonstrations on rotor-
tion of theory is restr icted to that necessary for an bearing dynamics, turbomachinery blading, and

understanding of basic princ iples and successful balancing have been scheduled for this Vibration
application. Coverage emphasizes recent effo rt, Institute-sponsored seminar. The keynote address on
student problems, new techniques, and applications, the development of balancing techniques will be
The prerequisite for this seminar is a bachelor of given on the first day along with sessions on modal
science degree in engineering or equivalent, analysis, oil whirl, and computer programs. Simultan-

eous sessions on rotor-bearing dynamics and turbo-
Contact Registrar , The Franklin Institute Re- machinery blading will be held on the second and
search Labs., Philadelphia, PA 19103 - (215) 448 third days. The following topics are included in the
1236. rotor-bearing dynamics sessions: critical speeds, sta-

bility, fluid fi lm bearing design and analysis, balanc-
ing sensitivity, generator rotor balancing. gas turbine
ba lancing, and industrial balancing. The sessions on

SEPTEMBER turbomachinery blading feature excitation and forced
vibrat ion of turbine stages, structural dynamic aspects
of bladed disk assembl ies, f inite element analysis of

7TH ADVANCED NOISE AND VIBRATION turbomachinery blading, steam turbine availability,

COURSE metallurgical aspects of blading, torsional-blading

Dates: September 11 - 15, 1978 interaction, and f ield tests of turbogenerator sets.

Place : Inst itute of Sound and Vibration Each part icipant will receive a proceedings covering
all seminar sessions and can attend any combination

Research , University of Southampton, of sessions.England
Objective - The course is aimed at researchers and Contact : Vibration Institute, 101 West 55thdevelopment engineers in industry and research es- Street , Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 -tablishments, and people in other spheres who are (312) 654-2254.associated with noise and vibration problems. The
course, which i~ designed to refresh and cover the
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REVIEWS OF MEETINGS

CONFERENCE ON AEROSPACE POLYMER I C VISCO ELAST IC
DAMP iNG TECHNO LOGY FOR THE 1980’S

7-8 February 1978
Dayton, Ohio

This conference was sponsored by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory.
The principal organizer was Dr. Lynn C. Rogers of the Structural Mechanics Divi-
sion. The purpose of the conference was to explore damping technology as a
mechanism for improving structural reliab ility of aircraft structures , av ioni cs and
accessories which are subject to severe dynamic environments. The conference
was also to provide increased definition and support for a proposed AFFDL pro-
gram titled “Dynamics Abatement and Major Payoff thru Integrated Technology
(DAMP IT).” This program is an organi~’ed approach to the integrat ion of damping

I technology into the design and manufacturing process . In the opinion of the
reviewer , the ptogram has considerable merit.

The conference was well orgainzed . There were a number of excellent presenta-
tions on basic damping technology including addit ive and constrained layer damp-
ing, tuned dampers. material properties and environmental effects. Drs. D.I.G.
Jones and Jack Henderson of the Air Force Materials Laboratory contributed
significantly in these presentations. Professor F.C. Nelson of Tufts University gave
an interesting and useful talk on “Damped Vibration Theory: A State of the Art
Assessment.” Professo r R. 0lunkett of the University of Minnesota offered a
similarly fine contribution on “Measurement of Material and System Damping.”

A number of presentations were given covering case-history applications of damping
to solve dynamic problems for structures , avionics , and other equipment. Va luable
lessons can be learned by looking at the experiences of others as they approach
complex problems. Presentat ions by the principal manufacturers of damping
materials on the capabilities of their products added to the overall usefulness of
the conference.

Hopefully the proceedings of this conference will be made available in fairly com-
plete form . If so , it should provide a useful reference to those concerned with
damping and its applications.

Henry C. Pusey
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ABSTRACTS FROM
THE CURRENT LITERATURE

Copies of articles abstracted in the DIGEST are not available from the SVIC or the Vibration Institute (except
those generated by either organization), Inquiries should be directed to library resources. Government reports can
be obtained from the National Technical Information Service, Springf ield, VA 22151, by citing the AD-, PB-, or
N- number. Doctoral dissertations are available from University Microfilms (UM) , 313 N. Fir St., Ann Arbor, Ml;
U.S. Patents from the Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. Addresses foIl~~ ing the authors’
names in the citation refer only to the first author. The fist of periodicals scanned by this journal is printed in
issues 1, 6, and 12.

ABSTRACT CONTENTS

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN ., , ,49 PHENOMENOLOGY 56 Panels 63
Pipes and Tubes 63

Analytical Methods 49 Composite 56 Plates and She’ls 64
Nonlinear Analysis 49 Damping 56 Structural 66
Statistical Methods 49 Fluid 56
Finite Element Modeling. - ,49 Soil 56 SYSTEMS 67

• Modeling 49
Parameter Identification . - .50 EXPERIMENTATION 57 Absorber 67
Design Techniques 50 Noise Reduction 68
Criteria, Standards, and Balancing 57 Active Isolation 68

Specifications 50 Data Reduction 57 Aircraft 69
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN Identification of Non-Linearity of Vibration. in
Structure, Defined by • Dynamic System with a
Finite Number of Deçees of Freedom
M. Kulisiewicz
Bull, Aced. Polon. Sci., Ser . Sci, Tech., ~~ (5).
pp 167-172 (1917) 4 figs , 5 rats

ANALYTICAL METHODS Key Words : Mathematical mod.ls, DynamIc properties,
Nonlinear theories

A method Is prse.ntsd of defining elasticity and damping
characteristic, of bindIng element, in a discrete dynamic78.631 system with a serIes structu re. The systs m model. structural

Periodic Solution, of Hamiltonian System. vibrations. It Is a  simple empirical method and It does not
P.H. Rabinowitz requIre specially controlled forcing. Th. method Is based
Mathematics Res. Center , Wisconsin Univ., Madison, Ofl $ ‘Passive” measurement of proper vibrations of S struc-
WI , Rept. No. MRC-TSR- 1783 , 52 pp (Aug 1977) ~~~ the most conven*ent state being a non-determined

state. In th. method under question characterIstIc points
AD A046 393/5GA of phase of trajectory solutions are used. The method malts.

a mathematical model for Identification of dynamic prop.r
Key Words: Forced vIbration . Fr.. vibration. Hamiltonsan ties of . structure .
principle

The existence of periodic solutions of Hamlltonlan systems
of ordinary differential equations I. proved in v.rlou, set-
tings. A cen In which snergy Is prescribed is treated. Both STATISTICAL METHODS
free and forced vibration problems. where th period is (See No. 757)
fixed, Ira studied.

78-632 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING - I
Forced Oecillationa of • Piecewiee-Linear Nonlinear (See No. 7311

Dynamic System with Several Decrees of Freedom
T.K. Caughey and A. VijeyaraghavanI California Inst . of Tech., Pasadena , CA 91125, Intl.

r J. Nonlinear Mech., 12 (6), pp 339-353 (1977) MODELING
1 fig. ? rots

78.634Kiy Words: Forced vibration, Dynamic systems, Harmonic
excitatIon , R.ld springs Application of Perturbation Methods to Improve

Analytical Model Correla tion with Test Data
Exact periodic solutions are derived for a dynamic system J.A. Garba and B.K. Wada
with several degress of freedom consisting of a series of Structures and Materials Section, Jet Propulsion Lab.,‘Reid springs’ with plecswlse.llnesr, non-linear char.cterlstics;

I

however, the solutions are restrIcted to a class of harmonic Pasadena , CA.. SAE Paper No. 770959, 2 figs, 11
excitation In the ‘modal form’ described .ubsequ.ntly In tables, 16 rets
the paper. Condit ion, are derived for the evymptotic stability
of the periodic solution end an example has been worked Out Key Words: Mathematical models, Experimental date .In detail on the response of a dynamic system with tWO Correlation techniques , Perturb at ion theory
degr.ee of freedom.

This activity describes the positive and negative experiences
In using a method published by C.W. Whit. to update a
mathem atical model of a structu re. An extension of the
method Is sh ow n. Th. results are based upon our under-NONLINEAR ANALYSIS standing of the method as publis hed.
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78-635 Key Words: BuildIn gs , Earthquake resistant structures,
Reduction of Model, of Large Scale Lumped Struc- Computer.IdSd techniques
tures Urnsg Normal Modes and Bond Graphi This report presents a methodology for automating the
D,L. Margolis and G.E. Young design process for earthquak.-r.sist.nt multistory steel
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of California, Davis, building frames. The design process is viewed ,s a complex
CA 95616, J. Franklin Inst., 304 (1), pp 65-79 collectIon of Interrelated decision processes , the conduct
(July 1977) 9 figs, 6 rots of which requires specification of the mot lvstion for making

the decisions and identification of the decision constraints.
Total cost , Including both construction-related expenses

Kay Words : Mathematical model s, Bond graph technique, as well as cost of expected future damage, Is adopted as the
Normal modes basic decision motivator. Decision constraints are com-

posed essentially of stan dard and projected building code
Bond graphs are an extremely useful modeling procedure restrictions .
for representIng the actual energy exchange mechanIsms of
interacting dynamic systems. A procedure is developed
whereby the original equations are reduced to a form suitable
for modal decomposition. The resulting modes era relnter- CRITERIA , STANDARDS, AND
preted In bond graph form with the resulting model being an SPECIFICATIONSextremely accurate system representation while requiring
only a fractIon of the original number of equations . The -

procedure Is demonstrated throu~ example.
78-638
Ride Quality Criteria

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION D.G. Stephens
(Also see No,. 642,644) Langley Res. Center, NASA, Hampton, VA 23665,

Proc . NOISE-CON 77, NASA Langley Res. Ctr,,
Hampton, VA . pp 463-482 (Oct 17-19, 1977) 15

78-636 figs, I table, 2 1 refs
Identification of Stzuctural Component Failures
Under Dynamic Loading Key Words: Ride dyn ,mics , Aircraft, Ground vehicles,
S. Simonian and G.C. Hart Vib rat ion excitation , Noise generation , Standards
Univ. of California, Los Angeles, CA,. SAE Paper
No. 770958, 8 refs The ride environment of air and surface vehicle; as well

as the subjectIve response to environmental stimuli, as
determIned from laboratory and field studies, era presented.Key Words: Parameter identIfication technique In addition , criter ia/standa rds for vibr ation , noise, and
combined stimuli are discussed.For purposes of parameter IdentIfica t ion , a class of N-degree

of freedom dynamical systems are decoupled , to a single
degree of freedom subsystem, This is achieved by utilizi ng
all me.su rsd accelerations , and a coordinate transformation. 78439
In cases where additional data of strains or displacements Sound Measurement Standard. for Surface Trana.are available, the decoupled equations are further simplified,
The merits of this decoupling are clearly Indicated . portation Vehicles

R K . Hillquist
PO, Box 113, Milford , MI 48042, Proc. NOISE-

DESIGN TECHNIQUES CON 77, NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA.,
pp 425-430 (Oct 17-19, 1977) 4 tables, 3 rets

78-637 Key Words: Stand ards, Noise mesIurement~ Interior noise.
Automated Design of Earthquake Reiatant Multi- Ground vehicles , Railroad cars
story Steel Building Frames

National and Internation al standards used for exterior andN.D. Walker Interior sound levels of highway and rail vehicles sre di..’
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of California , Berkeley, 195 pp 

~iin. ~ . A trend toward tasting conditions more represents-
(1977) tlve of actual In-servIce operations and toward greater inter- • 1
UM 77-31 575 natIonal compatibilIty Is seen, The presence of governmental

so
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regulatory activity is also seen to be a factor in development MODAL ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
of future standard ,. (See Nos. 681. 758)

78-640
Acouatical Standards and Their Application to
Aircraft Noise COMPUTER PROGRAMS
W.J. Galloway
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., P.O. Box 633,
Canoga Park , CA 91305, Proc. NO ISE-CON 77 ,
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton , VA., pp 415-
424 (Oct 17.19 , 1977) 3 tables,3 refs GENERAL

(Also see No,. 693,708, 747)
P-.ey Words: Standards , Aircraft noise

The activities of national and international standard ; groups
for aircraft noise are summarized. 78-643

Alternate Approaches to Vibration and Shock Anily.
ala Using NASTRAN
RE, Denver and J.M. Menichel lo

78-64 1 IBM Federal Systems Div., Owego, NY , In: NASA,
For Turbomachinery. .New Acceptance Criteria Pro- Wash ington Sixth NASTRAN Users’ ColIoq,, pp 199-
posed 212 (1977) refsP.E. Simmons N 78-12458Id Petrochemicals Div ., Wilton , Middlesbrough, UK ,
Hydrocarbon Processing, 57 (1) , pp 169-171 (Jan

Key Words: Shock response, Vibration response, NASTRAN1978) 4 figs (computer program), Computer programs

K y  Words: Turbomach.nery, Cynical speed, Unbalanced A method that derives en approximate equivalent static
mass response load to a bass excitation shock analysis is described. The

trans ient analysis in the current level of NASTRAN, level
A generation of large turbom achine s for the process indus- 16, does not directly provide for either input acceleration
tries is emerging. It is diff icult and may be undesirable to forcing fu nctions or enforced boundary displacement. In
achieve the degree of separation between the operating the suggested alternate analysis format, equivalent force
speed range and lateral critical speeds commonly specified, input funct ions are applied to the constrained locations by
Alternative criteria are sugge sted which are based on rotor using the artifice of placing a large mass, with respect to the
response to deliberate unbalance , total system mats , at the desired acceleration input points.

This shortcut static analysis approach is presented to ap-
proximate the expensive and time consumin g dynamics
analysis approach to the base excitation shock analysis.

SURVEYS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

78-642 78-644System Identification in Structural Dynamics Modal Identification of Structures from the Re-G.C. Hart and J.T.P. Yao aponees and Random Decrement Signatures
Mech. and Structures Dept., Univ. of California ,

S.R. Ibrahim and G.L. GogliaLos Angeles, CA., ASCE J. Engr. Mech, Div., 103 Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk , VA., Rept. No. NASA-(E M6), pp 1089-1104 (Dec 1977) 2 figs , 3 tables , CR-15532 1,52 pp (Oct 1977) refs68 refs N78-1 2442

Key Words: System identification technique, Reviews
Key Words: NASTRAN (computer program ). Computer

This paper summarizes past work in system identification in programs , Parameter Ident ific ation technique , Signature
the structural dynamics area. analysis . Vibration signatur es
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The theory end application of a method which utilizes the TRAN multi-level substructuring system for general dynam ics
free response of a structure to determine its vibration p ra- applications I; described. The method combines the better
meters are described. The technique is applied to a complex feat ures of several state of the art mode synthesis techniques,
generalized payload model previously tested using sine yet is general enough to provide for any arbitrary combin.-
eeesp method and analyzed by NASTRAN. Ten modes of tion of boundary degrees of freedom and normal mode
the payload model are identified. Where free decay response bou ndary condition.. Normal modes or complex elgenvec-
is not readily available, an algorithm is developed to obta in to rs may be used in the definition of a structure component
the free responses of a structure from its random responses. which may be combined with other components of any
The algorithm is tested using random responses from a type. Combination structures fabricated from comp onent
generalized payload model and from the space shuttle model , modes may be processed as normal substructures, Including

further multi- stage mode synthesis reductions. Included
are discussions of the user control of the system and ad-
vantages in actual applIcation.

78-645
A NASTRAN DMAP Alter for the Coupling of
Modal and Physical Coord inate Substructure s
T .L. Wilson 78-647
Fairchild Space and Electronics Co.. Germantown , NASTRAN Use for Cyclic Response and Fatigue
MD . In: NASA . Washington Sixth NASTRAN Users’ Analysis of Wind Turbine Towers
Colloq., pp 119-130 (1977) rets CC. Chamis, P. Manes. J.H. Sinclair , and J. R. Wine-
N78-12452 miller

Lewis Res. Center , NASA , Cleveland , OH , In: NASA ,
Key Words: NASTRAN (computer program), Computer Sixth NASTRAN Users’ Coiloq,, pp 213-233 (1977)
programs, Mathematical model s, Modal synthesis rets

A method is described to derive a generalized coordinate N78-12459

model consisting of flexible cantilever modes and rigid
body modes from a physical coordinate model using a direct Key Words: Towers, Windmills, Fatigue lIfe, Wind-induced
matrix abstraction procedure. This model can readily be excitation , NASTRAN (compu ter program), Comp uter
coupled to other su bstructures using modal synthesis tech- programs
nigues. It allows the use of a reduced sizs model for stru c-
tur.l analyses while maintaini ng the capability of recovering A procedure is described which uses NASTRAN coupled
the accelerations, forces, stresses, etc., from the orig inal , With fatigue criteria via a postprocessor to determine the
large, complex model. This output recovery Is accomplished cyclic response and to assess the fatigue resistance (fatigue
with the use of a loads transformat ion matrix which relates l ife) of wind turbine generator towers. The cyclic loads to
the output parameters to the modal coordinate accelerations , which the tower may ba subjected are entered either In a
In addition, a method is described to synthesize structural quss i-static approach throug h static load subcsses or through
models consisting of hybrid coordinates for us. in dynamic the direct dynamic response features of NASTRAN. The
response analyses where one stru cture is described using fatigue criteria are applied to NASTRAN output data from
physical coordinates and the other using generalized modal either rigid format throug h an externall y written user pro-
coordinates, gram embedded in a postprocessor.

78-646 78-648
Development of an Automated Multi-Stage Modal A Computer Program to Calculate Normal Mode
Synthesis System for NASTRAN Propagation in a Medium in Which Stratification is
D.N. Herting and R,L. Hoesly a Function of Position
Universal Analytics. Inc ., Playa Del Rey , CA., In: W .G. Kanabis
NASA, Washington Sixth NASTRAN Users’ ColIoq., New London Lab., Naval Underwater Systems Ctr,,
pp 435-448 (1977) refs New London, CT , Rept. No. NUSC/NL-TM-221 1-
N78 12471 11-71 ,26 pp (Jan 1971)

AD-A046 680/5GA
Key Words: NASTRAN icomputer program), Computer
programs, Modal synthesis

Key Words: Computer programs, Normal modes , Elast ic
A mode synthesis development to be scheduled In the NAS- WSY5$
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This program , written in FORTRAN , uses normal mode ThIs paper is intended to provide a brief introduction to the

theory to predict acoustic propsgaslon, In a medium whose applicatIon of frequency analysis In evaluating acoustic
velocity p.’ofUe varies slowly with distance from the acou st ic emission pulses. Where background interference noise is high
source, over an ocean bottom whose depth and acoustic It Is necessary to characterize the pulses and correlate them
impedance change slowly with range. It produces CAL- with their sources. Frequency analys i; can be used to do th is,
COMP plots for given modes at any frequency In the mediu m and Its advantages and disadvantages are discussed.
described above of the following: Amplitude as a function
of depth and the ray equivalent of any mode at given dii-
lances from a source; and Propagation loss as a function of

range. 78-651
A Normal Mode Analy ssa of the Sound Power In-
jection in Reverberation Chambers at Low Frequen-

78-649 cies and the Effects of Some Response Averaging

- 
- A Three Dimensional Finite Difference Code for Methods

Seisenic Analyses on the ILLJAC IV Parallel Processor K. Bod!und

AS. Hopkin Div . of Bldg. Tech ., Dept. of Bldg. Acoustics , Lund

Inst. of Advanced Computation , Univ . of Illinois , Inst. of Tech ., S-220 07 , Lund, Sweden, J. Sound

Champaign-Urbana, IL, SAE Paper No. 770956, Vib., 55 (4), pp 563-590 (Dec 22 , 1977) 14 figs,

4 figs, 3 rots 3 tables , 22 refs

• Key Words: Computer programs, Seismic response Key Words: Modal analysis . Normal modes , Reverberst ion
chambers

The speed and data storage limitations of most current
computer systems make the cost of realist ic three dimen - A normal mode analysis of the sound power injection in

,Aonal seismic simulation s prohibitive. One exception 4 rectangular reverberation rooms has been carried out. It

the im plementatIon of the earthqu ake simulation code TRES has been resLrictsd to a pure tons , high impedance point

on the ILLIAC IV. The ThES program simulates the pro- source, typical laboratory chambe rs and the 125 Hz 1/3-

pagetion of elastic waves emanating from an earthqua ke using octave bond frequency inte rval. The main goal has been

a centered, finite differenc* scheme over a large three dimen- to identify results and guidelines that can be theoretically

sional grid. The algorithms of the program have been mod- deduced and that should be of significance in actual sound

if led for the unique computational environment of the power measurement situations. Some fundamental impli-
• ILLIAC IV parallel processor . c.tions of the normal-mode theory are pointed out. The

problemat ical power dependency on the chamber dimen-
sions, the source position •nd the source frequency has Ibeen numerically analyzed to obta in a quantit st ive d.scrip-
lion of the various sources of error associated with the

E NVI RON ME NTS 
reverberatio room method.

78-652
interior Acoustic Envis’onsneut of STOL Vehicle.
and Helicopters

ACOUSTIC J,F. Wi lby and J.l. Smullin
(Also aer Nos. 649. 719 , 72B , 751) Bolt Beranek and Newman . Inc., Box 633, Canoga

Park , CA 91305, Proc . NOISE-C ON 77 , NA SA
Langley Res . Ctr .. Hampton , VA .. pp 165-178

78-650 (Oct 17.19, 1977) 12 figs , 24 re ts
Basic Aspects of the Application of Frequency
Analysis Key Words: Aircraft noise , Helicopter noise, Interior noise,
H A. Crostack Noise source ldenti f icst ion, Noise reduction
Inst. of Physical Production Engrg., Univ. of Dort-
murid, Germany. Ultrasonics, 15 (6), pp 253-262 This paper reviews existing informatio n regarding the inte rior

(Nov 1971) 26 figs, 13 refs noise levels of short take-off and landin g (STOL) airplanes
and helicopters. Noise levels measured or predicted for
STOL aircraft and helicopters are compared with levels

Key Words: Frequency analys is , Acoust ic excitation in other vehicles. The main noise sources and propagation
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paths are ldsntlf led. Methods of reduc ing the Inter ior noise 78-635
levil s ers discussed, wIth emphasis beIng placed on modifies- Nonsiatlonary Stsinuic Response. of Ll~hl Fqsslp-
tion to the propagatIon paths.

Ml’ . Siitigh ilild ‘Y - VVv n
I )npt of I i i

~~t ~j . St -i and Ivtoch . , V it ~in lii i’ r il y tot -I in ~
78—633 Inst to iii Stain lnl~ - , illru’kttnit i V A . ASU I .1
Sound Le,s4 Measurements I n~t - Mot h I)i~ . 1tEl (I Mh), pp li);lh 10411 (1 hr~
At my lost and t valuation C i,m atitl , Aliordoun 1011) 10 I ~s . I tahlr’ , 1 h
Prov ing Groun d, ML) , Rupt No. 1 01’ 1 2 t~J8, .1,1 pp

~Jtan~ 3, 1077) Key Words Seismic ascitat ion, Seismic d.slt.)n, Iquipment
AO-A046 IO9/SGA response. Piping sy st em .

A nithod Is developed to obtain lieu, spectre cu rves t hatKey Words: Sound measurement , Machinery noisi, Weapons ln~lud, the ett ic t of ntrn ststlo ns rity of seismic motions.systems The esponsa of a simpl e st ,uctu .e.q ulpinent system is
~xainImrd to , •icltltioiis modeled by Usu ssian shot-noiseThe repor t concerns method s of measuring noise levels of end filtered shot.nulee. The no nsts tlo n.iIty due to timematerIal as a means of eve luatlng personnel safety , speech varyIng Inten s Ity of the ex citation and s Itu due to th . tarnIntellI gIbIlIty , end securIty fron t acoustic detec t ion, It covers starting condition is consIdered . The effec t s of veilo usst esd y .stata snd impulse noise from military vehicles , wemi,itn siuimic Inte nsity inotf ulatl on lunr ’I io ns and st,uctu,,sl par.

systems, and nolsegenereti ng machinery. It includes impulse ifl Ct Crs on the ues pon,e are evaluated. Useful r~s uits ofnoIse tests 01 explo siv e ordnance materi al . It is not applicable piisctlcal Importance sic obtained in tc , m~ of responseto explosive ord nance blest effects such as lethality, rat io s of rions t in ioitary -to -s tatloii.iy re s ponses. end Iheli
• sppl icst lon In the gen erat Ion of flout spectia cu ives f~ r a

stru ctu re Is Ill us t rat ed .

RANDOM

78-656
78-634 MItIjatsn~ Farthqssake Fff rct s on Power Syaleess.
SoIl-Structure Interaction In a Randissis Seisessi r A ,.l St ’ln t t  th in 0,1 - Nt’w~t t i t t

Sr ht ol of Mr’t ’I - I i - I ‘ n dun (lii l~ - Wrist I lay
MP . Romo’Orr~rinlsl. otto , IN , .1 1 t’ r ’Ii ( ‘oniIit’i ) i  of ASCI . 10.1 (1 C 11 .
Ph I). Thesis , Univ. of CaIutoi n~i , itoi kr ik iy, 161 pp it i t .10 bI (lint 191 / )  I fIg, 1 Idlilt’ , 4 oils
(1971)
LIM /1 31 ,~ ,_)() Key Words: Electric pow., plants, ~s .t hqu.ke response

A study was conducted using the Delphi method with s set esKay Words: Interaction: soil’structure. Seismic •xcl t atlon ,
of four queatlunneli.s to Identi ty and øvsl ust , methods t otRandom excl tetiu ,t
initigeting the af f ec ts iii earthquakes nit elen’t I Ic power

An analyt Ical method for th . study of snll .str uctur . Ints ,ac sy s t ems. The emphasis was on t,an.ntlsslott and dliii Ibutlon
fac il itIes tether then generat ion.tlon problems Is descrIbed. It takes Into account the random’

ness of earthquake motion both In the def Inition of the
design motion and the computed response, In this pro ’
cidur. silwi tc environment is defined In te rm s u I  the given 78-657response spectrum and using the extrems value theory.
converted Into a design power spectrum, This procedure Ear ths1isoke Sisnulalkin Tt rstksj of a SIs plsin& Frame
Is reversible and can alio be used to comput. response with hstrr~y~Abaorblssj l)swlre.
~ ectr a from ouwe’ spectre, .1 M. ~~~~ intl I 1, 1 - I s:ttt t i

l iii thtititiki ’ I Ilt,)i~ 1 Ilirs (‘ r ’ t ) t r ’ ,  , 1’~t IiI~’i titi L.Iniv,,
Urn ktiloy, (‘A . iltipt . No . tJCIl/I I lIt,’ / / /17 , ‘,itt pp
(Aug 11) / I )
I’ll .‘/3 hf l’t , / t i ’,A

SEISMIC
I Also sari Not &17, tIM, 6IU, mi.i, ttpi, Key Words: Earthquakes , Simulatio n. I tamed str uctu ,.s,

1(10 /110, 710 , 1.lh . / .17) Testing techniques , Ene rgy absorbeis
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, Results are reported of earthquake sImulation test; on a p~ tunnel associated with the Ierthquek , lngInea.Ing
model frame with a partial base Isolation system that Includes Research Cent.., UnIversity of CelIfornia, eikeIsy . The
enetgy..bsorblng devices. Two sin es of tests usIng sceled pep.,. have been complied In Ibis repor t to ill ustrate soot .
accelerations from he SI Cetnro N’S 1940 end Pecolrna of the ,e.ea.ch work in earthquake engIne.. irig being con
Dam 1911 earth quake ground motion teconi ; were used ducted at the UnIversity of CalIfornia. Re. kahey
as input to the shaking table on wh ich the tests we.. per’
fomied . Result s f rom these tests at . compared to those
from settler tests on en ident ical f, .me wIth the foundatIon
anchored as In conventional design, and permItted to uplIf t 78-660
freely. Effective Seisessk hipist Through H111d Foundation

Filtering
0. Hit~ and Li I’. .lh.sve. u

78-658 N&k’lrtitl mitt) liifl~vitttvt’ 0t~ - John A Iiluiiin 1
Shear Transfer Ut ThIck Walled Kciussiorc.d Concrete Asso~’iit*es . Situ I isnn’Isco , CA ~4 It ,1~ , Nut’i. Ing,
Structures Under Seismic’ Loading tins . , 4~ ( 1) .  pP 18ii 19h (1018) ~i li pt , 2 titbl.st.
U N Wh im itlit) P t, tit gely 1,1, srts

• t )eipt of SIr ti~ ttli,ii I ikJttJ , t~~ttittII l,lItIV .. lthtit ’ti.
N\ Hept. No. /‘ . 10 , NSF /il.\1 ib/1,L~. 9_’ pp key Words: Interaction: soll’su’uctur , Wave dltfisrtlon,
(I ‘tdt’ 10 /~ ) Seismic excItation

l’t-t 2 .3 808/t~n A In this p~ se, a sImple yet realistic approach to account for
- . a class of important so Ii .st ,uctu re Interaction phenomenon.

key Words neinforced concrete . Seismic e*cltati on , ~x- namely was. scattering is reponed Thea. eflects as. eveluat
perimental results, Mathematical model s. Contain ment ad for er b it iet ily Incident , hot Isortselly pola. lied thea. waves
structures The resul ts a,. expressed in te rm s of lihering fun c t ion; lot

• var ious foundation geometries and embedment condition.
The mechanism of membians sheai t ra nsfe r under cyclic and compared with ‘exac t ’ and othe. approxImate solutions.
loading in thick wall ed cracked telntorcid concr ete structu res Numerical te.ults Is. a time husto.y are presented In the form
Is studied . The specimens inco rporate Interface sheet tra ns of t ransl ational and to. slonal acceleration response sp.n’ue
let and dowel action acting both alon, and In i.’onceri. The
results are used In a dynamic analys is program to predict
nonlIn ear response of containment vessels. The wit, in report .
ad her. Includes experIm ents on specImens with 1/2 to
314 Inch diameter reinfo rc ing bars crossing a crack; nievei SHOCK
oprnent of a mathematIc al model to predict stiffness charsc - lAlso we N1’ 114.1)
tsrls t t cs of dowel act ion in th ick conc rete sectIon s: dowel
actIon exper iments (under cyclic loading) to correlate with
the mathematical model predictions; a dynam ic analysis
program that accounts I or th e non’ilneer load.sIIp behavIor —~
5$ a crac k car ry ing revel-sing shear stress es , and results of i ‘661
experiments on specimens with large bars (rio. 14 maxImum Theoret ical Study’ of Aisersift Impact ost Reactor
su e )  whet. shea, is ca.i lad by co.nbined dowe l action and Costtak siis rnt Structure.
interface the. transfer . I Cat It~ ii itOh) A Uøn)t

1 itylt it Wt,ipdi nt~y t.’t iii~.tt ni~~t uot t  I t nl , Siittthall . Middle 4
t~~ I, lfl l ~)\ - LII ’. . Nod I ng. (‘l a , 4~ (I) -

78—65U 101- 20t” (10 ‘rn 0 f idS ¶1? r if ~

Earthquake Enguieeristg Research at Ikirkeley - I~ 76
I ts , tht)trtsksi I t t ~~i~~ Hut (‘CfltiIt • 

( ‘nilifot nut ( ,~~ key Wools Contelnmenl str uct ures, N~cl,,, reactors .
• (In n knIt’s C -\ Uni l Nr.i lC)l , 1 1 I1C / 1/)  I , 108 ~~ 

Impact response, Al rcr ett

lM ~p~ 1 1 1 1 7)
‘ lit cnrntel nmetl t ul.eign ther e is a r.quoetirenI to protect th e

I U 2 ~~ tA reactor system from tie eff ect, of ex tern al Itesands and
hence it is necessary to provide suita ble welt thlcknesees

key Words: Far shqu ein e-resls tant stru ct ures , Seism Ic desig n This p~~ISt r$escribea sum. tb.ocitioal studies ton the pat
tIcula r ass of an aircr aft impact Contac t. is assum ed so •1

At the Sixth World Conferen ce on tarth quake Engineer irig have a limited tensile stress certan’lty The paper h. lefty
held In N.y. Delhi, India . January 10-14 , 1977 , twenty five describes the theor.~ end makes cumpelisons to. dit t et ent
5ta ter ; ware presented by facul ty parti c ipants and r esearch t’orsn’rete thic knesses
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GENERAL WEAPON StabilIty charts are constructed by performing stability
(See No, ~53) analysis of solutIons for variatIonal equation of the original

equetlon of motIon . The stable and unstable branches of
resonanc. curves given in the f oregoing report are identif led
by referring to these stabIlity charts . Several points on the
stable branches are confirmed by analog computer solutions.

PHENOMENOLOGY
78-664
Internal Damping of Two- and Three Dimcn.onal
Continua (Em Anaatz f. die Werkstoffdimpfung
zwei- und dreidimenionaler Kontinua)

COMPOSITE H. Grundmann
Inst itut f. Bauingenieurwesen I, Technische Universi-
tat MUnchen , D-8 Munchen 2, Z. angew , Math. Mech .,

78-662 ~~ Z (10), pp 565-569 (Oct 1977)
( In German)Wave Propagation in Viacoelutic Composites Rein-

forced by Orthogonal Fibers
Key Words: internal dampingH. Demiray and A.C. Eringen

Div. of Appi, Math . Marmara Research Inst., 141, For the phenomeno logic al descrip t ion of the Internal damp-
Kadikoy-Istanbul , Turkey , J. Sound Vib., 55 (4), Ing some equations are developed connecti ng the hydrostatic
pp 509.519 (Dec 22, 1977) 5 figs, 8 refs pressure and dilatation of volume and the comp onents of

the st ress- and the strain-deviator. The given equations allow
a sImple lIneari zation.• Key Words: Composite structu res, Viscoahasticlty theory ,

Wave propagation

• A two-dimensional lattice dynamics model for a v lscoelast lc 78-665composite reinforced with two sets of orthogonally Inter-
Models for RC Frames with Degrading Stiffness• locki ng fibers is given , and the propagation of plane harmonic

waves in such a medium is investigated. The comp osite con- J.C. Anderson and W.H. Townsend
sidered consists of two sets of orthogonal equivalent elastic Univ. of Southern California , Los Angeles, CA..
fibers and a v iscoelasti c matrIx. The dispersion relations of ASCE J. Struc. Div., 103 (ST1 2), pp 2361-2376
waves propagating in the medium are studied and varlou. (Dec 1977) 14 figs , 1 table , 16 refsspecial cam are investigated.

Key Words: Reinfo rced concrete, Structural members,
Hysteret ic damping, Mathematical models

DAMPING
Analytical models for representing the hy steretic behavior
of reinforced concrete members are reviewed. Two degrad Ing
trilinear models are suggested , on. of which considers the

78-663 effect of the connection. The inelastic dynamic response of
Steady Impact Vibration of a Body Having Il ysteresia a 10-story sin~ e-bay frame to earthquake excitation Is
Collision Characteriiaca (3rd Report. Stabiht3, evaluat ed using the two proposed models. For purposes of
A l yas) comparison, the rssponse using a blline.r model and de-

grading bilinear model I~ also considered.S. Maezawa and T. Watanabe
Faculty of Engrg., Yamanashi Univ., Kofu , Japan,
Bull. JSME. 20 (150), pp 1580-1585 (Dec 1977)
l2figs .6 rets FLUID

(See No. 689)

Key Word.: Vibration response, Hysteretic dam pIng

The stability probl em for steady impact vibrations In a
vibrating system with a stop having triangular hysteresis SOI L
loop characteristIcs for force of restitution is Investigat ed. (Also see Not 654 , 660, 7.17 . 738)
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78-~~~ DATA REDUCTION
So~-Slructure Interaction for Tran~ ent Loads Due (

~~ No. 634)
to Safety Relief Valve Discharges

~ W.S. Tseng and N.C. Tsai
Bechtel Power Corp., San Francisco, CA 94 11 9 , DIAGNOSTICS
NucI. Engr . Des., 45 (1), pp 251 -259 (1978) 8 figs,
2 refs

78-668
Key Words: Interaction: so il-structure , Foundations , Iran- Structural Calibration Technique for Quantitative
slant reipome Application of Acoustic Emission

A. PollockDyn.mlc responses of BWR Mark II containment structures Dunegan/Endevco, San Juan Capistrano, CA., Acus-subjected to axisymmetric transient pressure loadings due to
simultaneous safety relief valve discharges were investigated tica, 38 (5), pp 281-284 (Nov 1977) 2 figs. 10 refs
using finite element analysis. To properly consider the soil-
structure Interaction effect, a simplified lumped parameter Key Words: Diagnostic technique s
foundation model and an axisym metr ic finit . elementt foundation model with viscous boundary Impedance are Acoustic emission simulator s can be used to provide informs-
used. Analyt ical resu lts are presented to demonstrate the tion for system design , to verify system performance, and
effectiveness of the simplif ied foundation model and to to prov ide a basis for quantitati ve data inte rpretat ion. The
exhibit th. dynamic response behavior of the structure as problem of transf erring a diagnostic approach from the
the transient loadi ng frequency and the foundation rigidity laboratory to the field is the major subject of this paper.
vary . The Impact of the dynamic structural response due Transfer methods for both event s data and counts data are
to this type of loading on the equipment design ii also presented, and the significance of emission amplitude die
discussed . trib uti on in thi s context is demon strated .

78-669
EXPERIMENTATION Acoustic Incipient-Fa~ure Detection

H.p. Bloch
Exxon Chemical Co., Baytown, TX 77520, Oil and
Gas J , 76 (6), pp 62-72 (Feb 6, 1978) 3 tables,
8 refs

BALANCING
Key Words: Diagnostic techniques. High frequency reso-
nance technique, Computer-aided techniques

Defects in machinery and mechancial structures are charac-
terized by corresponding abnormalities and changes in the

78.667 high-frequency emission pattern. These acoustic high fre-
An Anslysia of a New Type of Automatic Balancer quenc ies can be measured with electronic instruments wh ich ,
M.T. Hedaya and R.S. Sharp for reasons of cost effectiveness and continuous on-line

surveillance, can be incorporated in a computerized moni-Dept . of Mech. Engrg.. The University of Leeds, UK , taring system. Application of acoustic incipient failure
J. Mech. Engr. Sci., 19 (5), pp 221-226 (Oct 1977) detectIon (IFD) technology at Exxon Chemical Co., Bay-
4 figs, 1 table, 5 refs town , Texas , Is described.

Key Words: Dynamic balancing . Rotors

78-670A new typ e of automatic belsncer which consists of a pair
of two-ball balancers to compensate for unbalanced inertia Computer Assisted Vibration Monitoring Successful
forces and moments is presented. A stability analysis of the M.H. Price
balanced condition achievable by such a balsncer and the ARCO Chemical Co., Channe lview, TX 77530,reaj~ts of a parametric study of Its stability are Included. Hydrocarbon Processing, 56 (12), pp 85-90 ( DecConclusions are drawn regarding the satisfactory operation 1977) 11 figs, 4 tables, 2 refsof the belancer,
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Key Words: Computer aided techn iques Diagnost ic tech . The t ruck noise data acquIsition and reduction system at
nique, International Harvester is a totally automated drIve-by

test facility. The system was designed specifically to per-
A computer assisted vibration monitorIng system is de- form development and compliance tests associated with
scribed, which prov ides a practical method of closely moni- the SAE J366b drive-by procedure and the requirements
torlng la rge critical rotati ng equipment. It continuous ly of the U.S. EPA Noise Standard for Medium and Heavy
monitors vibrations level s of critical rotati ng equipment . Duty Trucks. The rationale upon which that system was
automatically analyzes , stores , and updates vibrat ion Infor - based and the descript Ion of the com ponents elected are
mation for troubleshooting purposes and generates alarms presented .
that indicate the source of trouble if problems develop .

78-673
EQUIPMENT A Research Program to Reduce Interior Noise in

General Aviation Airplanes. Design of an Acoustic
Panel Test Facility

78.671 J. Rosk~m, V. t.j . Muirhead, H.W. Smith, and T.D.
A Systematic Study of Vibration Standards - Mount- Hender son
sag Effects Center for Research, Inc., Kansas Univ.. Lawrence.
RS. Koyanagi, J.D. Poll ard . and ID. Ramboz KS 66044, Rept. No. NASA-CR-155152 , KL.J-FRL-
Vibrat ion Section , National Bureau of Standards , 317-3 , 102 pp (Aug 1977)
Wash ington , b.C., Rept. No. NBSIR-73.29 1, 44 pp N77-33957
(Sept 1973)
Sponsored by the Dept. of Defense Calibration Key Words: Test faci lities, Sound tran smission loss , Acoust ic
Coordination Group, Redstone Arsenal , AL Ins ulation . Panel s, Aircraft
P8-272 376/5GA

The design, construction , and costs of a test facility f or
determining the sound transmission loss characterist ics of

Key Words: Standards and codes, Accelerometer. , Equip, various panels and panel treatments are described. The
ment mounts press uri zation system and electr onic equipment used In

exper ,menta l tasting era discussed as well as the reliability
The purpose of the study was to determin, the ex tent of of the facili ty and the data gathered. Test result s are corn-
the sensitivity change of laboratory quality plezoelec t ric pared to pertinent acoustical th eories for panel behavior
accelerometers for various mounting conditions. The mount- and minor anomalies in the data are examined . A method
Ing variables Included the material upon which the accelero- for predictIng panel behavior in the stiffness region is pie-
meter was mounted, geometry, the use of commercial In- sented.
su latad studs, and the use of mountIng stud thread size
adaptors.

78-674
FACILITIES A Research to Reduce Interior Noise in General

Aviat ion Airplanes. General Aviation Interior Noise
Study
J. Roskam , V.U. Muirhead , H.W . Smith, and T.D.
Pesehier

78-672 Center for Research , Inc., Kansa s Univ., Lawrence ,
Automat ing Truck Noise Data Acquisition and KS 66044, Rept. No. NASA-CR-155153; KU-FRL-
Reduction 317-4, 159 pp (Aug 197 7)
NA. Miller N77-33958
International Harvestnr , 2911 Meyer Rd., Fort
Wayne , IN 46803, Proc. NOISE-CON 77 , NASA Key Words: Test facilities , Sound transmission loss. Acous-
Langley Res. Ctr ., Hampton, VA , pp 483-498 (Oct tic in..~i~t ion , Panels . Aircraft noise , Noise reduction
17-19 , 1977)11 figs

The co nstruction , calIbration , and prop erties of a facility
for measuri ng sound transmission through aircraft ty peKay Words: Test facIlities , Noise measurement , Data reduc-
panels are described along with the theoret ical and empiricaltion, Trucks
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method. uNd. Topics discussed Include typical noise source. Key Words: Measuring Instruments, RayleIgh waves

sound transmiss ion path, and acoustic cabin propert ies and
their effect on Interior noIse. An acoustIc surface wave probe has been developed for us.

in broadband nondestructive testing and In seismological
modeling, it takes a negligibl, amount of energy from the
ultrason ic beam and appears to reproduce accurately the
shape of an ultrasonic pulse. The probe is characterized by

78-675 simplicity of construction and operation.
Laboratory Model Testing for Earthquake Loading
R.W. Clough and V.V. Bertero
Univ. of California , Berke ley , CA., ASCE J. Engr.
Mech., Div., 103 (EM6), pp 1105-1124 (Dec 1977)

78-67823 tigs, 20 ref s
Wind-Tunnel Measurement of Dynamic Croea.Cou-

Key Words: Test facilities, Earthquake response, Struc- pu g Derivative.
tur d members E.S. Hantt and K .J. Orlik Huckeinann

Nat ional Aeron.autical Establishment , National Res.
Two types of facilities used at the University of Californi a . Council of Canada , Ottawa , Onta ra , Canada, J.
Berkeley, for laboratory study of earthquake response Aircraft . 15 (1), pp 40-46 (Jan 1978) 10 figs , 7 rets
characteristics of typical structures are described: A 20-ft
.quare shaking table; and a variety of controlled loading
devices, Kay Words: Instrumentation, Dynamic testing, Aircraft.

Wind tunnei tests

An oscIllatory apparatus and the associated data- reduct ion
78-676 procedure I or routine measurement of the 12 stat ic and

W ind-Tunnel Testing of Structure. dynamic moment derivatives due to pitching and yawIng have
been developed. The list of derivatives Includes some dy-

J.E. Cermak namic cross-coupling derivatives, whIch have never been
Dept . of Civil Engrg., Colorado State Univ.. Fort systematically measured before. It was therefore considered
Collins, CO. ASCE .1. Engr. Mech . Div., 103 (EM6). desirabl e to deveiop an Independent calibration system to
pp 1125-1140 (Dec 1977) 12 figs , 42 refs verify the basic principles of the method and to confirm the

validity of the data-reduction procedure used. A three- 
- I— degrees-of-freedom dynamic callbretory wag constructed.Key Words: Test facilities, Wind tunnel tests , ScalIng, with which the aerodynamic moments In pitch , yaw , and

Buildings, Wind-Induced excItation roil could be simultaneously simulated.

~ ecIal meteorological wind tunnels that simulate essential
characteristics of natural boundary-layer-type wind are
available as shown in this paper . Modeling ca-Iterla, measure-
ment techniques, and data processing to determine mean 78-679
and fluctuating wind pressures, dynamic response, and in- Esu-thquake Re~~onae and Instrumentation of Build-
ducad street (evil winds from measurements on small-scale -
models cii structures have been established , sasga

C. Rojahn and R.B. Matthiesen
U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park , CA, J. Tech

. ICouncils of ASCE , 103 (TC 1). pp 112 (Dec 1977)

iNSTRUMENTATION 10 figs , 23 ref S

Key Words: Mersuring instruments, Build ing response,
Earthquake response

78-677
F A Broadband Probe for Studlea of Acouatic Surface An optimal instrumentation system for interpretin g building

Wave . response, designed so that motion in the horizontal plane of
E. Hernik each Instrumen ted floor I. dii ma d , is descrIbed. Strong-

motion recording sys tems utilizing single and multiaxial
Dept. of Physics, The City Univ., St. John Street , remote accelerometers connected via data cable to a central
London ECIV 4PB , UK , J. Phys . E. ( Sci , Instr.), recorder(s) are used for buildings rather than seif-conteInad
10 (12) . pp 1217-1218 (Dec 1977) 3 figs, 6 rets trlait ial accelerogrspha.
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SCALING AND MODELING Key Words: Dynamic lasts. Earthquake response, Wind-
(See No. 759) Induced excitation . Underground explos ions

Basic objectives of dynamic testing are outlIned, and major
test types are summarized. Force generation equipment

• TECHNIQUES suitable for tests of full-s cale structures Is described. Results
of low-level ambient vIbration tests are compared with
higher-level vibration generator teat ., and with excitations
caused by stro ng earthquake ground motion. Some Instru-

78-680 mentation systems suitable for such testing are described.
A New Technique fo r Noise Source Identification information Is given on the ground motions caused by large
on a Multi-Cylinder Automotive Engine underground explosions , and the use of such explos ions
R.J. Alfredson to simulate damaging earthquake excitations Is considered.

Dept. of Mach. Engrg., Monash Univ., Clayton,
Victoria 3168, Australia, Proc. NOISE-CON 77,
NASA Langley Res. Ctr ., Hampt on , VA. , pp 307- 78483
318 (Oct 17-19 , 1977) 10 figs, 2 tables, 15 refs Perfoimance Evaluation of Shipping Containers for

the GBU.15 Guided Bomb System and the AIM
Key Words: Engine noise, Noise measurement , Measure- 91-1 Canards
mint techniques J.J. Berardino

Air Force Packaging Evaluation Agency, Wr ight-
An approach for Identifying and ranking noise sources in

Patterson AFB , OH, Rept. No. PTPT-77-40 , 17 pps multlaource situation for noise control purposes is de-
scribed. It consists of measuring the acoustic Intensity at (Sept 1977)
a large number of positions close to the surface of the engine. AD-A046 643/3GA
The intensity is determined from simultaneous measu rement
of the fluctuating pressure and pressure gradi.nt. Digital Key Words: Shipping containers, Ammunition, Transporte.
techniques are used for all data processing. tion effects , Drop tests (impact tests), Vibration test.

Each of the four containers used for the QBU-1 5 TV guided

78-681 bomb sy stem wore subjected to vibration and superimposed
load tests to simulate conditions experienced duri ng trans.

:1 Modal Test Methods and Applications port and storage respectively. In addition, the dynam ic
C.V. Stahle performance of the containers was evaluated using one or
Space Div., General Electric Co., J. Environ. Sci., more mechanical or rough handling tests , including free-fall
21 (1), pp 24, 33-35 (Jan/Feb 1978) drop, edgewise rotational drop, and pendulum Impact.

The containers were checked for pressure retention before
and after completion of the tests. All tests were conducted

Kay Words: Modal tests, Testing techniques In conformance with Federal Test Method Standard 101 B.
Subsequent functional tests conducted on each GBU-1B

In this article modal test object Ives are reviewed — data item indicated they were fully operational. Evaluation
applications and usege are discussed. Some problem areas oi the M548 ammunitIon can for the AIM SJ-I’ canards was
and current test methods are described. The base excitat ion limited to vibration and free-fall drop tests.
method , a method with many advantages and that I. not
too commonly used, is emphas ized. Some alternate test
methods, approaches and developments that might be pos-
sibilities In the future are suggested. The most cost effective
modal test method is view of recent fast fou rier transform ! COMPONENTS
mInicomputer advances is discussed.

78.682 SHAFTSDynamic Test. of Full-Scale Structure,
- L D.E. Hudson

California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena , CA ., ASCE J.
Engr. Mach . Div., 103 (EM6), pp 1141-1157 (Dec 78-684
1977) 12 figs, 59 refs Quai-Stationary Vibration. of a Rotating Shaft
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Which Ruha Againat an lntederence. Spiral V ibration Intermediate Supporting Point.
(Quail-St.tloaare Sckwinpi~en eiaer cotlereaden M. Kuroda, S. Hatano. and N. Sonoda
Wale, din a. einesn Hindernis atreift Spiral Vibra- Faculty of Engrg., Seikel Univ., Musashino-shi,
tie.) Tokyo, Japan , Bull. JSME . 20 (150), pp 1586-1591
W. Kellenberge,- and A.G. Brown (Dec 1917) 5 figs. 2 tables, 7 rots
Boveri & Cia, CH-5401 Baden, Switzerland, Ing.
Arch., 46 (6). pp 349-364 (1977) 12 figs, 3 rats Key Words: Beams, Verlable cross section, Rotational Inertia

effects, Transverse she r deformation effects, Natural fre.

Key Words: Shafts, Rotating structures, iii~ration response quencles, Flexural vibr ations

The rubbing of a rotatIng shaft on a stationary Interference Two types of frequency equations for bending vibrations of

is represented, subject to some simplifyIng assumptions, by 
a unl-tapered beam with two lntern’t.d iate supporting poInts

a system of nonlinear vector differential equations. Sliprings, are Introduced. One I. for the case wher e the effects of shear

collectors and scalIng rings are typical interference elements deformation and rotational Inert ia are taken into considers-

In electrical machines, as are stators and housings In turbines. tlon and the other Is for the case where these effects are

The vib rat ion vecto r of the rotating shaft varies with time neglected. Gualltet lve end quantitative differences of the

in the rotating coordinate system . The locus of the vibration two frequency equat ions are made clear with the help of

vector point Is approxImately circular and Its magnitude experimental data and numerical computations, demon-
can quickly rise to an unacceptable value after a sufficiently strafing the usefulness of the study.

long time and heat dissipation. The process can therefore
become unstable. To a good approximation the slow rota-
tion of the vibr at ion vector can be derIved from an ordinary
vector equation. The theoretical - - suits cast lIght on both 78-~~~
former and recent observations on machines In operation. Vibrational Characteristic, of Cracked Cantilever

Platea
J.S. Ogg

78 85 
Aeronautica l Systems Div. , Wright-Patter so n AFB .

Stability Analyás of a Rotating Shaft System with 
OH, Rapt. No. ASD-TR-77-65, 50 pp (Oct 1977)

Many Bearings and Disks 
AD-A046 636/7GA

K. Kikuchi and S. Kobayeshi
• Mach. Engrg. Research Lab., Hitachi Ltd., Tsuch iura , 

Key Words: Cantilever beams, Cantilever plates, Cr.cked
media, Vibration response

Japan, Bull. JSME. 20 (150), pp 1592-1600 (Dec
1977) 10 figs, 6 tables , 7 rets An analytica l solution to the vibrational characteristics of

a rectangular cantilever plate with a dIscontinuous boundary
Key Words: Shafts, Rotors, ~elf-sxcited v ibrations condition (crack ) at the root Is presented. Mechanical damp-

Ing which may exi st as a result of the contact between the

A calculation method Incorporating the transfer matrix crack’s free surfaces during vibration has been elImInated

method and the characteri st ic-vector locus method ~~~~~~~~~ 
by assuming the crack surface to be a free boundary. The

Leonhard-Muxaulob’s crIterion) his been developed for approach to solution Involves the use of the method of

stability analysis of the self-excited vibration of a rotati ng RItz applied to Hamilton’s Law of VaryIng Action. A corn-

shaft system with many b.erlngs and disks. As the result parison Is made to the solution as obtained from conven-

of calculations and experiment. on some model rotors sup- tional finite element theory (NASTRAN). No exact aolu-

ported by cylindrIcal journal bearIngs, it sees concluded that tion Is avaIlable for comparison. The assumptions which

calculation results agreed well wIth almost all experimental underlie both theories are outlined. A comparison Is made

ones, and that a comparatively la.~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ 
to the experimental esu lts for a cantilever plate with a

disk affected the stabIlity of a rotor system even when the narrow slot of vary ing lengths at the root. Ind icat ions are

bearing eccentrlclt-j ens mor. then ab~~ ~~~~, 
that signif icant frequency deterioratIon and nodal pattern
variations occur with Increasing crack length. Further work
on th. effect of cracks/flaws on plate response Is warranted.

BEAMS, STRINGS. RODS, BARS
IAlao sae No. 71))

78-688
Continuum Models for the Dynamic Aaalyia of

78-686 Beam. and Beam-Uk. Structure.
Natural Vibratiosia of a Ual.Taper’ed Beam with Two 0.1. Abdulkarim
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Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of California , Berkeley . 164 pp Key Words: Rotor blades, Beams, EquatIons of motion
(1977)
UM 77-31 ,~~4 Second-degree nonlinear aero.lsstlc equations were devel- -

oped using Hamilton ’s principle . The implications of the
slender beam approximation as applied to the derivation of

Key Words: Beams . Elgenvalue problems , Continuum the second-degree nonlinear equations of motion are di.-
machanics~ Mathematical models cussed and a mathematical ordering scheme wh ich is corn-

A new method for obtaining approximate solutions for Th. blade aerodynamic loading was obtained. The equa-
p.tibie with the ass umption of a slender beam is introduced.

eigenv.lue prob lems associated with continuum modeling t ions were compared with several of those existin g in the
of beams and beam-like st ructures is Introduced here. The lIterature and the results are discussed.
method features an eff icient, iterative , numerical shooting
technique for simultaneous generation of the eigenvectors
and estimation of the eigenvslues. It is suited for obtaini ng
the first dozen or so frequencies and mode shapes. Con- 7&(,91
tinuum modeling of this class of structures is becoming An Ex m ental and Analytical Investigation ofpractical by the development of this numer ical technique. 

Proprotor Whirl Flutter
R .G. Kvaternik and J .S. Kohn ILangley Res. Center , NASA , Langley Station , VA ,

BLADES kept. No. NASA-TP-1047; L-11656 , 76 pp (Dec
1977) rets
N78- 12039

78-689 Kay Words: Rotors , Propeller blades, Flutter
Noise Due to Interact ion of Boundary-Layer Tur-
bulence with a Compressor Rotor The results of an experimental parametric investigation of

• N. Moiseev, B. Lakshminarayana, and D.E. Thompson whirl flutter are presented. The model consi sts of a wind-
milling propeller-rotor, or proprotor , h.ving blades withApplied Res. Lab., Pennsy lvania State Univ., State offset flapping hinges mounted on a rigid pylon with flex-

College, PA , J. Aircraft . j
~ 

(1). pp 53-61 (Jan 1978) ibillty in pitch end yaw. Cases of forward whirl flutter and
21 figs, 3 tables . 7 refs of backward whirl flutter are documented . - -1
Sponsored by the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Res.
& Dev . Center

DUCTS
Key Words: Compressor blades, Noise generation , Flow - (Al~~ see No. 746)
induced excitation , Turbulence

The radiated sound due to a compressor or propuls or rotati ng
blade row was investigated under variou s operating condI- 78492

• t ions and inflows. The propulsor was operated in air With Analytical and Experimental Studies of Acoustic
different blade space.to-chord ratios, different flow coef - Performance of Segmented Liners in a Compressor
ficients and differing turbulence (nonisotropic) inflows . A
parametric investigation of th. effect of inflow chsrecterlstics

R. E. Motsinger , R.E. Kraft , J.E. Paas , and B.M. Gahn jon the radiated sound was made.
Aircraft Engine Grou p. General Electric Co., Even-
dale , OH , Rept. No . NASA-CR-2822; R77AEG377 ,
147 pp (Sept 1977)

78-690 N77-33960
Nonlinear Aeroelastie Equations for Combined
Flspwi.e Bending. Chordwise Bending. Torsion, Key Words: Acoustic liners. Ducts, Compressor.
and Extension of Twisted Nonunifonn Rotor Blades
i. Forward FliØst The performance of axially segmented (phased) acoustic
K.R.V. Kaza and R .G. Kvaternik treatment liners In the inlet of a compressor was investigated .

Topics discussed include: the validation of a theoreticalLewis Res. Center , N ASA, Cleveland, OH , Rept. procedure to predict propagation and suppression charac-
No. NASA-TM-74059 , 111 pp (Aug 1977) terist ics of duct liners; the In-duct measurement of spinni ng
N77-33107 modes; Investigation of phased treatment designs; high
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Mach inlet acoustic tests; and an experimental Investigation DP . Pampura and A K . Maslix
of Inlet turbulence . NASA, Washington , D.C., Rept . No. NASA-TM-

75186, 14 pp (Nov 1977) refs (Trans l. into Eng l.
from Izu. Uyssh . Ucheb. Zaved., Elektromekh.

FRAMES, ARCHES (USSR), no.9 , pp 1002-1007, Sept 1969)
N78-1 2416

78-693 Key Words: Clutches , Dynamic response
Space Frame Simulated for Structural Design A model study is presented on drives for the electromagnetIc 0

J.F. McDonough, T.M. Baseheart , and B.C. Ringo clutches used In hoi sts. Equations were set up end solved,
Univ . of Cincinnati , Cincinnati, OH 45221, Corn- describing the principles of the slip variation duri ng the
puters and Struc., 7 (6), pp 747-750 (Dec 1977) transient period of the plate engagement.
5 f igs, 3 refs

Kay Words: Framed structures, Buildings, Reinforced PANELSconcrete, Earthquake resistant structures , Computer pro-
grams

This paper presents a unique, cost-saving analysis procedure 78-696
for a complex space frame structure subjected to earthquake Finite-Element Panel Flutter in Three-Dimensional
and wind loadings. Simplification is made by simul ation Supersonic Unsteady Potential Flowof the structural model for a multi-story, unsymmetrical, T.Y. Yang and S.H. Sung• reinforced concrete building subject to substantial lateral
loads. The concept combin ed two computer analysis pro- Purdue Univ., West Lafayette . IN , A IAA J., 15 (12),
c.dures and reduced the time and cost incurred in the overall pp 1677-1683 (Dec 1977) 9 figs , 19 refs
analysis. Sponsored by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab

Key Word s: Panels, Flutter , Fluid -ind uced excitation . Finite
GEARS element technique

A finite -element formulation and solution procedure were
78494 developed for flutter pred iction of rectangular panels with

one surface exposed to three-d imensional supersonic un-l}yisamic Beh avior of Planetary Gear (3rd Report, steady potential flow . Each element was divided into several
Displacement of Ring Gear in Direction of Line of Mach boxes. The aerodynamic influence coefficients between
Action) each pair of sending and receiving boxes were computed
T . Hidaka , V . Terauchi , M. Nohara, and J. Oshita by the method of Gsuss ian quadrature .
Faculty of Engrg., Yamaguchi Univ., Tok iwada i ,
Ube , Bull . JSME , 20 (150), pp 1663-1672 (Dec
1977) 20 figs , 2 tables , 11 refs PIPES AND TUBES

IAlso see No. 655)
Kay Words: Gears, Dynamic response, Finite element
technique

78-697
The calculation for the deformation of a ring gear was made
using a finite eiament ~~~~~~~ 

Locating Pipe Supports for Combined Thermal and
Seinnic Loading
C.A. Miller , C.J. Costantino , and H .l .  Fink
The City College of New York , New York , NY ,

MECHANICAL ASME Paper No. 77-PVP-63

Key Words: Pipes (tubes ), Supports, Seism i- response
78-695
Dynamics of Disconnectable Microdrivea of Mine A method was developed for evaluating the optimum number
Hoisting Units and location of the pipe supp orts for a syst em subjected to
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both thermal and seismic loading, A single run of pipe 78-700
was Isolated with moment springs simulating the stiffness Experimental Evaluation of Sesusuc Doup Method.
of the remainder of the system. Thermal sheer deformations for Broad Cylindrical Tanks
ware placed at the end of the pipe run simultaneously with D.P. d ough
eeiv ic  disturbanco defined In spectral form. The number

Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of California, Berkeley, 259 ppand location of supports which minimi ze the maximum
mom.nt were determIned. (1977)

UM 77-31 ,322

Key Words: Cylindrical bodies, Storage tanks FluId-fiNed
containers, Seismic excitation

Transient Cavitation Effects in Fluid Piping Systems
C.A. Kot and C. K. Youn gdaht The current seismic design approach for cylindric al tanks
Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL 60439, NucI. Is presented in detail , and Its application in a typical design

situation is illustrated Records of tanks damaged in fourEngr . Des., 45 (1), pp 93-100 (1978) 8 figs. 9 refs 
earthquakes are examined , and a relatively hIgh earthquake
vulnerability Is found In tanks with height greeter then

Key Words: Piping systems, Nuclear power plants , Cavite- radius. It Ii concluded that present seismic design methods
• ron, Fluid hammer neglect the most Important aspects of edemic response In

“br oad” tanks. Cons iderations in the development of more
An accurate pred iction of pressure transients and associated refined analytical models which .ccount for uplift from the
loadings in nuclear power plant pipi ng systems requires foundation and coupled liquid-structure vibratIon in cross-
a treatment of cavitation. A technique for calculating this section distortion modes are discussed.

• effect in a general fluid-hammer analysis by the method of
characteristics was developed. While the model is a simplIfi-
cation of die actual phenomena It reproduces the essential

- - features of transient cavitation. Computational results ob- 78-701
-
‘ seined for a variety of piping arrangements demonstrate the Vibration Qiaracteriatics of imperfect Cylindricalversatility of the approach, end clearly Illustrate the fact

that neglecting cavitation leads to erroneous pressure - time Shells with Rigidly Fixed Ends
loadings in the pipIng systems. Comparisons of calculated C.A. Voerkie
results with available experImental data, for a simple piping Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ. of Connecticut , 109 pp
arrangament areprovlded. (1977)

UM 77-31,239

PLATES AND SHELLS Key Words: Cylindrical thefts, Geometric Imperfection
(Also see Nos. 687, 711) effects, Vibration response

The effects of a particular geometric imperfection in the
form of a wall thickness eccentricity In a thin cylindrical

78-699 slteil are evaluat d with respect to vibratIons. The thickness
Dynamic Buckling of Shells: Evaluation of Variou, of the yOnder Is a function of circumferential positIon. The
Method. study Aao Includes experImental work with cylinders having

- - V. Svalbonas and A. Kalnins eccentricities of 19% and 55%.
— Engrg. Dept., The Franklin Inst. Research Labs..

- :  Philade lphia , PA 19103, Nucl. Engr. Des., 44 (3),
- 

- pp 331-356 (Dec 1977) 16 figs, I table, 33 refs 78-702
Dynamic. and Failwe of Cylindrical Sheila Subjected

Key Words: Shells, Dynamic buckling, Computer programs to Axial Impact
G. Maymon and A. Libai

The purpose of this paper Is to campers and evaluate some Technion-lsrael Inst. of Tech., Haifa, Israel, AIAAmethods of analysis for dynamic buckling of shells by apply-
Ing them to a specific problem. A shallow spherical c.~, ~ 1~ 

(11 )~ pp 1624-1630 (Nov 1977) 10 figs, 4
subjected to an axisymmetric, uniform’ps’essure, step loadIng, tables , 11 refs
is used is the structural example. The approximate methods
used by Akkas are compared to the more rigorous and Key Words: Cylindr ical shell s, Axi al excit at ion, FaIlure
general solutions of the KSHEL STARS, DYNASOR, and analysis
SATANS computer programs, and the various simplifyIng
assumptions utilized are evaluated. Time historIes of the expected values of stresses and rad ial
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displacements in Imperfect , closely spaced, stiffened cyIIn 78-705
drlcai shells subjected so ax ial Impact were enalyzed. The Vibrations of Highly P*-e.treaaed Aniaotropic Plates
analyses wIre based on Donned-typ, equations for the Via a Nwnerical-Perturbation Technique
dynamics of stiffened (and unstiffensd) cylindrical shells R.L. Ramkum a r , M.P. Karnat , and A.H. Nayfehwith assumed statistical distributions of the InItial Imper-
fect ions, leading to a statistical daecrlption of the response. Dept. of Engrg. Science and Mech., Virginia PoSy-
An engineering-oriented failure criterion was utIlized for technic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA 24061.
practical purposes. A specially constructed computer pro- lntL J. Solids Struc., 13 (11) , pp 1037-1044 (1977)
gram was util ized for presenting 5eversI numerical parametric 1 table , 10 rets
studies of axially stiffened shells. Of interest is the apparent
existence of an optimal size of stiffening,

Key Words: Membran es , Circular plates , AnI.ot ropy, Flexur-
aI vibration, Perturbation theory , Finite element technique

The method of matched asymp totic expansion, was used
to reduce the problem of the transverse vibrations of a highly

78-703 prestressed enisotropic plate into the simpler problem of the
Response of Circular Plates to Central Pulse Loading vibration of en anl.otropic membrane with modified bound-

~~ A.L. Florence - cry conditions that account for the bending effects. In the
SRI Internationa l , Menlo Park , CA 94025, Intl. j . absence of an exact solution the membrane problem can be

Solids Struc., 13 (11), pp 1091-1102 (1977) 7 figs , solved by any well-known numarlcal technique. The numeri-
— 7 refs 

cal-perturbation results for a clamped circular plate w ith
rectangular orthotropy and a uniform tens ile st ress spplied
on its boundary show en excellent correlation with finite ’

Key Words: Plates, Circular plates, Pulse excitation element solutions for the or iginal prob lem, Furthermore ,
the solution s obtained for annular plates form the basis for

An analysis is presented for the response of a clamped solutions to problems Involving ne.r-annuiar plates.
circulir plate subjected to a rectangular pul$~unItormIy
distributed over a central circular area. The plate is rigid-
perfectly plastic with yieldIng according to the Johanse n
criterion and the associated flow rule. Bending is assumed to 78-703
be th. predominant response. Simple formula. were oh’ Vibration Analysis of Heated Platestam ed for the permanen t central deflection for all pressures
and loaded areas. 8.0. Almroth, J.A. Ba i lie , and G.M. Stanley

Lockheed M issi les and Space Co., Inc., Sunnyvale,
CA., A IAA J ., 15 (12), pp 1691-1695 (Dec 1977)
8 figs , 12 refs

78-704
- - Kay Words: Plates , Air craft wings , Natural frequenc ies,

Increase of the First Natural Frequency and Buckling Mode shapes
Load of Plates by Optimal Fields of Initial Stresses
F.G. Rammerstorter A study has been carried out of the free vibrations of a solid-
Inst. f. Aligemeine Mechanik , Tech. Univ . Wien , wing structure with a diamond-shaped profile. Vibration

Kar lsplatz 13, A-i 040 Wien, Austr ia, Acta Mcdi . frequencies and modes are obtained at different levels of the
tem perature , which is distributed in a way that Is typical

27 (1.4), pp217-238 11977) l fig s . 17 rots for such wings at hlgh speed.

Key Words: Plates, Circular plate s, Natural frequency .
Fundamental frequency

78-707This paper deals with the problem of maximizi ng the funds-
mental frequency of structures by optimizing fields of Init ial Analytical and Experimental Investigation of the
stresse. without varying the given appropriate shape of the Free Vibrations of Clamped Plate, of Regular Poly.
structure. Thin elast ic circular end rectangular plates are gonal Shape Carrying Concentrated Misses
considered. They may be loaded by external inplane forces. J.L. Pombo , P.A.A. Laura , R.H. Gutierrez , and
Optimal initial membrane stress fields are calculated which D.S. Ste~ribergproduce values of the f Irit natural frequency of the Ira.
binding vibrations as high as possible. The optimal bid. Inst of Appi. Mechanics, Base Nava l Puerto Beigrano ,

of Initial stresses of the buckling plates are calculated as 8111 Argentina, J. Sound Vib., 55 (4), pp 521-
extreme cases in the same manner. 532 (Dec 22 . 1977)9 figs , 1 table . 12 refs
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Key Words: Plates, Natural frequencies, Mode sh IP., twelfth scale ) were subjected to one component of the
earthquake base motion measured at El Centro , California

This paper presents a comparison of frequency results oh- (1940). The base motions were strong enough to cause
tam ed by means of analytical , numerical and experimental yielding of the test stru ctures. A sIxth test structure was
methods in the case of the fundamental mode of transverse subjected to slowly applied cyclic laterei loading. An arialy-
v~ rat lon of a clamped, regular polygonal plate carrying t ical study of the static hysteretic response of the test struc-
concentrated masses. It is shown that It is also possible to tUr~ S ,~us un€iert ,ken, Equivalent viscous damping factors ,
obtain an approximate value of the fraquen -y corresponding con sistent with the calculated overall structur, hysteresis
to a higher mode by using an analytical appro.ch (with relat ion , were determined. The variation of damping factor
no concentrated mass acting on the plate), with response mode and response amplitude was studied.

The feasibility of simulati ng the observed dynamic respo nses
with a linear viscously damped analytical model was inves-
ligated. Both response -spectru m analyses and responee-

78.708 histor y analyses were performed. Finally, the experimental
Application of the TRPLTI Element to J.,a~~ 4,~ 

results were compared with the results of the analytical

• plitude Free Vibration, of Plates studie s.

C. Mci and J.L. Rogers, Jr.
Vought Corp., Hampton . VA.. In: NASA Sixth
NASTRAN Users~ ColIog.. pp 275-298 (1977) refs 78.710
N78-1 2462 Effect of Beam Strength and Stiffness on Dynamic

Behavio r of Reinforced Concrete Coupled Walls.
Key Wo rds: Plates , NASTRAN (computer program ). Flexur- Volume 2: Table . and Figures

* .1 vibration, Finite element technique J.M. Lybas and MA. Sozen
Dept. of Civ i l Engrg.. Illinois Univ. at Urbana-Cham-

A finite element formulation Is developed for analyzing large ai n I~ ~e ~ Namplitude free flex ursi vibrations of thin plates In NAS- t•’ O~
TRAN. Stress distributions in the plate , in addition ~ 

SER-444-Vol-2, UILU-ENG-77-20 16-Vol-2 , 340 pp
deflection shapes and nonlinear frequencies are determined. (July 1977)
Linearized equations of motion governing large amplitude PB-273 877/ 1 GA
oscillations of plates and a linearized geometrical stiff ness
matrix are presented. The solution procedure and conver-
genc. characteristics are discussed. key Words: Wails, Reinforced concrete , Seismic excitation ,

Earthquake resistant structures, Experimental results

This volume contains table s and figures relevant to the text

STRUCTURAL of the report presented in Volume 1 (see abstract number
78-709).(Al,o see No.6. ~)

78-709 78-711
Effect of Beam Strength and Stiffness on Dynamic The Applicat ion of Dynamic Plastic Analyna to
Behavior of Reinforced Concrete Coupled Walls, Problems of Structural Impact
Volume 1: Text O.M. Shawa
J.M. Lybas and M .A. Sozen Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of California , Berkeley, 190 pp
Dept. of Civil Er,grg., Illinois Univ. at Urbana-Cham- (1977)
paign , IL , Rept . No. STRUCTURAL R ESEARCH U M 7 7-31 ,535
SE R-44-VoI-i . U lLU-ENG~77-201 6-Vo l-i , 256 pp
(July 1977) Key Words: Structural, Beams, Plates, Impact response
PB-273 876/3GA (mechanical), Dynamic plasticity

A rapid and approximate method for determini ng the prob’
Kay Word,: Walls. Reinforced concrete, Seismic excItatIon , able performance of structures and structural systems subject
Earshquak. resistant structures to impact or impulsive load ings i~ described. Problems

treated include simple models of beams and plates , both with
This project attempted to develop an understandIng of the and without backing materials . The method can be applied
response of reinforced concrete coupled wall systems to to a wide variet y of structural elements and syst ems In
seism ic loading. FIve test structures (app roximately one- design and analysis as well as to experimental setups for
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response to impact by proje ct iles with velocities in the H.M. Miller
ballistic range (100-400 ft /sec.). Ph .D. Thesis, The Univ. of Connecticut , 174 pp

(1977)

78-712 

UM77-31 .201

• Etastodynamsc Response of a Wedge to Surface Key Words: Dynamic vIbration absorption (equIpment)

— Pressures• Past history of linear and nonlinear dynamic vibration
J.D. Achenbach and R.P. Khetan absorber investigations are reviewed in this dissertation. It
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Northwestern Univ., Evanston , d~~ribes an unique design of a dynamically tunable vibration
IL 60201, Intl . J. Sofids Struc.. 13 (ii), pp 1157- absorber which suspends the absorber mass on two opposing
1171 (1977) 5 figs , 14 ref S air springs. Thi; absorber also incorporates means for main-

tair.ing approximately equel volumes in each of the two air
springs suspending the absorber mass. Design parameters

- I Key Words: Wedges. Elastodynamic response are discussed , and a prototy pe absorber, wh ich successfully
attenuated 87% of the acceleration of the main mess at

An elastic wedge of interior angle lot, where 1 <K ~ 2. resonance , is described.
is subjected to the impact of spatially uniform pressures
on its faces The application of the pressures produces a
system of longitudinal waves, transverse waves and head
waves , in this paper the elastody namic stress singularity in
the circumferential stress at the vortex of the wedge is 78-715
analyzed. Breakaway Link Assembly for Maintaining a Struc-

tural Alignment of Shock-Sensitive Equipment
RH. Duchitd
Dept. of the Navy , Washington , D.C.. PAT-APP L-
833 12 1 /GA , 19 pp (Sept 1977)

SYSTEMS AD-D004 381/0

Key Words: Equipment mounts

Resilient shock absorbers cushion the force. The absorbers
also function to subsequently return the block to its locked
position and realign the structure. The detent profile in-

ABSORBER cludes a shallow-angle peripheral ramp to facilitate reelign-
(Also see No. 657) mont.

78-716
78-7 13 Energy Absorbing Highway Barrier Material Investi-
One-Shot Shock Absorbers gations
J.A. Kirk and N. Overway R.L. Stoughtor,, D.M. Parks, J.R. Stoker , and E.F.
Univ. of Maryland, College Park , MD , Mach. Des., Nordlin
49( 24), pp 152-157 (Oct 20. 1977) Transportation Lab., California State Dept . of Trans-

portation, Sacramento , CA., Rept. No. 636405,
Key Words: Energy absorption. Shock absorbers 141 pp (June 1977)

PB-273 827/6GAThe types and design of nonrecoverable energy absorbers
is described. Such absorbers convert kinetic energy into
heat, eliminating spring back. Key Words: Guardraiis, Concrete, Energy absorption

This project concentrated on developing a vermiculite con-
crete crash cushion for use in gore areas on elevated bridge

78-714 structures to replace hazardous concrete wedge shaped
A Non-Linear Free-Piston Dynamic Vibratio n Ab . blocks which served as terminals at the intersection of
sorber converging bridg e rails .
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NOISE REDUCTION end an IndIcatIon of the level of achievement produced by
the mode r n desIgn features and noise control provIs ions.(Also see N~a. iii.: . t’./ .l, 6/4 , itt) ,’. 1..’/

14’.r , / .b)  / ‘..O Fb ’  !~.Il

78-720
78-717 Act ive Liquid Silencers in Oil Hy draulics
A Model of Clue.’ Fitting Acoustical Enclosures .1
LW. Twoeci ttnd (‘~.R , Ireu . . ,  1 t~i ( 19), pp 937~943 (1977) 1 1 f igs, 10 ro t s
Ray W . h o t  t cL Laboi (1101 os, Purduu I, lniv - . Wust
L.~tt (lyt ’i1r ’ . IN 4 1~R)1 . F’IOt N’.~ISl (‘CIN 1/ , NASA . Key Words: Hydr suilc systems , Noise reduction
L(lI tqli y I Iris t i ’  . , Ham pton , V A , pp .11 ~) .1. (I.) I. )c I
‘I /  1 ~) , I ‘)/ / I 8 I ~s, 8 mets Pressure oscill ations in hydraulIc system. (oil hydraulic.l

drIve. and control.) csn propagate to all .l.m.nts of the
circuit and excIte these end also the attached working ma-Key Words. Mathe tisatic al models , Enclosures , Noise reduc- chine to vibrations. These v ibrations may result dir ectly In

him reducing the working quality and the functional ability of
the machine , li the vibrations or their harmonics are rad iatedThis paper dascribes several mathematical nodal. used in air sound, thIs lead s to an Incr~~.ed noise emmission ofthe desIgn of partially or totally fitt i ng acoustical enclosures , the plant . ml. contribution Is devoted to experimentala derIvation of a new model u sed In this study, ~nd a corn results which war, obtained by using active liqu id soundparIson of the results from t h i, model with measured data. silenc*rs. Thereby very cons iderable noise reduct ion , could
be achieved .

78.718

- - Internal Combustion Engine E,ihautst Muffling 78.721
M .1 um ~ Li’i A Research Program to Reduce inter ior Nois, in

~t Mm-I I u~m . I (iv W I (to t -L I ~~~ 1 I~ I ~~~~ ( etw ral Atia t jon Airplane.
(‘oi l:,,’ I i t i ~~- , V’do~t I •;I~iyi ’ tt o , IN ‘I ~‘‘~~~~‘ I’I,i, .1 I(o sk,siti , V L I . Muit huad . H.W . Stit i t h . III. F1tss
Nt.)1SI 1 t)N 1/ . NAS .\, L ,ii ik’~ III’S. (‘It ,, H II’II’t OIl . c ht , ’ i , I’ . I lt,iI)borUtll , k . Vandam . ~.nd I • Si t u

• pp •~.“l ,)‘.‘ii (OCt 11 ~~ t~) 1 / )  lit IR)S , t~i i  IO I ~ Ci’ itto, to, itt’sr ’ ,ti~ h , In,- • K,itu~ts (In,v I •lwItni~~’.

kS hth (4-l , Hr.tp t ,  No NI\SA t ’H 1 .hI!~4 , kLl I I t L
key Words. Engine noi w , M u f f l e r s . Noise reduction .0 / ~. i~ pp (Oct I~) / 7 )

N / 1 ,~d~
)
~m’.lThis pa~*r rev iews the ex istIn g theories used In muffl er

design and also disco..., recent advances and piobis ms
Key Word ,: Sound transmission Ion. Acoustic Insulation.st ill to 1* solved .
A I,trs f l

An alyt ical end ,etnl ’ernplrlcsl method s for determinIng the
78-719 transmIss ion of sound through lsol,tsd panels and predicting
Itail Transit System Noise C ontrol panel transmiss ion loss ar. described. Test results presented

Include the Influence of plate stiffness end mass and the
~ P Wi lson effects of press urisat lon and v ibrat ion damping materials
~~ i~ . iri Utriii A As ’i -,, t lo ~, lut ., t t ) H h,i’,u, V ir ’~v on sound transmission ch*racteristics, Measured and p1.-
1), - . ~~~~~ (A  ‘d4t~ 18 , Pt ok:. Ni. ) lSI Ct~)N 1/ . dlcted result s ~re presented in tables and graphs.
NAS~\ I .uiiili’’~ htr ’~ t t ’  ,, Hii’mtpton , \ IA,, ~‘p •‘.) /

• ,
‘
~ ,(; ( h-f 1 / is). Pill) ~t IIIIS . ‘I t.thI,’s

ACTIVE ISOLATION
Key Want s : Hail tran sportation , Noise control lAlso air. No, 742)

The pur pose of this paper is to present a progr ess report
and rev iew of the ii ’ ’.. performance char acterIst Ics which
havi been achieved by the new n i l  t r5nsl t system facilities 78-722
and veh ic les Incorporating the no ise control provisions. 

S t i a l  A sp ects of Activ e Control.Data from other older tran s it lacillties and equipment are
also prasented to provIde comparison of the noise levels AOAItI’) , 11111 Ii ililCO , HOPI No AGAI1I1 ( ‘F’
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2211, I SUN ~)2-83b -02(k) 00 10) pp (Au~j  1)// ) aileron . piloteit by a mlniatum red seuvo-conh,oi f rom a signal

Proc . ot 44th Mttj of Ai,AHD SUor t and Mat ut Issued by en accel ,rumetet detecting th , wing movement.

Panel , Llstxm , Apr ) )97 / 
A sIngle control law was used In the wh ole velocIty rang.

4 (In ~niihsh and ftench )
N ?? ~U08 78-723

Key Words: AI rcr aft vibration, flutter , Activi f t ut tai control As ’ Iive Flutter Suppreaaloss of an Airplane with Wisig
Mousited F~teri ;sl Sto re.

Design and Itnplementallon f ac t or s regarding flight control Ii I (‘.lot lIttt()ui
system s are reviewed. Flu tter suppression systeist testing is t ln~pt nr’tu ’,t’ost’r’t ,‘i,’ht I luii:t’isl,’. It’ stish “Li, ci .ilt
discussed, Including wind tunnel tests , as well as actual fl ight
teat s. The Impact fli ght command stability system on air c raft t~,mt i~ , I hon Ut ... In A~ ;AHD SI’ tit iiit.iI ~\~1’o. ’Is

dynamic response Is consIdered. 01 .\ i t i \ ~r ’ 
( .lt tttciI% , I t~ Pu (Ansi I 9 / 1)

N’t  .4,1)1 I

78- 723 
Key Wor ds A Irvr af t v lbtati o n . Fl utte r . Wing st or es , Active
flutter control

Arplass. Math Mush9uig Method, for Acti ve Contr ol
L).sign A wing sto le f luft e, supp ressIon syste m w’!’l sto iC mounted
P.. L. Roger vane ; we, desIgned Th. sys tem wa s proved eff ecti ve when

Boeing C~l., Wichita, kS , In ,\t A( 1I) Sit (IctutLil Implement ed and flight iesteif on a Fiat U ~1. Ti auci ali

Aspects of Active (‘01111 ols , 1 PP (Aist ~~ 7,) The relatIvely ,,mmahl vane , used wer, very effect ive In con-
twlli ng tl utt ai and thei , use diii not s it e, a irc raft f l ight

mechanical characterist Ics .

• key Words: AIrc ,aft vibr ation , Active flutte r control

Selected analytical methods are descrlbid which ar, useful 78.72a
and practical in math modeling I or airplane active cont ro l A Pract ical Optimum Selection Procedure (or a
system design. A tech nique for writing stat . etl ualIt lIls Is Mot ivator in Active Fluttrr Suppression S~ stem
presented which I~ su itable for Incorporatin g liftIng airface l)esign on ass Aircraft w ith Underwing Stores
aerodynamic solutions. An economical method of computing M II lut tn t  .i,,,i C~C, L .od~ir’unste ady aerody nam ic Influence matrices Is prese nted for
lIne doub lets and plat, doublets, the latter usable at any (‘,lii,iiir’t ,‘ ,,i( /i,, I ~i t  I [liv - It, it ,,It ‘Lii I .iI t (‘o t t ’
Mach number . An economical way to analy st thre.dlmen- I 11(011 , LIP., , In .‘t~ A ItI~ SIt tR - t i i i~lI A’4 ’,’.’t’. ~t
sional turbulen ce and a convenient way of usIng design .\.it v.’ t O t l t t  .ih~ I ~ Pt’ (\isi 19/ / 1
criteria In n.dlmens lons at , presented to aid In deslgnlr g for N// ~~~~~~~~~~
stat ist ical perfo rmanc e .

Key Word ;: Aircraft  vIbratIon . I (utter . Wing st ol es , Active
I lut her control

78-724
Wind Tunnel Study of ass Active Flutter Supprtsamon Theoretical active flutter co ntrol of a vs . able swee$~ wing

with ev te r uta l st or es with lou, csmtnt’Inatlons ~f st Ole t’iIll
System I Iguretlon/wing sweep/Mach number was studied- Liectnicelly
H 1)estuyndur modified output; of e stru cture - mounte d treniduce, w ere
L)iv do U,’cheir cltri - Oft icu N,iti,it t~iI .11 (ut kts ut do used to drive an auxIliary control surface on th . wing ot
I’4 etc hurcht’~ •\rirosp,stj is(rls , I~ lt ~, t ~.IIl(~~

• . lit A( A81 ) store. The best ttansducer /force positions oti the wing and

St i ucturts l Aspuct~ of A~ liv.’ t’OthtfO ls , ~) ~~ ~~~~~~ 
stores wer . found usin g Nyqu ist plot s , representin g the

19/Il 
contr oi surfa ce loads by point forces , Th. obl.ch was to see
If a com b-ton active flutter curl(rOi sys t er t i using a r-nnitol

N/ /  .l.4 ,’15 surface on the wing could be found (or a tange nt sto ics,
Mach numbers and wIng sweep angles

Key Words: Activ , flutter control , Wing stores, AIr c raft ,
Wind tunnel test s

ActIve flutter control was tas ted In a wind tunne l ~~ 
AIRCRAFT

model of wing carrying an ex ternal tank The aørus,fynatnic ~~~~~ ~~~~ N., 1(111 (%4t1 , (‘17. 1 (174 , (‘1 .il ‘06 ‘.‘l .

forces of the control system were generated by a class ical ‘.‘! 7,~ 7,’4 7..’!i ,‘,‘O 7t,lt(

L 
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78-727 with Defoimabk Control SystemL Part II. Nwneri-

Noise Component Method for Airframe Noise cal Analyla
MR. Fink Z. Ozygadlo arid E. Piotrowski

— 
United Technologies Res. Center, Silver Lane , East Polish Academy of Sciences, Inst. of Fundamental
Hartford, CT 06108, Proc. NOISE-CON 77. NASA Technological Research , Warszawa , Poland. J. Tech-
Langley Res. Cu., Hampton , VA., pp 397-412 nical Physics, 18 (3), pp 347-358 (1977) 7 figs , 10

(Oct 17-19 , 1977) 10 figs . 20 refs rats

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise reduct ion Key Words: Aircraft , Dynamic stability . Numerical analysis

- 1
- i Current edsencee in di. reduction of the noise from fans The results of numer ical calculat ions of the lateral dynamic

and propeller installations are reviewed. stability of an airplane w Ith moving control unIts are pre-

J 
sensed. Elasticity and damping In control systems . and the
effect of the unbalance on the control systems are conS
sidered.

78-728
Rendta of Concorde Monitoring
J,E.Densmore 78.731
Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence Dynamic Model of a Defoimabk Aircraft for Natural
Ave.. S.W., Washington. D.C. 20591, Proc . NOISE- Vibration Analysis by the Finite Element Method
CON 77 , NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton. VA., 

~. ~~~~~~~ and J. Blaszczyk
pp 155-164 (Oct 17-19 , 1977)2 figs, 4 tables Polish Academy of Sciences, Inst. of Fundamental

Technological Research , Warszawa , Poland, J. Tech.
-s Key Words: Aircraft noise. SupersonIc freciuancies. Noise n ical Physics, 18 (2). pp 219-229 (1977) 3 figs ,

generation. AcoustIc excitation 6 refs
Air France and British Airways were given permission to
conduct Ilmtled scheduled commercial flights of the Con- Key Words: Aircraft, Ma?nI,matical models. Natural Ire-
corde supersonic transport Into the United States for a quericles, Finite element techn ique
trial period not to exceed 16 months . Results of noise me.-
surements and the opInions of residents are giVen. A dynamIc model of a deformab le aircraft Is presented for

studying natura l frequencies and modes of vibrat ion. A
one-dimensIonal discretization of d.formable structural
units by means of finite elements Is used. •1

78.729
Norma) Modea Vibration Analysis of the JT9D/747
Propulsion System 78-732

Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.. Seattle. WA , j. An Exposition on Aireraft Response to AtmosphericJ .L. White and E.S. Todd

Turbulence Using Power Spectral Denaty Analyas.
Aircraft , 15 (1). pp 28-32 (Jan 1978) 9 figs , 6 rot s

Techniques
E.W . Turner

Key Words: Propulsion system., Aircraft engines. Maths- Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Pattersonmatical models, Natural frequencies, Mode shapes
AFB , OH , Rapt. No. AFFDL-TR-76-762, 73 pp

The results of an exploratory research program on ,t ructursl (May 1977)
integratIon of aircraft propulsIon systems are reported. The AD-A046 108/7GA
need for cooperative analysI , by dii engine and airframe
manufacturers Is dIscussed . The procedures for executing
a multicompany, Integrated vIbration analysIs are descr ibed. Key Words: Aircraft , Power spectra , MathematIcal models,
The model was evaluated by correlation with available test Turbulence
date.

The tradItion al power spectral densit y design procedure Is —

reviewed. The evolution of modeling atmo spheric turbulence
Is traced from the discrete gust to the present continuous

78-730 representation. The modelIn g of an aircraft structure as a
Analysis of Lateral Dynamic Stability of an Airplane lumped parameter linear system excited by oscillatory air
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forces is outlIned, and solutions to the resulting equations (Oct 1976)
of motion are IndIcated. P8.2 73 279/OGA

Key Words: BuildIn gs , Earthquake resistant structures ,
78-733 VIbrat ion tests , Mathemat ical models

System on Gust Response of a Combat Aircraft response of actual structures and to accumu lat. a body of
Impact of a Command and Stability Augmentation As a part of a continuing program to evaluate th. dy namic

K.D. Collmann and 0. Sensburg Information on the dynamic propert ies of structure s. se
Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke -Fokker G.m.b.H., peclally when these structures have novel design features.
Bremen , West Germany, In: AGAR D Structura l a dynamic test program was conducted on the forty-story

f Aspects of Active Controls , 17 pp (Aug 1977) of the building Included both a forced v ibration study and
Century City Theme Tower buildi ng. The dynamic tests

N77-33210 en ambIent vibration study.

Key Words: Aircraft , Wind.induced excitation

To get reasonable results for gust res ponse calculat ions it FOUNDATIONS AND EARTH
Is necessary to Introduce the elast ic aircra ft behavIor as (Also see No. 666)
well as the Command and StabIlity Augmentation System
(CSAS) Into the mathemat ical model. It I. demonstrated
how calcul ation results are influenced by using aerodynam ic 78-736interference air force,; the influence of the CSAS is then Better Ways to Repair Machinery Foundations• presented.

EM. Renfro
Adhesive Services Co., Houston, TX , Hydrocarbon
Processing, 57 (1), pp 95-98 (Jan 1978) 9 figs.

78-734 5 refs
Flutter Analysi. of a Glider Made of Synthetic
Materials- - Key Words: MachIne foundatIons. Turbom schinsry , Vibra-
P.C. Hensing lon control -J
NASA . Washington . D.C.. Rept . No. NASA-TM-
75160 . 38 pp (Oct 1977) rets (Trans i. into English Most turbomachinery is mounted on structural steel plat-
from Flutteranalyse van een Kunststof Zweefulieg- forms sometim es referred to as base plates or skids. Vibra-

tion problems caused by improper installation end insuffi.tuig (Delft), UTH-187 , 35 pp. Sept 1974) d ent mass and/or rigidIty of these platforms are discussed
N7812012 in the arti c le.

Key Words: Gliders , Flutter

78.737A description of the flutter behavior of the Standard Cirrus
Is given. Steady v ibrat ion rests were conducted, and vibration Dynamic Response of Rectangular Foundat ions to
and flutter calculations were made. Obliquely Incident Seinnic W ave.

H.LWong and J.E. Luco
Dept. of Civil Engrg., School of Eng rg., Univ. of

BUILDING Southern California, Los Angeles , CA . Intl . J. Earth-
lAlso see No. 679) quake En gry. and Struc. Dynam., 6 ( 1 ) ,  pp 3-16

(Jan.Feb 1978) 9 figs , 2 tables . 24 refs

78-735 Key Words: Foundations , Seismic excitation , Interaction:
Dynamic Behavior of a Multistory Triangular-Shaped soil-structure
Build ing
J . Pet rovsk i , R.M. Stephen , E. Gartenbaum , and A stu dy Is mad. of the harmonic response of .  rigid massless

J.G. Bouwkamp rectangular foundation bonded to an elast ic half-space end
subiected to the action of both exter nal forces and obliquely

Earthquake Engrg. Res . Center , Cal ifornia Univ., Incident plane seismic waves. The assocIated mixed boundary
Richmond , CA., Rept. No. EE RC-76-3 , 138 pp value problem is discret ized and solved numer ical l y.
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73.738 HUMAN
Dynamic Interaction of a Foundation and an Elastic
Half,ace (Dynamiarhe Wechselwirkung einea Funda-
mentee mit dean Viakoelastiechen Halbraum)
L. Gaul

78.740
Lehrstuhl B f. Mechanik , Technische Universität Guideline for Ride-Quality Specifications Based onHannover, West Germany, Ing. Arch., 4~~(6), pp 401- TRANSPO ‘72 Test Data422 (1977) 21 figs , 28 refs 

W.C. Caywood, H.L. Donnelly. and N. Rubinstein
Applied Physics Lab., Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurel ,
MD , Rept. No. UMTA-MD.06-0022-77-3, 46 pp

Key Words: Interaction: soil-foundation

The dynamics of soil-foundation Interactions has to be (OCt 1977)
Included in calculati ng the response of dynam ically loaded PB-273 272/5GA
footing-supported structures. Vertical and rocki ng vibrations
of an arbitrarIly shaped rigid base resting on the su rface of Key Words: Ride dynamics, Human responsea viscoelutic halfepace Ire considered. A three-dimensional
dynamic strsss boundary value problem I. solved usIng • Ride-quality acceleration measurements and the ride-jurycontinuum approach. Based on this solution one can cal- omfort ratings that were recorded during the Post-TRANSculate by means of linear superposition spring end damping P0 ‘72 test program are examined for possible usa in es
coefficients of a lumped-parameter model for the helfspace, tablishlng standards for the ride-quality of Automatedthe actual pressure distribution at the interface between Guidewey Transi t systems. The four TRANSPO systems,base and soil as well as the wave-propagation in the vicinity the techniques used for making the ride-comfort tests, andof the excitatIon. dat , processing and analysis methods are described. Results

IJ are presented for the vibrato ry motions associated with
travel at a constant speed over a straight guldawey and for
transient events asaoclated with starting and stopping, tra-
versing swItch areas, and enteri ng and exiti ng curves.78-739

Development of Sessinic Design Criteria for Category
1 Cofferdams
S. Chakrabart i, A.D. Husak , P.P. Chr istiano , and
DE. Troxell METAL WORKING AND FORMING
E. D’Appolonia Consulting Engrg., Inc ., 10 Duff
Rd.. Pittsburgh , PA 15235, NucI. Engr. Des., 45
( 1 ), pp 277-283 (1978) 1 fig, l0refs

78-741
Mechanic. of Cutting and Boring. Part 6 Dynamics

Key Words: Dams, Seismic design and Energetica of Transverse Rotation Machinea
Design/analysis parameters are suggested for evaluating M. Mellor
extreme condition seismic loading, I.e., the Safe Shutdown Cold Regions Res. and Engrg . Lab.. Hanover , NH,
Earthquake ($SE). Included among the parameters are: Rept. No. CRREL-77- 19 , 45 pp (Aug 1977)
active and passive dynamic earth pressure coeff icients; AD-A045 127/8GAlocation of groundwater and free water surfaces to be used
In conjunction with the SSE; the coefficient of frIctIon
acting at the Interface between the fill material wIthin the Key Words: MachIne tools, Dynamic response
cell and the material on which the cell is founded; dynamic
pressure distrIbut ions due to groundwater end free-standing The repo rt deals with forces and power levels In cutting
water adlacent to the structure; vertical and horizontal machines having a disc or drum that rotates about an axis
coefficients of seismic acceleration. In addition, the con- perpendicular to the directIon of advance . The forces on
sequences of postulated liquefaction of adlacent materials indIvidual cutting tools are related to positIon on the rotor
are investigated, and measure. are suggested to adjust the and to cheracterletics such as tool layout, rotor speed,
analysis to accomodete such an occurrence. Among the rotor size , machIne advance speed, and rotor torque. In-
postulated failure conditions which are considered under t,gration leads to expressions for force components actIng
seismic loading are the followi ng: slidIng, overturnIng, on the rotor axis , taki ng Into account tool Characteristics,
dIppege between the sheetIng and the cell f III, sheer failure cuttI ng depth of the roto r , and rotor tor4ue. These previde
along th, centerline of the cell . CummIngs method of ion- estimates of tractlve thrust end thrust normal to the prl-
zonta l sheer , and Interlock strength . mary free surfac e.
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78.742 Several new approaches to reducing the sources of “self-
• Deedopseest of a Quan-Moment Damper noise” of propellers end tans operating In proper eerody-

M. Mochl2uki, N. Tominari, and H. Takahashi na me sa~~~ecueead.
On-Life Research Co.. Ltd., 3-8-6, Ginza, Chuo-ku,
Tokyo , Japan, Bull. JSME . 20 (148), pp 1261-1268
(Oct 1977) 22 figs, 1 table , 2 refa 78.745

Effects of Sinulated Flight on Fan Noise Suppres.on
Key Words: Machine tools , Chatter, Quasi-moment dampers, M.F. Heidmann and D.A. Dietrich
Active ~~np1ng Lewis Rca. Center. NASA, Cleveland, OH, Ilapt . No.

NASA-TM-73708; E-9247, 34 pp (Oct 1977)
One of the major obetadea to raising the work effIcIency
of the machining process using a machine tool In th. Sponsored by AIAA
was the phenomenon of chatterIng. Several factors, con- N77.32 157
cdeebl. ee the cawew of chatter are discussed. Thu paper
includes the experImental results and theoretIcal analysis ~~~ ~~~ Fans, Noise reduction
of a rem provided with a quasi-moment damper. 

Attenuation properties of three treated fan inlets were
evaluated. Tunnel flow simulated the Inflow clean-up effect
on source noIse observed In fl ight and allowed observation

78.743 of the blade passage frequency tone cut-off phenomenon.
Riepanerative Chatter in Cylindrical Plunge Grinding
I. ~nasaki. K. Tonou , and S. Yonetsu
Faculty of Engrg.. Keio Univ., Yokohama , Japan , 78.746
Bull . JSME. 20 (150), pp 1648-1654 (Dec 1977)

Duct Effects on the Dynamic Fan Characteristics ofllf igs,7 refs
Mr Cuáion Systems

• MJ. Hinchey and P.A. Sullivan
Key Words: Chester, GrIndIng (materiel removal), Self

Inst. for Aerospace Studies, Toronto Univ.. Ontario,excited vibration
Canada, Rept . No. UTIAS-TN-2 1 1; CN-ISSN-0082-

Surf-excited v ibrations In grinding caused by the ragenerathw 5263, 49 pp (June 1977) refs
effect of workplace surface and grinding wheel surface are N78-1 2030
theoretically investigated. The lImit of stabIlIty end the rate

- - of chatter increase are analyzed by calculatIng the root of
characterIstic equation of the system. From the results. 

Key Words: Fans, Duct., Vibration response, Mathematical
models, Finite dIfference thsory, Method of characteristicssome useful date are drawn for selecting the adequat, grind-

ing condition. DurIng dynamic operation of an sir cushion syst em, the fan
operating point as seen at the cushIon is descrIbed. It is
shown that iocp type behavior can be predicted theoretl-

PUMPS, TURBINES, FANS, celly. Th. theory models the fan-duct-plenum system as a
one dimensional acoustic vibrat ion system . Method. of

COMPRESSORS solution are reviewed.
(A lso see No. 689)

78.747

78.744 linproved Dynamic Modeling of a Space-Shuttle
Scene Advances in Design Techniques for Low Noise Turbo-Pump

Operation of Propeller, and Fans D.A. Evensen and J.D . Chrostowski

R.E . Hayden J.H. Wiggins Co.. SAE Paper No. 770960. 5 figs ,

Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., 50 Moulto n St., 4 tab les, 6 refs

Cambridge, MA 02138 , Proc . NOISE-CON 77 ,
NASA Langley Res . Ctr , Hampton , VA , 

~~
, 381- Key Words: Pumps, Mathemat ical models, Computer pro-

396 (Oct 17-19 , 1977) 10 figs , 2 tables , 15 refs grams

The dynamIc response of turbo-pumps hi. tredltionelly been
Key Words: Fans, Propellers, Noise reduction modeled mathematIcally using electrical networks. A recent ly
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developed computer program is used herein to adjust the squeal, impact, and rolling I~ dIscussed. Information en the
model parameters of the electrical networ k in an attempt effectiveness of varIous techniques for noise control Is

r to bring the analytical response of the network Into closer reviewed.
agreement wIth newly-available experImental results. Results
are presented for a fully-wetted (non-cav itating ) test of a
Space-Shuttle Turbo-Pump and a significant Improvement
in the dynamic model Is achieved . 78-750

Field Evaluation of Wheel/Rail Noise Control
H.J. Saurenman

RAIL Wilson lhrig & Associates , Inc. , P.O. Box 2900,
(Also see Nos. 639 . 719) Oakland, CA 94618. Proc. NOISE-CON 77 , NASA

Langley Res. Ctr ., Hampton , VA ., pp 285-292
(Oct 17.19, 1977) 3 figs, 2 tables

78.748 Sponsored by the Urban Mass Transportation Admin.
A Comparative Study of the Ride Quality of TRACY
Suapenáon Alternatives Key Words: Rail transportation, Noise reduction, Inter-
R.A. Luhrs action: rail-wheel

Air Force Inst. of Tech ., Wright- Patterso n AFB, OH, Interim results from a field evaluation of three methods
Rept . No. AFIT.CI-78-2 . 125 pp (Sept 1977) of controlling wheel/rail noise are presented in this paper.

-t AD-A046 565/8GA The three methods era: use of resilient wheels, truing wheel
runnIng surfaces, and grinding the rail running surface.

Key Words: Ground affect mach ines, Mass tran sportation ,
Suspension systems (vehicles), Mathematical models

RECIPROCATING MACHINE• A lInear , uncon strained perturbatIon model for the Tracked 
(AlSO No. 729)-: Ram Air Cushion Vehicle (TRACy) I. developed. ThIs model

is the result of theoretical expressions for the TRACV
which have been verified by wind tunnel and towed model
tests. The basic, passively suspended, and act ively suspended 78.75 1

4 vehicles are analyzed to determine root mean squared values The Partial Coherence Technique for Source Iden-for vertical acceler st ion in the forem ost end rearmost seats tification on a Diesel EngineIn the passenger cabin, gap variation at the front end rear
winglet areas, and control deflection . The acceleration R.J. Alfredson
spectral density of each of the vehicle typ es is compared Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Monash Un iv., Clayton,
to the Urban Tracked Ram Cushion Vehicle standard. The Victoria , Australia 3168. 4. Sound Vib., 55 (4),
active control system is analyzed to see if a reduced set of pp 487-494 (Dec 22 , 1977) 5 figs , 10 refssensors may achieve acceptable ride quality based on the
above measures.

Key Words: Diesel engines, Noise source identificatio n,
Engine noise

78-749 The partial coherence technique was applied to a diesel
Wheel/Rail Noise: The State-of-the-Art engine in an attempt to Identify the significant radiating

C surfaces, The technique gave insight to which areas were

~ 

- P.4. Remington not impoi-tant radiating surfaces rather than thote which
Bolt Beranek and Newman . Inc. , 50 Moulton St. . were. Further experience and development is needed for
Cambridge, MA 02138, Proc. NOISE-CON 77 , the pertly coherent multi -sourc e situation.
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton. VA., pp 257-
284 (Oct 17-19 , 1977) 19 figs, 1 table , 60 rots

Key Words: Interact ion: rail-wheel . Noise reduction, Rail 78-752
transportation State’of.tbe-Art of Turbofan Engine Nolie Control

W•L. Jones and J .F. Groeneweg
State-of-the-art riview of wheel-rail noise I. presented. The Lewis Res . Center , NASA, Cleveland, OH, Proc.
general categories of squeal noIse, roili ng nois, and impact NOISE-CON 77 , NASA Langley Res. Ctr ., Hampton ,noise are surveyed. Gaps in understand ing of the generation
and control of wheel~rell noise are dIecuued NoIse fro m V A., pp 361-380 (Oct 17-19 , 1977) 25 figs . 22 ref s
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Key Words: Turbofan engines , Engine noise, Noise reduction theoret ical values obtained from short bearing approximation
over a frequency range from 5000 to 31000 cyc ias/mln.

This paper reviews the state of the art of turbofan noise Experimental response for an und.rnped rotor is comp ared
control. The fan stage of the high bypass engines is identified to that of one hiving oil squeeze film dampers at the beer-
as the dominant noise source. Exi sti ng and new methods of ings . Unbalance applied varied from 0.62 to 15.1 gm-cm.
reducing fan source noise ss well as suppression by acoustical
treatment are discuss ed. Some experimental results of sup-

• presser., designed by new spinning mode theory methods ,
and a bulk absorber design were compared. Noise sources
other than fan noise are also identif led and discussed. SE L F-EXCI TED

ROAD
lAlso see Nos. 638, 639.672) 78-755

An Analyass of Self -Excited Vibrations Where the
Effect, of Machine Characteristics are Considered

78-753 J. Zahradka

Highway Noise Control - A State of the Art Review Research Inst . of CKD Praha , Ceskomoravska 205,
S.E. Dunn 190 02 Praha 9, Czechoslovakia , Mech. and Mach.

Florida Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton, FL 33431, Theory, 13 (1), pp 57-73 (1978) 17 figs. 6 rots
Proc. NOISE-CON 77 , NASA Langley Res. Ctr..
Hampton, VA , pp 293-306 (Oct 17-19 , 1977) 32 Key Words: Self-excited vibrations , Machinery

rets This paper deals with the analy s is of self-excited vibration.
• in a nonlinear system with two-degrees-of-freedom where

Key Word.: Highway transportation, Traffic noise, Noise machine characteristics are taken into account. Most atten-
reduction t ion is given to determining the stability boundaries of the

sy stem , given by a limiting value of damping coefficient ,
The following aspect. of highway noise control are di.- which wi ll ensure system stability for a given ratio of mo-
cussed In the paper: criteria for the descr iption of highway menu inertia. The th eoretical results are applied to the
noise Impact, development and use of highway noise environ- practical problem of the dynamics of the axle -driving system
mental Impact assessment methodologies , and identification I or diesel-electric locomotives under conditions where the
and use of feasible abatement or mitigation measures, adhesion limIt is exceeded.

ROTORS 78-756
(Also see Nos. 667,685) Existence and Stability of Self-Excited Vibration s

with Impacts
F. Peterka

78-754 Inst. of Thermornechanics, Czechoslovak Academy
Steady-State Unbalance Response of a Three.Did of Sciences, Pusk inovo nam . 9, 160 00 Praha 6,
Flexible Rotor on Flexible, Damped Supports cssn , Mech. and Mach - Theory , 13 (1), pp 75-83
RE. Cunningham (1978) 8 figs, 2 refs
Lewis Res. Center , NASA , Cleveland , OH , Rept.
No. NASA-TM-X-73666; E-9091-1 , 42 pp (Sept 29. Key Words: Self -excited vibrations
1977)
N77-331 60 The different types of the conditions of existence of the

motion of two-mass nonlinear sy stem are investigated. The
nature of the various boundaries of existence is explained

Key Words: Rotors, Flexible supports , Ball bearings, Critical with the aid of the amplitude characteristics of the relative
speeds, Unbalanced mass response, Squeeze f ilm dampers motion of the bodiet. A study is also made of the depen-

dence of the Impact velocity on the system s parameters.Experimental data are presented for the unbalance response
of a flexible , bell bearing supported rotor to speeds sbova the
third latera l bending critical. Values of squeeze film damping
coef f ic ients obtained from measured data era comp ared to SHIP
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78-757 acoustIc environment. Tests using a one-fifth scale model

Stochastic Analysis of S&ip.Dyiianuc ~~~~~~~~~ thawed large changes In level below 125 Hz with the Intro-
duction of typical payloads. The change. were associated

V . Chen with particular acoustic modal behavior and were sensitive
• 

- Ph .D. Thesis, Univ. of California, Berkeley , 152 pp to the type of acoustic excitation. Another serIes of expsri-
(1977) ments evaluated the noise reduction of the first orbiter

- : UM 77-31 .316 vehicle.

Key Words: Ships, Wet r waves, Stochastic processes

A general theory of .hlp dynamics In random seas Is devel- 78-760
oped. The analysis covers the steady-state wave-induced Reepoasie of Space Shuttle Surface Insulation Panels
response and the transient-stats slamming response. Wave- to AcOustic PremU~

R. Vaicaitis and E.H. Dowellbody modes leeakeeping) end the high-frequency hull f iexur-
induced response includes both the low-frequency rigid-

at modes Ispringing). The strip theo ry of S.lvesen, Tuck, Columbia Univ., New York . NY , J. Spacecraft and
end Faltinsen is used to determine the hydrodynamic forces. Rockets , 14 (12), pp 739-746 (Dec 1977) 4 figs ,

7 tables, 17 refs

78-758 Key Words: Panels, Heat shields, Acoustic exc itat ion,

On the Nature of Resonance in Non-Conservative Free vibration, Shuttles (spacecraft)

System. The free vibration characteristics and dynamic response
I. Fawzy and R.E.D. Bishop of reusable space shuttle surface Insulation panels to acoustic
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Cairo. Cairo, Egypt, random pressure fields are studied. A Rayleigh-Ritz tech-
J. Sound Vib., 55 (4), po 475-485 (Dec 22. 1977) nique i. used is the basic analytical approach in formulating

the governing equations of motion .
4 figs, 1 table , 10 refs

Key Word.: Ships, Aircraft, Modal analysis, Resonant
frequency 78-761
Resonant vibration is commonly excited in ships and aircraft 747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft/Space Shuttle Orbiter
as i means of investigating th . variation of effective damping Mated Ground Vibration Test: Data V,* Trannent
- e.g. with changes of speed. Such systems a. shIps and Excitation and Fast Fourier Traniorm Analysis
aircraft sri “nonconservative” and the only exi st ing linear N.L . Olsen and M .J . Walter
theory governing their behavior under near-resonant condi-
tions Ii semi-empirical. This theory I. examined in the terms The Boeing Company, SAE Paper No. 770970,

• of modal enalysis and various aspects of its nature are point- 9 figs . 2 tables, 6 refs
ad out. A slight revision of previous theory as to the form of
polar plots appears to be In order. Key Words: Space shuttles, Vibration tests , Fast Fourier

tran sform

The experimental procedura employed to define the natural
SPACECRAFT modes of vibration of the 747 Shuttle Carrier AIrcraft and

Space Shuttle Orbiter mated configuration Is descrIbed. A
discussion of test results and comparison to structural analy-

78-759 ale results is also Included. Random transient signals were
used as inputs to electromagnetic shakers to provide exclta-

Experinental Studies of the Space Shuttle Payload t lon to the mated vehicle test configuration.
Acoustic Envwonenent
A.G. Piersol and P.E. Rentz
Bolt Beranek and Newman , Inc.. SAE Paper No. 78-762
770973, 19 figs, 2 tables, 6 refs Flutter Tests of the Mated 747 Shuttle Carrier

Aircraft-Orbiter
Key Words: Space shuttles, Noise reduction , Scaling L.V. Andrew

Two eerie, of experiments were conducted to reduce the Space Div., Rockwell International, SAE Paper No.

uncertaint ies concerning the Space Shuttle payIoe~ ~~ 770971 . 21 figs , 3 tables, 6 rots
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Kay Word.: Space shuttles, Flutter TRANSMiSSIONS

Flutter teats of the mated 747 shuttle carr ier a,lcteft-orbfter
are discussed. The monitored tefemetered date on reel-
tkise display, are deucr~ .d. The sefety criterIa Is applied
durIng buffet tests The instrumentation and telerneterlng 78-765
of orbiter data are treated for both tile ungowsred (inert) Belt Deformation in V-Belt Drise. Under Dynamic
and the powered up (active ) orbiter. Loading

D.L. Cronin and D.W. Mertz
Dept. of Mech. and Aerospace Engrg., Univ. of

78-763 Missouri-Rolla, Rolla , MO 6540 1 , Expt l . Mach .,
Effects of Flow Separation on Shuttle Longitud inal 17 (12), pp 463-467 (Dec 1977) 7 figs , 11 refs
Dynamic. and Aeroelsatic Stabaity
J.P . Reding and L,E. Ericsson Key Words: V-belts, DynamIc response
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Sunnyvale, CA.,
J. Spacecraft and Rockets , 14 (12), pp 711-718 Recent theoretical work permIts a characterization of loads

~~~~~~~~~ ,~~~~
,, ,

~
., 

~,, 
— In the cord layer of operating V-belts. Experimental evidence

‘~~~~~~ ~~
, I -‘ ~~~~~ ~~~ corroboratIng theory has been limited. Such evidence has

been collected and Is presented in this paper. Empirical
Kay Words: Shuttles (spacecraft), FluId-Induced excitation , relationships deecr~~inq how peak strains across end along
Aerodynamic st.blllty the belt occurring during an operating cycle vary wIth pre-

load, transmitted torque , pulley diameter and speed are
The longitudinal dynamic end aeroelastlc stability charsc- given.
terist ics of various shuttle configurations, investigated at
transonic speeds. are reported .

TURBOMACH INERY
(A lso see No. 641)

STRUCTUT~AL 78-766(Also see No. 647) 
Turbomachaeery Probkena: Cass,r, and Csue.
JS. Sohre
Turbomachinery Consultant, Ware , MA 01082,
Hydrocarbon Processing, 56 (12), pp 77-84 (Dec

78-764 1977) 11 figs , 9 refs
Reeponac Analy.a of Floating Structure.

1 M.K. Kaul Key Words: Turbomacitinery, Unbalanced mess response.
Nuclear Services Corp., Campbell, CA 95008, ASCE Alignment, Resonant response , Crit ical speed, Torsional

J. Engr. Mach . Div., 103 (EM6). pp 1023-1034 re~ onse

(Dec 1977)11 figs, 2 tables, 4 refs This article uses the case history approach to illustrate the
• moat common types of turbomacMnery problems found in

Ksy Words: Off-shore structures, Floating structures, Water field operation. The Problems investIgated are unbalance,
wives, Interact ion: fluid-structure distortion, mIsalignment, resonance, critical speed and

torsional..
The dynamic response of a floating structure may be ob-
tained either by analyzing the complete fluid-structure ‘ye-

• tern or by a sImpler method, In which the hydrodynamlc
effects are accounted for by the Inclusion of added mass.
Since she added mass of a floating structure is dependent on
the frequency of Its oscillation, the traditional use of a
constant added mess Ia large over the frequency rings of
Interest. A method to construct an equivalent model for the -

fluid-structure system In such cases, for the time domain
response analysis of the floatIng structure, I. presented In
this paper.
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